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Chapter 1: Introduction  
1.1 Bioinorganic Chemistry: Using Nature as Inspiration  
Biological systems provide the chemist with an abundance of examples of 
chemical transformations and processes that are difficult to achieve by other means. We 
aim to understand how enzymes perform their catalytic functions rapidly with a high 
degree of selectivity by creating synthetic small molecules that have related reactivity.
1
 
These small molecules are amenable to in-depth study due to their relatively facile 
synthesis and ease of alteration, especially when compared to isolation and purification of 
enzymes. In addition, the effect of pH and temperature can be readily studied on small 
molecules, whereas most proteins are rendered inactive outside of a narrow pH and 
temperature range. Also, some spectroscopic techniques require the use of high energy 
radiation that can degrade sensitive biological compounds. A great advantage to using 
synthetic compounds is they tend to have higher solubility in organic solvents, which is 
desirable because this enables the complexes to be studied at lower temperatures. 
Monitoring reactions at lower temperatures increases the likelihood that we can observe 
reactive intermediates important for understanding the mechanisms of these reactions. 
Understanding the mechanism of the reaction aides in designing complexes that will be 
more proficient at the desired transformation, either as catalytic or stoichiometric 
reagents. The process of developing a new copper complex is important as the synthetic 
compound could be potentially used as a catalyst that is capable of performing the same 
reactions as enzymes.  
We are particularly interested in preparing complexes that mimic the reactivity of 
copper containing proteins as they are ubiquitous in nature and catalyze numerous 
   2 
 
important organic transformations.
2–10
 Our goal, as bioinorganic chemists, is to model the 
reactivity of metal-containing proteins (metalloproteins) with synthetic small molecules. 
Although the enzymes are high molecular weight molecules, the reactivity of the 
enzymes is generally confined to an area immediately around the metal site (active site). 
Most of the protein serves as scaffolding to support the correct geometry of the active 
site, facilitate electron transport, and handle substrate delivery/product release. We aim to 
create copper-containing small molecules to perform similar functions to the copper-
containing enzymes, such as C-H bond activation. Currently, most industrial catalysts 
focus on the use of rare 4
th
 (Ru, Rh, Pd) and 5
th
 row (Ir, Pt) transition for C-H bond 
activation (Figure 1-1). Utilizing copper as a catalyst is particularly attractive due to its 
high natural abundance, low toxicity, and its cost-effectiveness. 
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Figure 1-1: Abundance of elements found in the Earth’s upper continental crust relative 
to the abundance of silicon (Si). Elements in the grey oval are 3d metals prevalent in 
biological systems. Elements in the grey and white striped rectangle are considered 
extremely rare. Elements of interest are bolded. Figure adapted from ref.1. 
1.1.1 Copper-Containing Biosites in Biological Systems 
There are a multitude of copper containing enzymes that activate oxygen in order 
to perform important organic transformations and functions as oxygen transport proteins 
in biological systems (Figure 1-2). 
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Figure 1-2: Illustration exhibiting the multitude of copper containing enzymes that use 
oxygen to perform a variety of important organic reactions. Figure adapted from ref.8. 
Despite the wide range of functions performed by copper-containing proteins, they have a 
number of common structural elements. For example, the copper centers are 
predominately ligated by histidine residues with either trigonal or tetragonal coordination 
environments.
8
 Traditionally, copper proteins have been categorized into different classes 
or “types” depending on their nuclearity and spectroscopic properties (Table 1-1).10  
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Table 1-1: Properties of the different types of copper containing active sites. 
 
Type 1 active sites, also known as blue copper proteins, are monocopper proteins that 
serve as electron transfer sites. They were among the first proteins to be thoroughly 
characterized using a variety of spectroscopic techniques.
10
 The type 3 proteins contain 
dinuclear copper centers that transport oxygen (hemocyanin) or activate oxygen for 
subsequent oxidation of organic substrates (tyrosinase, catechol oxidase).
3,11
 We are 
particularly interested in understanding the reactivity of normal “type 2” monocopper 
enzymes, which include enzymes capable of dioxygenase,
12
 monooxygenase,
13–15
 and 
oxidase
16–21
 functions. These enzymes oxidize substrates by activating C-H bonds, a 
process that we would like to understand from a fundamental viewpoint in order to apply 
this knowledge to modern synthetic challenges. 
This initial categorization of copper proteins into three major types has been 
expanded to include trinuclear copper clusters (one type 2 and one type 3 center), the Cu-
Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD) center, and a CuB-hemea center (CuB is a type 2 center). 
In addition, a family of active sites that have sulfur ligated copper centers have been 
 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 
Class blue (green, red)  normal dinuclear 
Function electron transfer reduction/oxidation  O2 transport/activation 
Proteins (i.e)  azurin 
plastocyanin 
stellacyanin 
galactose oxidase 
phenylalanine hydroxylase 
amine oxidase 
hemocyanin 
tyrosinase 
catechol oxidase 
 Cu Geometry trigonal 
tetrahedral 
tetragonal trigonal 
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chategorized: a mixed-valent binuclear CuA site, a (CuSMoO2) site, and the tetracopper 
CuZ site (Figure 1-3). 
 
Figure 1-3: Representations of X-ray crystal structures of the more recent copper sites 
found in biological systems: CuA site and CuB-hemea site from cycthochrome c. oxidase 
(PDB ID: 1QLE),
22
 CuZ site of nitrous oxide reductase (PDB ID:3SBP),
23
Cu-Zn SOD 
site (PDB ID: 2SOD),
24
 and CuM site from CO dehydrogenase (PDB ID: 1ZXI).
25
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1.1.2 Copper-Sulfur Biosites in Biological Systems 
The copper-sulfur sites have unusual binding motifs and electronic 
properties.
11,24–30
 We are particularly interested in gaining an understanding of nitrous 
oxide reductase (N2OR), an enzyme found in bacteria, fungi, and archae, because it 
performs the two-electron reduction of nitrous oxide (N2O) to dinitrogen (N2) and water 
as the final step of the denitrification process in the global nitrogen cycle.
31
 The reduction 
of nitrous oxide is thermodynamically favorable (ΔG ≈ -25 kcal/mol), however, the large 
kinetic barrier (ΔG‡ ≈ 59 kcal/mol) makes this reaction difficult to achieve under ambient 
conditions without the use of a catalyst.
32
 Reduction of N2O is a vital process for 
microorganisms that utilize this enzyme in order to maintain a proton gradient across the 
mitochondrial membrane, which is necessary for the production of adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP) during anaerobic respiration.
33
 In addition, nitrous oxide is a potent 
environmental pollutant that has increased in concentration in the atmosphere due to 
anthropogenic activities.
34
 By discerning the mechanism N2OR uses to reduce N2O, we 
can apply that knowledge to develop small molecular catalysts capable of remediating 
N2O pollution from the atmosphere.  
In order to mimic the reactivity of N2OR, we look to the structure of its active site 
to garner information about the components that may be necessary for N2O activation. 
The X-ray structure of N2OR reveals two copper centers: a CuA site (electron transfer) 
and a CuZ site (catalytic site) (Figure 1-3).
23
 The CuZ site, a [Cu4(μ4-S)(μ2-S)]
 
cluster 
ligated by seven histidine residues, is the catalytic site that performs the reduction of 
nitrous oxide in nitrous oxide reductase.
23
 The CuZ site of N2OR is catalytically active 
under ambient conditions, which has inspired us to model its structure in an attempt to 
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mimic its reactivity. In order to explore copper-inorganic sulfur motifs, as well as to 
further understand how such an energy intensive transformation readily occurs in these 
enzymes, a synthetic approach to the development of small molecules that mimic the 
activity of the CuZ site is crucial. Over nearly the past two decades, many copper-sulfur 
motifs have been characterized, including: [Cu(II)2(μ-S2
2-
)]
n+
, [Cu(II)2(μ-S2
∙-
)]
n+
, and 
[Cu(II)2(μ-1,2-S2)
2-
)]
n+
 cores, among others (see Chapter 2 for more details).
35–38
  
Previous work from our laboratory has reported the only copper-sulfur complex to 
reduce N2O to N2, and evidence suggests that a dicopper complex is the active species in 
that system.
39
 This led us to aim to synthesize a [Cu2(μ2-S)]
 
complex to test the 
hypothesis that it is the minimal unit needed to reduce N2O. Using nature as inspiration, 
we aim to make a small molecule model of the CuZ site using nitrogen donor (N-donor) 
ligands as analogs for the histidine residues present in the enzyme. These N-donor 
ligands must also maintain a low denticity coordination environment to maintain 
biological relevance to the CuZ site of N2OR, in which each copper is tridentate prior to 
binding N2O. We are particularly interested in developing a modular synthetic route for 
building more complex molecules, such as the tetranuclear CuZ site. This approach could 
also be extended towards the creation of heterobimetallic (Cu-Zn SOD and the CuSMoO2 
site) species (see Chapter 2 for more details).  
1.2 Copper(III) as an Important Intermediate for C-H Bond Activation 
 Although some consider the copper(III) oxidation state to be inaccessible in 
biological systems,
8
 high-valent copper sites have been suggested as potential 
intermediates during the catalytic cycle of various oxidase and oxygenase enzymes.
8,40,41
 
The identity of the copper-oxygen species responsible for C-H bond activation in 
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monocopper enzymes has been widely debated.
42–47
 Peptidylglycine α-hydroxylating 
monoxygenase (PHM) and dopamine β-monooxygenase (DβM) are two monocopper 
proteins that perform stereoselective hydroxylations using a reactive copper-oxygen 
species.
46–49
 Both enzymes contain a monocopper CuA (electron transfer) site and a 
monocopper CuB (catalytic) site. DβM catalyzes the conversion of dopamine to 
norepinephrine, both of which are neurotransmitters that regulate blood pressure.
50,51
 
PHM performs selective hydroxylation of C-terminal glycine-extended peptides to create 
α-hydroxylated products, which are precursors for the synthesis of hormones (i.e. 
oxytocin).
46
 Although kinetic studies suggest the two enzymes abide by the same 
mechanism,
42,43,47
 density functional theory (DFT) calculations indicate different active 
species for the two enzymes.
47,52
 Klinman and coworkers believe that the Cu(II)B-O2
-∙
 
species performs H-atom abstraction in PHM,
47
 while Yoshisawa and coworkers suggest 
a copper(III)-oxo/copper(II)-oxyl species performs H-atom abstraction in DβM (Scheme 
1-1).
52
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Scheme 1-1: Proposed enzymatic steps for PHM and DβM, with the compounds 
suggested as C-H bond activating intermediates framed in a bolded rectangle. Adapted 
from ref.52. 
The uncertainty of the C-H activating species in the enzymes has led us to pursue the 
synthesis of copper(III)-oxo/copper(II)-oxyl species in order to study their reactivity 
towards substrates with weak C-H bonds. Preparing a copper(III) complex is not an easy 
feat, as copper(III) species are rare. Well characterized examples of copper(III) 
complexes are supported by strongly electron-donating ligands that enforce a square 
planar geometry as discussed in the following sections.
53–66,66–69
 
1.2.1 Stable Copper(III) Complexes in the Literature 
The stabilization of copper(III) complexes has been achieved through the use of 
polyanionic ligands with nitrogen and oxygen donors that enforce a square planar 
geometry to give a variety of copper(III) complexes of variable overall charge (Figure 
1-4). Copper(III) complexes supported solely by sulfur ligands have also been reported, 
but have been excluded from this discussion as they are less relevant to our goal of 
creating enzymatic models.
61,70,71
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Figure 1-4: Representative selection of polyanionic ligands used to support copper(III) 
complexes. Copper(III) complexes that have been structurally characterized are drawn 
with the ligand name labeled below. The ligand denoted with * indicates it is assumed to 
have a square-planar structure similar to o-phenylenebis(biuret) .Complexes with 
brackets are proposed based on the structure of the related copper(II) complexes. See 
Table 1-2 for references and characterization data. 
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Copper(II)/copper(III) redox couples and UV-Vis spectral features of previously 
reported copper(III) complexes are presented in Table 1-2. A wide range of potentials are 
observed for copper(III) complexes supported by polyanionic ligands, ranging from 
−1.105 V to +1.12 V vs Fc+/Fc. Studies by Bossu72 on polypeptides and Journaux62 on 
N,N'-o-phenylene-bis(oxamate) ligands indicated a correlation between the visible 
absorption spectra and the redox couple. This correlation is attributed to the relative gain 
in the crystal field stabilization energy (CFSE) resulting from the change of a square 
planar d
9
 copper(II) center to a d
8
 copper(III)
 
center. The stabilization energy of this 
change is ~(15/12) Δ (Δ = ligand field splitting parameter) when moving from a d9 
((13/12) Δ) to a low-spin d8 configuration ((28/12) Δ) for square planar complexes.62 In 
addition, the change from a divalent (2
+
) to a trivalent (3
+
) ion further increases the ligand 
field splitting parameter. These factors all contribute to an increase in the crystal field 
stabilization energy of the copper(II) complexes, but an even larger effect on the 
stabilization energy of the corresponding copper(III) complex. The large stabilization 
energy leads to a shift of the copper(II)/copper(III) redox couple towards a more negative 
potential. The visible absorption spectra of the copper(II)-peptide complexes exhibit a 
single absorption band, which contains contributions from the three possible d-d 
transitions. Assuming the relative positions and intensities of the three transitions remain 
constant during excitation, the position of the absorbance maximum in the visible region 
is a measure of the equatorial bond strength (and CFSE).
72
 An inverse relationship is 
observed for the value of λmax compared to the reduction potential, and Bossu suggests 
this indicates the relative gain in CFSE from d
9
 copper(II) to d
8
 copper(III), which is of 
great importance to the thermodynamic stability of the copper(III) complex.  
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Table 1-2: Electrochemical and electron absorption features of selected copper(III) 
complexes. Ligands are drawn in Figure 1-4.NR = not reported.  
a
 values were converted to reference vs Fc
+
/Fc from reported values measured vs 
SCE 
b
ref.73
 
c
 ref.53 
d
 ref.60 
e
 ref.62 
f
 ref.74 
g
 ref.55 
h
 ref.58 
i 
No reduction or oxidation waves were observed
 
j
 ref.54 
k
 ref.75 
 
The copper(III) complexes supported by polypeptides are stable in neutral solutions (t1/2 ~ 
5.5 hours), but are sensitive to basic and acidic environments, where decomposition gives 
copper(II) and oxidized peptide products.
56,72,73
 The [copper(III)(tetraglycine)]
1-
 complex 
is sensitive to ambient light, and undergoes rapid decarboxylation despite its 
Ligand E1/2 vs 
Fc
+
/Fc 
UV-Vis 
λmax (ε, M
-1
 cm
-1
) Tetraglycine 
b
 0.941
a
 365 (7,100) 
3-propylbiuret
c
 -0.02
 a
 373(8,500) 
Collins-1 
d
 0.025 NR 
Collins-2 
d
 -1.105 NR 
N,N'-o-phenylene-bis(oxamate)
e
 0.72
 a
 NR 
N,N'-o-phenylene-methylamide,oxamate
 e
 0.43
 a
 NR 
N,N'-o-phenylene-bis(methylamide)
 e
 0.29
 a
 460 
o-phenylenebis(biuret)
 f
 0.35
 a
 NR 
tri-α-aminoisobutyric acid (Aib3)
 g
 0.726
 a
 395 (5,300) 
Pre
 h
 1.12
a
 515 (12,500) 
bcde
 j
 none
i
 
 
 
540 (29,500) 
obbz (X = Cl)
 k
 0.436
a
 NR 
obp
 k
 0.392
a
 NR 
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thermodynamic stability (E1/2 = 0.36 V vs NHE).
56
 The mono-anionic copper(III) 
complexes prepared by Collins and coworkers, [copper(III)(Collins-1)]
1-
 and 
[copper(III)(Collins-2)]
1-
, exhibited markedly different redox potentials depending on the 
identity of the countercation employed.
60
 When sodium was used as a counterion, the 
potential for a related copper(III) complex shifted by +210 mV relative to the potential 
measured when a tetramethylammonium counterion was used. Collins suggests that this 
may be due to bridging of the sodium ion between the alkoxide oxygen atoms, which 
would decrease the electron-donating ability of the ligand and increase the oxidation 
potential of the copper center. Interestingly, there was no observed effect on the redox 
behavior of these copper(III) complexes in non-coordinating (dichloromethane) versus 
coordinating (acetonitrile) solvent. Overall, the mono-anionic copper(III) complexes are 
thermally and aerobically stable, and no reactivity of the complexes towards C-H bonds 
has been reported. Similarly, the square pyramidal [copper(III)(bcde)(OH)]
2-
 complex is 
very stable and was reported to be unreactive towards ligand exchange or 
decomposition.
54
 
The monocationic ([copper(III)(Pre)]
1+
 ) and neutral (copper(III)(Aib3)) 
complexes have been examined for reactivity towards C-H bond activation by Mayer and 
coworkers.
65
 Methylation of a tripeptide was performed to give α–aminoisobutyric acid 
(Aib3), which was used to stabilize neutral copper(III) and nickel(III) complexes.
55
 The 
(copper(III)(Aib3)) complex exhibited remarkable stability towards acid decomposition 
and self-redox events, but underwent facile photochemical degradation. The 
(copper(III)(Aib3)) complex is stable in a strongly acidic environment (30% loss, 16 days, 
5 M HClO4), which is in stark contrast to the corresponding non-methylated tripeptides 
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that undergo full decomposition in minutes.
55
 In contrast to its acid stability, 
(copper(III)(Aib3)) undergoes rapid decomposition when exposed to visible light (<3 min 
100-W tungsten lamp) to give copper(II), carbon dioxide, acetone, unreacted Aib3 
(ligand), and what is believed to be the dipeptide (H-Aib2-amide
+
). This type of 
decarboxylation reaction has been observed with other first row transition metal-amino 
carboxylates (Fe
76,77
 and Co
78,77
), although those reactions required the use of ultraviolet 
radiation. The (copper(III)(Aib3)) complex did not react with weak C-H bonds (C-H bond 
strength, 78 kcal/mol), although it readily oxidizes phenols to give coupled products (O-
H bond strength, 81 kcal/mol).
65
 In contrast, the monocationic [copper(III)(Pre)]
1+
 
complex readily attacks both weak C-H bonds and O-H bonds.
65
 Mayer and coworkers 
attribute the inactivity of (copper(III)(Aib3)) towards C-H bonds to the observation that 
H-atom abstraction from O-H bonds is more rapid than for C-H bonds of the same 
strength.
65
 The nature of the difference in reactivity of (copper(III)(Aib3))
 
and 
[copper(III)(Pre)]
1+
 is unclear, as the axial coordination of solvent to the square planar 
copper(III) complex complicates a comprehensive understanding of the entropic 
contributions to the overall driving force of the reaction. The reactivity of these two 
complexes suggest that future endeavors to utilize copper(III) complexes as reactive 
species should aim for the creation of neutral or monocationic complexes.  
In conclusion, previous studies indicate that in order to stabilize a copper(III) 
center, the supporting ligand should: enforce a square planar geometry, be tri- or 
tetradentate, and have strong electron-donating capabilities. As we are interested in 
using a copper(III) as a reactive intermediate, our challenge is to stabilize the 
copper(III) state in order for it to be observed, but not to the extent that it would 
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prohibit the desired reactivity. We hypothesized that this goal could be reached by 
using a dianionic tridentate mer-coordinating ligand to stabilize a copper(III)-
hydroxide moiety. The copper(III)-hydroxide species would then be studied for 
reactivity towards weak C-H bonds (see Chapter 3). In addition, we utilized a less 
sterically hindered derivative of the ligand to stabilize a copper(III)-cyanomethide 
complex (see Chapter 4) that has relevance to postulated intermediates in copper 
catalyzed carbon-carbon bond forming reactions. To place this latter work into proper 
context, the following section discusses copper(III)-carbon species.  
1.2.2 Proposed Copper(III)-Carbon Intermediates in Organometallic Reactions 
For several decades, organocuprate(III) complexes have been of interest due to 
their relevance as proposed intermediates in reactions employing Gilman reagents 
(R2Cu
I
Li, R = alkyl, aryl) to achieve carbon-carbon bond formation.
79,80
 Typically, the 
SN2 (or SN2') reaction of a Gilman reagent involves the conjugate addition of a copper(I)-
alkyl to an α,β-unsaturated carbonyl compound followed by cross-coupling with an 
organic halide to selectively form a new carbon-carbon bond.
79,81,81–86
 The existence of a 
copper(III)-alkyl intermediate has been postulated as being critical for these 
reactions,
59,83,84,87,87–92
 and theoretical calculations support this hypothesis.
93–98
 In general, 
copper catalyzed carbon-carbon coupling reactions are believed to involve copper(I) 
starting complexes that generate a reactive copper(III) species.
68,69,99
 The mechanism for 
either stoichiometric or catalytic systems involves three general steps: transmetallation, 
oxidative addition, and reductive elimination (Figure 1-5).
69
 The reaction begins with the 
transmetallation of the copper(I) salt with a main-group organometallic reagent (R-M), 
followed by nucleophilic attack of the copper nucleus by an electrophile ([E]). The 
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electrophile coordinates to the copper center via oxidative addition to give the formally 
copper(III) intermediate, which undergoes reductive elimination to yield the desired 
carbon-carbon coupled product (R-E) and to regenerate the starting copper(I) complex, 
thus completing the catalytic cycle. 
 
Figure 1-5: Proposed catalytic cycle for the reaction of copper(I)-alkyl complexes with a 
main-group organometallic reagent (M-X) and an electrophile ([E]) to give a copper(III) 
intermediate, followed by reductive elimination to form the desired carbon-carbon 
coupled product (R-E). Adapted from [
69
]. 
The copper(III) species that is postulated to perform carbon-carbon coupling had not been 
observed experimentally until recently. In an attempt to gain insight into the mechanism 
of the reaction of Gilman reagents with alkyl halides, rapid-injection NMR spectroscopy 
studies were performed with the goal of identifying possible reaction intermediates. In 
these reactions, square planar mono-anionic and neutral copper(III)-alkyl intermediates 
were observed at −100 °C (Scheme 1-2).82,100,101  
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Scheme 1-2: Proposed reaction pathway for the formation of copper(III)-alkyl 
intermediates. 
The results suggested that the oxidative addition of ethyl iodide (EtI) to the copper(I) 
center formed a [copper(III)Me3Et]
1-
 complex. The oxidative addition appears to occur in 
trans fashion, which Cope and coworkers acknowledge is unusual because oxidative 
addition typically produces cis-addition products.
100
 Both a cyclic (both lithium atoms 
coordinated) and acyclic (only one lithium atom coordinated) arrangements for the 
oxidative attack can be imagined to give the copper(III) complex, [copper(III)Me2EtX]
1-
 
(X = I, SCN, CN, SPh) (middle drawing in Scheme 1-2). Depending on the nature of the 
lithium salt used (X substituent), the stability of [copper(III)Me2EtX]
1-
 varied from a few 
seconds (X = SCN) to indefinitely (X = SPh) at −100 °C. At elevated temperatures ( > 
−80 °C ), all complexes exhibited some decay as evidenced by the formation of 
[copper(III)Me3Et]
1-
, which then undergoes further decay to produce propane and 
ethane.
81
 The formation of multiple products is undesirable, as this indicates the active 
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species is following multiple pathways, which leads to a diminished yield of the desired 
product.  
Cope and coworkers studied the reaction of halo-Gilman reagents 
[copper(I)Me2]X (X = Cl, Br, I) in the presence of allyl chlorides. They were able to 
observe η3-copper(III) π-complexes and η1-copper(III) σ-complexes (Scheme 1-3).82  
 
Scheme 1-3: Different pathways observed for the reaction of [copper(I)Me2]
1-
 with allyl 
chloride complexes depending on the nature of the substituents.  
The treatment of halo-Gilman reagents with allyl chlorides containing a chloride in the 
position β to the unsaturation, however, led to β-chloride elimination and formation of 
[tetramethylcopper(III)]
1-
 and allene. The observation by Cope and coworkers of 
[tetramethylcopper(III)]
1-
 was the first report of this previously elusive compound.
82
 
While formation of [tetramethylcopper(III)]
1-
 at −100 °C was essentially quantitative, 
reactions performed at higher temperatures (−100 °C and 0 °C) led to diminished yields 
(70% and 20% respectively) and formation of ethane as a side-product.  
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The choice of ligand was demonstrated to have a dramatic effect on the stability 
of the copper(III) intermediate, as it was also noted that the addition of dimethylsulfide or 
trimethylphosphine to the copper(I) starting material led to a cleaner formation of 
[tetramethylcopper(III)]
1-
. Further studies were performed, using a range of phosphine 
and nitrogen donor ligands to assess the effect of ligands on the stability of neutral 
copper(III) complexes observed by rapid-injection NMR spectroscopy (Figure 1-6).
100
 
 
Figure 1-6: Neutral copper(III) complexes observed upon complexation with various 
neutral ligands. 
The intermediates observed by rapid-injection NMR spectroscopy formally place copper 
in the +3 oxidation state, while calculations suggest the charge on the copper center is 
closer to +1.
94
 DFT calculations and natural population analysis (NPA) by Snyder
94
 of 
the neutral and charged “copper(III)” 3d orbitals gave population values between 9.4 and 
9.7. These population values are equivalent to the population values observed for the 
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copper(I)-alkyl complexes. Snyder suggests the formulation of these compounds as d
10
 
copper atoms (copper(I)) that have highly ionic bonds with a small degree of covalent 
interaction between the ligands and the Cu(dx2-y2) orbital.
94
 Thus, while these simple 
copper-alkyl complexes are formally copper(III) as is consistent with an oxidative 
addition mechanism,
69
 DFT calculations
94
 suggest they are actually in the copper(I) 
oxidation state.  
Direct C-H bond activation has been reported where copper(III) compounds are 
implicated as the active species. Barton and coworkers reported the C-H bond activation 
of indoles in the presence of copper(I) and an aryl-bismuth(V) oxidant.
102
 More recently, 
less toxic bis(aryl)iodium salts have shown to oxidize copper(II) salts leading to the 
arylation of indoles.
103
 While the mechanism for the arylation is unclear, DFT 
calculations suggest the iodium salt directly oxidizes copper(I) to give a copper(III)-aryl 
intermediate.
99,104
 In addition, copper(III) complexes are proposed to form when 
copper(I) salts in the presence of a chiral ligand are exposed to a hypervalent iodine(III) 
reagent, yielding asymmetric carbon-carbon coupled products.
68
 The use of high valent 
iodine(III) has complicated the mechanistic understanding of these processes,
105,106
 as it is 
a powerful oxidant and product formation was observed in the absence of copper (albeit 
with lower yields and harsher conditions) for some systems.
107,108
 While these reactions 
may possess utility for obtaining the desired carbon-carbon coupled products, there is still 
much to be learned about their mechanisms. In addition, it would be desirable to use less 
harsh oxidants, as strong oxidants have the potential to undergo side reactions.  
Macrocyclic N-confused porphyrins and doubly N-confused porphyrins ligands 
have also been used to stabilize copper(III) complexes.
109–116
 Ribas and coworkers used a 
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macrocyclic ligand to affect the disproportionation of copper(II) salts to afford a 
copper(I) species and a stable [copper(III)-aryl]
2+
 complex at room temperature (Scheme 
1-4). 
 
Scheme 1-4: Route for the preparation of a copper(III)-aryl complex by 
disproportionation (top) or addition of TEMPO (bottom). 
The copper(II)-macrocyclic complex is short lived and readily undergoes 
disproportionation. Ribas and coworkers describe a three-center-three-electron C-H-
Cu(II) interaction that is supported by evidence obtained from pulsed-EPR spectroscopy 
and DFT calculations.
117
 A proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) mechanism is 
believed to be the rate determining step in the C-H bond activation of the ligand, which is 
further supported by the addition of TEMPO to the copper(II) complex affording the 
[copper(III)-aryl]
2+
 complex. In order to generate higher yields of the copper(III) 
complex, the reaction can be run under an oxygen atmosphere to oxidize the copper(I) 
product to the copper(II) starting material.
118
 When copper(II) halide salts are used, a five 
coordinate square pyramidal [copper(III)-aryl-halide]
1+
 complex is obtained that is more 
air stable than its corresponding [copper(III)-aryl]
2+
 counterpart. This enhanced stability 
is evidenced by significantly lower redox potentials for the copper(II)/copper(III) couple 
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(250 mV).
119
 While this reaction occurs without the need for harsh oxidants, it is limited 
in scope due the intramolecular attack of the copper(III) center on the ligand.  
In order to obtain more control over the many possible mechanistic pathways and 
preclude unwanted side reactions that are involved with the formation of a copper(III) 
species, we chose to use a strongly electron-donating ligand that enforces a square planar 
geometry, which should aid in stabilizing a copper(III) center according to ligand field 
theory. In addition, we aim to develop a ligand system that will direct the reactivity of the 
copper center towards exogenous C-H bonds by designing a ligand without C-H bonds in 
close proximity to the copper center, thereby reducing the likelihood of intramolecular 
attack. 
1.3 Brief Overview of the Following Chapters 
With the goal of modeling copper-oxygen and copper-sulfur biosites, we used a 
dianionic ligand that would enforce a square planar geometry in order to stabilize both 
the copper(II) and copper(III) oxidation states. As both copper(II) and copper(III) prefer a 
square planar geometry, this should minimize the reorganization energy of the system 
when changing oxidation states. Previous reports of nickel(II)-hydroxide,
120
 nickel(II)-
bicarbonate,
120,121
 and nickel(II)-μ-(CN)-iron(II) complexes120 by Holm and coworkers 
supported by an NNN-pincer ligand led us to pursue the use of related ligands in copper 
chemistry.
122–124
 We chose N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide 
and N,N′-bis(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide as ligands to support 
copper(II) complexes with various ancillary ligands (Figure 1-7).
123,124
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Figure 1-7: Copper and nickel complexes supported by N,N′-bis(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-
2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide and N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-2,6-
pyridinedicarboxamide ligands with a numbering scheme.  
Chapter 2 explores the utilization of the more sterically protected use N,N′-
bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide ligand to produce novel 
monocopper(II)-sulfur complexes (Na)4 and (Bu4N)5. These compounds were 
synthesized with the intent of using them as building blocks for creating homo- and 
heterobinuclear complexes in a controlled fashion. Both (Na)4 and (Bu4N)5 were fully 
characterized by a variety of spectroscopic techniques, including: electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy, X-ray 
crystallography, and electro-spray ionization mass-spectrometry (ESI-MS). 
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Chapter 3 investigates the effects of the steric environment provided by the NNN-
pincer on the stability and reactivity of copper(III)-hydroxide complexes 2' and 7' 
towards weak C-H bonds. The copper(III)-hydroxide complexes are derived from the 
oxidation of their corresponding copper(II)-hydroxide complexes, (Bu4N)2 and (Bu4N)7. 
The less sterically hindered 7' exhibited increased reactivity as evidenced by rapid self-
decay. Yet, while the self-decay rate of 7' was measured to be several orders of 
magnitude faster than the more sterically protected 2' in 1,2-difluorobenzene, the rates of 
C-H bond activation for the two complexes were essentially identical. Attempts to slow 
the self-decay pathway by altering the supporting cation are also discussed. In addition, 
the preliminary investigation assessing the thermodynamic parameters of the hydrogen 
atom abstraction reaction of the copper(III)-hydroxide complex is presented. 
Chapter 4 reports the unprecedented reactivity of copper(II)-hydroxide, (Bu4N)7, 
with acetonitrile to give the C-H activated copper(II)-cyanomethide complex, (Bu4N)9. 
Also included are nickel(II) complexes, ((Bu4N)10 and (Bu4N)11), that were prepared to 
compare reactivity with their related copper complexes((Bu4N)7 and (Bu4N)9). The 
complexes were characterized using UV-Vis, EPR, and proton nuclear magnetic 
spectroscopy (
1
H-NMR),ESI-MS, X-ray crystallography, and Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FT-IR). Kinetic studies were pursued to gain mechanistic information 
about the conversion of (Bu4N)7 to (Bu4N)9. In addition, both metal(II)-cyanomethide 
complexes were examined for their ability to act as cyanomethylating reagents.  
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Chapter 2: Modeling Copper-Sulfur Biosites 
In an attempt to model the CuZ site of nitrous oxide reductase, we aimed to 
synthesize copper-sulfur complexes with only one sulfur moiety in order to build 
complexity and nuclearity in a step-wise fashion. Preliminary efforts focused on the use 
of dinucleating ligands with the goal of obtaining 2Cu:1S complexes, however, this route 
was unsuccessful (see section 2.2 ). Efforts were then focused on the creation of 1Cu:1S 
complexes that have the potential to act as synthons for the controlled formation of 
binuclear species (2Cu:1S) (see section 2.3 ).This work primarily focuses on the synthesis 
and characterization of novel mononuclear copper(II)-sulfur complexes, with copper(II)-
SSiPh3 and copper(II)-SH units. 
2.1.1 Properties of Nitrous Oxide Reductase (N2OR) 
Copper-sulfur containing proteins are prevalent throughout all lifeforms
5
 and 
perform a variety of reactions under ambient conditions that are difficult to achieve 
synthetically due to large kinetic barriers.
125
 The properties of these copper-sulfur active 
sites provide inspiration for synthetic inorganic chemists to develop molecules that may 
mimic the structure and function of these sites. Of particular interest is the enzyme 
nitrous oxide reductase (N2OR), which reduces nitrous oxide (N2O) to dinitrogen (N2) 
and water, a very important step in the global denitrification cycle.
2,126–129
 Nitrous oxide 
is an environmental pollutant and a potent greenhouse gas, making remediation of this 
industrial and agricultural waste product a high priority. There is also interest in using 
this waste product as a “green oxidant” due to its potential to behave as an oxo-transfer 
reagent with an appropriate catalyst, to give dinitrogen (Scheme 2-1). This reaction 
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would be of significant environmental importance as it utilizes N2O to perform an 
oxidation reaction, which would ideally be used to create higher value products from 
hydrocarbons, while converting an environmental pollutant (N2O) into a benign product, 
N2. 
 
Scheme 2-1: Idealized reaction of nitrous oxide (N2O) acting as an oxo-transfer reagent 
in the presence of a catalyst to give an oxidized substrate and dinitrogen (N2). 
While the reduction of nitrous oxide is thermodynamically favorable (ΔG ≈ −25 
kcal/mol) the large activation energy for the reaction (ΔG‡ ≈ 59 kcal/mol) indicates a 
catalyst is needed for the reduction reaction to occur under ambient conditions.
32
 In 
addition, another challenge is activating N2O, as it is a notoriously poor ligand for metal 
centers because it is both a poor π-acceptor and σ-donor.130 Very few nitrous oxide 
complexes have been well characterized and only one vanadium complex with a linear 
nitrogen bound N2O molecule has been structurally characterized by X-ray 
crystallography.
131
  
2.1.1.1 Function and Structure of N2OR 
N2OR plays a critical role in the global nitrogen cycle by performing the last step 
of the denitrification process, reducing nitrous oxide to molecular nitrogen (Figure 2-1). 
For denitrifying organisms, the oxidized forms of nitrogen are used in place of oxygen as 
terminal electron acceptors for anaerobic respiration, which is coupled to ATP 
synthesis.
132
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Figure 2-1: Thermochemistry of the bacterial nitrogen cycle (at pH 7). The values of ΔG 
are calculated per mole of nitrogen atoms and using dinitrogen (N2) as the standard 
(zero). Adapted from ref.133. 
In addition to serving this important function, elimination of nitrous oxide from the 
atmosphere is of vital environmental importance as many anthropogenic sources 
(artificial fertilizer and burning of fossil fuels) have led to an increase of N2O in the 
atmosphere (Figure 2-2).
134
 A very potent greenhouse gas, N2O is third to only methane 
and carbon dioxide as an ozone destroying pollutant.
32,135,136
According to the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency, nitrous oxide has a lifetime in the atmosphere 
of 120 years and global warming potential of 310, meaning that one pound of nitrous 
oxide in the atmosphere will cause 310 times as much warming as one pound of carbon 
dioxide.
34
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Figure 2-2: United States nitrous oxide emissions by source for 1990-2011, as reported 
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency, ref.134. 
 
 The isolation of N2OR led to the identification of two copper active sites: the CuA and 
the CuZ site.
23,137–139
 The CuA site was identified as a binuclear copper center with a 
[Cu2(μ2 -cysteine)2]
n+
 core on the basis of the similarity of its EPR spectrum,
126,127
 
magnetic circular dichroism features,
140
 and X-ray absorption spectrum
140–142
 to the 
spectroscopic data of the CuA center in cytochrome c oxidase (COX). In both N2OR and 
COX, the CuA site functions as an electron transfer center to deliver electrons to the 
catalytic site of the enzyme, which is typically located in a nearby subunit.
143
 Structural 
identification of the active form of the CuZ site has been complicated by variations in 
enzyme preparations that led to the isolation of different forms of the enzyme.
23,129,139,144–
147
 The X -ray crystallographic data, in conjunction with resonance Raman spectroscopic 
data, has led to the proposal of three different structures of the CuZ site, with the 
following cores: [Cu4(μ4-OH) ]
n
, [Cu4(μ4-S) ]
n
, and [Cu4(μ4-S) (μ2-S)]
n
 (Figure 
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2-3).
23,137,138,148
 At the beginning of this thesis project, the site was proposed to contain a 
[Cu4(μ4-S)]
n+
 cluster with a bridging solvent labile species (OH or H2O). 
 
Figure 2-3: Representations of the various structures postulated for the CuZ site of N2OR 
by X-ray crystallography. Note: (O) represents an unknown protonation state of oxygen 
as either OH
− 
or H2O. 
The CuZ site is located in the N -terminal domain of N2OR, which displays a seven-blade 
β-propeller fold (Figure 2-4).23 Within the same domain, the CuA site is located nearly at 
a distance of 40Å in the C -terminus; whereas the CuA site from the other domain is at a 
shorter distance of ~10Å.  
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Figure 2-4: (Top): X-ray structure of the homodimeric nitrous oxide reductase isolated 
from P. stutzeri at 1.7Å resolution (PDB ID: 3SBQ).The two subunits are distinguished 
by different color shading of the protein backbone. Copper and sulfur atoms are 
represented as ball and stick models; (Bottom): Representation of the CuZ site indicating 
a [4Cu:2S] site ligand by seven histidine residues. 
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Isolation of N2OR under strict anaerobic conditions provides the purple form of the 
enzyme with high activity.
5,128,149
 When the enzyme is prepared in aerobic (or not strictly 
anaerobic) conditions, a pink form is obtained that only displays 20 -40% of the specific 
activity of the purple form.
150
 Upon reduction of the pink form to the fully reduced (all 
copper(I)) state, a fourfold enhancement of activity (4.5 μkat mg-1)) is observed 
compared to the purple form (1.1 μkat mg-1)5,145 (kat = 1 mol/ s ). The reduction of the 
pink form requires the use of methyl viologen, which is not a physiologically relevant 
reduction agent and suggests that this pathway is not accessible under normal catalytic 
conditions. Interestingly, methyl viologen is not successful at producing a fully reduced 
state for the purple form of N2OR, suggesting that substrate activation and electron 
transfer for the two forms are distinct.
128,145,146,151
 
The differences observed in the pink and purple forms are attributed to changes 
observed in the crystal structures obtained by Zumft and coworkers at both the CuA and 
CuZ sites.
23
 The CuA site of the pink form is a delocalized mixed-valent [Cu1A
1.5
Cu2A
1.5
] 
species, where each copper is ligated by a histidine residue, two bridging cysteine 
residues, and either a methionine (Cu1A) or tryptophan (Cu2A) residue. The delocalized 
state of the CuA site is corroborated by the narrow 7-line hyperfine splitting observed in 
the EPR spectrum arising from coupling of the unpaired spin to both Cu ions (I = 3/2). In 
the purple form, the histidine residue of Cu2A is rotated and not coordinated to Cu2A, yet 
the EPR spectrum remains similar to the spectrum obtained for the pink form. It has been 
suggested that the histidine rotation may have mechanistic implications pertaining to the 
external reduction of the CuA site and substrate binding (see section 2.1.1.2 for more 
details). The X-ray structure revealed a dramatically different structure for the CuZ site, 
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as a second sulfur atom was located in the electron density map. Further evidence for the 
second sulfur atom is that the bond distances from copper to sulfur (2.5 and 2.6 Å) are 
more consistent with copper-sulfur bonds as opposed to copper-oxygen bonds that would 
be expected for a solvent derived ligand as observed in the other structures of the CuZ site 
(Figure 2-3).
138,148
 In addition, deconvolution of the complex UV-Vis spectrum indicated 
a sulfur→copper charge transfer band that corresponded to the CuA site in addition to a 
spectrum that was assigned to the purple form of the CuZ site. To reconcile the 
differences observed in the CuZ structures, Zumft and coworkers suggest that the active 
form of the enzyme (CuZ) is dominant in the purple form of the enzyme, whereas the 
inactive form (with only one sulfur atom), is dominant in the pink form (CuZ*) of the 
enzyme (Figure 2-5).
23
 The second sulfur atom (S2) is exposed to a substrate channel, 
making it vulnerable to attack by oxygen under aerobic preparations and leading to the 
irreversible formation of the CuZ* form. The activity observed in the pink form of the 
enzyme is attributed to residual CuZ in the enzyme, providing an explanation for why the 
activity of the pink form is low relative to the purple form of the enzyme. 
 
Figure 2-5: Summary of the structures that are proposed to correspond with the different 
observed forms of the CuZ site, CuZ and CuZ*. 
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2.1.1.2 Proposed Mechanisms for N2OR 
Zumft and coworkers were able to collect a crystal structure of N2O interacting with 
the CuZ site of N2OR by pressurizing crystals with N2O and flash cooling with liquid 
nitrogen (Figure 2-6).
23
 Their finding represents the first example of a crystal structure 
with copper and N2O in close proximity. The N2O is modeled as a linear molecule and is 
in a side-on configuration relative to the Cu2-Cu4-S1 face of the CuZ site. Interestingly, the 
orientation of N2O suggests that this is a pre-coordinated state, as the copper-nitrogen 
(2.8-3.8 Å) and copper-oxygen (3.4 Å) distances are too long to be considered true bonds. 
In addition, rearrangement of the N2O ligand would be necessary for N2 to escape via the 
substrate channel and for water (the other product of the reaction) to be released into the 
distal water cavity. Previously, N2O was predicted to bind along the Cu1-Cu4 edge, but 
due to the discovery of a sulfur atom occupying this position, that hypothesis appears less 
feasible.
133,148
 The weak interaction between the CuZ site and N2O leads to a 
conformational change observed in the crystal structure about the CuA site, taking it from 
being ligated by three amino acid residues to four, where the Cu2A is now fully ligated. 
This conformational change suggests the CuA site only transfers an electron after the 
substrate is in close proximity to the active site. While this structure of N2OR with N2O 
in the binding pocket offers some mechanistic information regarding the sequence of 
substrate binding and electron transfer, questions about the mechanism of N2O activation 
still remain. 
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Figure 2-6: (Top) X-ray structure of N2O in the binding pocket of N2OR near the CuZ 
site (PDB ID: 3SBR); (Bottom): Enlarged view of the CuZ site and N2O binding pocket 
with interatomic distances reported in Å. 
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2.1.1.3 Model Complexes of N2OR 
The novel structure of the CuZ site and its important biological function of 
reducing nitrous oxide to dinitrogen has motivated researchers to aim to prepare small 
molecules that mimic the structure and reactivity of the CuZ site. The majority of 
previous efforts have focused on obtaining structural models of the CuZ and CuA sites of 
N2OR through the use of neutral and mono-anionic nitrogen based ligands. Nitrogen 
donors are used as analogues for the histidine residues that support the CuZ and CuA sites, 
which has led to the characterization of several copper-sulfur motifs (Figure 
2-7).
35,37,39,152–162
 It should be noted that a μ4-sulfido cluster with phosphine donors
20
 has 
been prepared, although these ligands are not biologically relevant nor have studies been 
reported that assess the reactivity of the complex towards N2O.  
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Figure 2-7: Selected synthetically obtained copper-sulfur complexes. Literature 
references for A,
36,152,154
 B,
154
 C,
35
 D,
157
 E,
156
 F and G,
163
, and H
39
. 
All of the copper-sulfur clusters previously obtained are multi-copper, multi-sulfur 
complexes, although mono-copper(II)-thiolates have been prepared in attempts to model 
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blue copper proteins (see section 2.3.1 ).
164–169
 There are many factors influencing the 
formation of these higher nuclearity structures, including the high degree of covalency 
between copper and sulfur bonds.
170–172
 For example, when N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-trans-
(1R,2R)-diaminocyclohexane (Me4chd) was used as a ligand to support copper-sulfur 
clusters, the denticity and oxidation state of sulfur varied significantly depending on the 
nature of the copper source used.
35
 Addition of a non-coordinating triflate copper source 
(Cu(OTf)2) to the ligand (Me4chd) and a sulfur source (Li2S or Na2S2), led to the isolation 
of a tri-copper complex, core D. When copper(II)-chloride was used as the copper source, 
a hexa-copper (core G) and a dicopper (core C) were isolated. The disproportionation 
reaction believed to cause formation of core G, gives a species where the oxidation state 
of the sulfur species is best described as disulfide (S2
2−
) based on bond distances 
determined by crystallography. The dicopper species, core C, has a similar structure to 
previously reported trans-(S2
∙−
) complex,
158
 with short sulfur-sulfur bonds. Addition of a 
copper(I) source to core G or C led to the formation of core F, which has sulfur-sulfur 
bond distances consistent with the ligation of S2
2−
 to copper(II). Although the same 
ligand was employed, differences in anions present led to the isolation of copper-sulfur 
complexes with sulfur as S2
2−
, S2
∙−
, and the more complicated oxidation state exhibited in 
core D. 
The description of the electronic picture of cores C and D have raised a great deal 
of debate about fundamental bonding concepts.
171,173–176
 There has been much discussion 
about whether or not a sulfur-sulfur bond is present in [Cu3S2]
3+
 , core D. The three-fold 
symmetric [Cu3S2]
3+
 core has copper-sulfur distances of 2.25 Å , a sulfur-sulfur distance 
of 2.73 Å, and all three copper atoms in a square planar environment.
157
 In addition, the 
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EPR spectrum indicates that the three copper nuclei are in electronically equivalent 
environments.
157
 The electronic structure of [Cu3S2]
3+
, core D, has been described by 
three different electronic structures: [Cu
II
2Cu
III
(S
2−
)2]
3+
, [Cu
II
3(S2
3−
)]
3+
, [Cu
II
2Cu
I
(S2)
2−
]
3+
 
(Figure 2-8).
176
 
 
Figure 2-8: Proposed electronic configurations for the description of the [Cu3S2]
3+
 core, 
D, adapted from ref.176. 
Both the Alvarez and Mealli/Hoffman formulations assume full delocalization of the 
unpaired electrons among the three copper centers in order to be consistent with the EPR 
data, which indicates three equivalent copper nuclei.
175
 The Alvarez formulation of D as 
a formally [Cu
II
2Cu
III
(S
2−
)2]
3+
 core is analogous to a previously reported [Cu3O2]
3+
 
structure
177–179
 that is best described as a [Cu
II
2Cu
III
(O)
2-
)2]
3+
 system. Applying the same 
logic to core D is problematic, as the highly oxidizing copper(III) ion would be bound to 
a fully reduced S
2-
 ion; two species that should be chemically incompatible.
176
 Similarly, 
the Mealli/Hoffman proposal of D as a [Cu
II
2Cu
I
(S2)
2−
]
3+
 compound requires a copper(I) 
ion to be in a square planar geometry, which is very unlikely due to its preference for 
tetrahedral coordination based on ligand field theory. The Berry description of D as 
[Cu
II
3(S2
3-
)]
3+
 has three equivalent copper nuclei bound to a S2
3−
 ion, therefore 
eliminating the need to evoke full delocalization to explain the EPR spectrum.
176
 In 
addition, copper(II) prefers a square planar geometry based on ligand field theory, so 
there is not any geometric incompatibility. A major difference of this formulation, Berry 
contends, is the S2
3−
 ion is strongly antiferromagnetically coupled to the three copper(II) 
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nuclei, which creates four magnetic molecular orbitals. The Alvarez and Mealli/Hoffman 
formulations require only two magnetic molecular orbitals because they have invoked 
full delocalization of their copper nuclei. Berry suggests the D core is best described as 
[Cu
II
3(S2
3−
)]
3+
 and is the first example of a coordination compound with this S2
3− 
ligand. 
Computational studies on S2
3− 
indicated a formal bond order of 0.5 for the sulfur-sulfur, 
which is between Alvarez (no sulfur-sulfur bond) and Mealli/Hoffman (sulfur-sulfur 
bond) descriptions. Berry cautions that when delocalized bonding is in play, descriptions 
of the electronic configurations will always be oversimplifications. Indeed, XAS and 
DFT calculations indicate that D is best described as a configuration somewhere between 
the [Cu
II
2Cu
III
(S)
2−
)2]
3+
 and [Cu
II
3(S2
3−
)]
3+
 formulations.
171
  
Previous work with copper(I)-R3TACN ( TACN = 1,4,7-trialkyltriazacyclononane 
, R= Me, Et, iPr) and copper(I)-TMCHD (TMCHD = N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-2R,3R-
cyclohexanediamine) complexes has shown that SSbPh3 is a competent sulfur transfer 
reagent (see Scheme 2-2) for obtaining copper-sulfur complexes A and D with higher 
yields than previously reported.
180
 The isolation and X-ray structural characterization of 
the neutral (R3TACN)Cu-SSbPh3 complex was unique in the literature as there are no 
reports of X-ray crystal structures of transition metals coordinated to SSbPh3 despite its 
use as a sulfur transfer agent.
181–183
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Scheme 2-2: (Left): Reaction scheme for the synthesis of D, [(TMCHD)3Cu3(μ
3
-S)2]
3+
 
complex, using Ph3SbS as a sulfur transfer reagent; (Right): Isolation of a Cu-SSbPh3 
species which undergoes further reaction to obtain A, a [(R3TACN)Cu2(μ-η
2
: η2-S2)]
2+
 
complex (R = Me, Et, iPr).  
The (R3TACN)CuSSbPh3 complex displayed instability in solution and decomposed to 
the [(R3TACN)Cu2S2]
2+
 complex (core A).
180
 Kinetic studies on the addition of 
(Me3TACN)Cu(CH3CN) to (Me3TACN)CuSSbPh3 indicated that a rapid pre-equilibrium 
was likely occurring, where a postulated [(Me3TACN)Cu2(μ-SSbPh3)]
2+ 
species may be 
formed (see Scheme 2-3 ). The dicopper species is believed to undergo rapid decay to 
produce the [(Me3TACN)Cu2(μ-η
2
: η2-S2)]
2+ 
and the [(Me3TACN)Cu(SbPh3)]
+ 
complexes.  
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Scheme 2-3: Postulated mechanism based on kinetic studies performed by 
1
H-NMR for 
the reaction of (Me3TACN)Cu(CH3CN) with (Me3TACN)Cu(SSbPh3) to obtain 
[(Me3TACN)Cu2(μ-η
2
: η2-S2)]
2+
and (Me3TACN)Cu(SbPh3).  
While the use of SSbPh3 afforded a discrete copper-SSbPh3 complex, its propensity to 
form the higher nuclearity [Cu2(μ-η
2
: η2-S2]
2+
 structure is problematic when aiming to 
design a system without sulfur-sulfur bonds. In order to prevent formation of these 
thermodynamic products, it may be necessary to use more sterically hindered ligands that 
may prevent the formation of higher nuclearity clusters. 
Although several copper-sulfur clusters have been obtained with N-donor ligands, 
currently only one system has been reported to reduce N2O to N2.
39
 A 
[(Me3TACN)3Cu3S2]
2+
 complex (Me3TACN = 1,4,7-trimethyltriazacyclononane ) was 
used to obtain a unique cluster, Core H, with a bridging disulfide (S2
 2−
) moiety between 
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three copper ions. The electronic structure of core H was described as a Cu
II
Cu
I
2 based on 
the metal-ligand bond distances. While the [(Me3TACN)3Cu3S2]
2+
 motif differs from the 
μ4-sulfido moiety in the CuZ site, it was successful at quantitatively reducing N2O at −80 
°C as evidenced by the release of dinitrogen.
39
 As all of the copper centers in core H are 
coordinatively saturated, it was postulated that an equilibrium exists that involves the 
dissociation of a [(Me3TACN)Cu]
1+
 moiety, creating a [(Me3TACN)2Cu2S2]
2+
 species 
that is responsible for N2O attack (Scheme 2-4). 
 
Scheme 2-4: Equilibrium between [(Me3TACN)3Cu3S2]
2+ 
with [(Me3TACN)3Cu]
1+
 and 
[(Me3TACN)2Cu2S2]
1+
, where the complex postulated
 
to activate nitrous oxide is in a 
bolded frame. 
This mechanistic hypothesis was corroborated by DFT calculations and mass 
spectrometry data indicating loss of a copper(I) fragment in solution to form the 
[(Me3TACN)2Cu2S2]
1+ 
cluster. The proposed [(Me3TACN)2Cu2S2]
1+ 
cluster has an open 
coordination site, and is proposed to bind and reduce N2O. DFT calculations indicate the 
transition state for N2O activation involves two copper centers with a bridging O-bound 
N2O molecule (Figure 2-9).  
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Figure 2-9: The DFT optimized transition state indicating the N2O molecule is favored to 
bind to the [(Me3TACN)2Cu2S2]
1+ 
moiety via the oxygen atom of N2O bridging to the 
two copper centers. Figure reproduced from ref.39. 
Further experimental and computational studies are needed to verify if this new 
proposed binding mode is a viable route to N-O bond cleavage in the enzyme. In 
addition, this result inspired us to create a discrete [Cu2(μ-S)]
n
 complex to assess if a 
dicopper species may be the minimal unit required for reduction of N2O. We developed 
two strategies with the aim of obtaining a [Cu2(μ-S)]
n
 complex to study. The first 
approach employed the use of dinucleating ligands (Strategy 1) and the second approach 
utilized a sterically hindered and strongly electron-donating ligand (Strategy 2) (Scheme 
2-5). Strategy 1 relies on the use of a dinucleating ligand to prevent the formation of 
higher nuclearity clusters (see section 2.2 ). In contrast, strategy 2 aims to use a 
copper(II)-hydrosulfide complex as a synthon for the creation of a [Cu2(μ-S)]
n
 compound 
in a stepwise fashion (see section 2.3 ). 
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Scheme 2-5: Two strategies for the synthesis of a[Cu2(μ-S)]
n
. Strategy 1 utilizes a 
dinuclear ligand while strategy 2 relies on a step-wise synthesis. 
   
2.2 Strategy 1: Using Dinucleating Ligands to Form 2Cu:1S Complexes 
Initial efforts at obtaining a copper-sulfur complex to mimic half the structure of 
the Cuz site (2Cu:1S) focused on the use of dinucleating ligands (Scheme 2-6). 
Dinucleating ligands avoid the monomer-dimer equilibrium complications that arise 
when synthesizing a dinuclear complex from mononuclear complexes.
184
  
 
Scheme 2-6: General scheme for the addition of a sulfur source, [S], to a dicopper 
complex supported by a dinucleating ligand. 
2.2.1 Monoanionic Phenolate Based Dinucleating Ligands 
Dinucleating phenolate ligands have a rich history in bioinorganic chemistry with 
copper and other transition metals.
184–194
 Much work has focused on species that would 
perform oxidative chemistry to mimic catecholase,
195–199
 lactamase,
200,201
 and 
tyrosinase
202,203
 activity as well as the polymerization of cyclic esters.
204
 We were 
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attracted to the use of dinucleating phenolate ligands due to the one-step modular 
synthesis via a modified Mannich reaction
205
, inexpensive and commercially available 
starting materials, and the ability to perform the reaction on a multi-gram scale. 
Additionally, the monoanionic ligand may support copper(I) and copper(II) complexes or 
a mixed valent system via coupling through the bridging ligand(s). In general, 
dinucleating ligands have the advantage of holding two metal centers in close proximity, 
which eliminates the monomer to dimerization processes that would need to occur in 
order to create a dicopper complex when mononucleating ligands are used. In particular, 
the dinucleating phenolate ligands are attractive due to the wide array of the amines and 
para-substituents that may be substituted on the phenol. These alterations enable the 
modular synthesis of a family of electronically and sterically modified ligands, which can 
be advantageous when trying to gain an understanding of the mechanistic details of a 
reaction. In addition, the phenol ring serves as both a rigid spacer and a tether for the 
nitrogen donors, which prevents the formation of multiple species in solution. Another 
important feature is the oxygen of the phenolate ligand that bridges the two copper 
centers bringing them in close proximity to one another, thereby increasing the likelihood 
of installing an additional bridging ligand.  
In order to prevent degradation of the ligand, only fully saturated amines devoid 
of easily reducible substituents were studied as the pendent groups. A family of mono-
anionic phenolate ligands was prepared with various amines and substituents on the 
phenol. In addition, some imine phenolate ligands were also prepared and a 
representative group of the ligands is presented in Figure 2-10, although only the details 
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of reactions with L
1
-phen will be discussed here due to the similarity of the chemistry 
observed with that of the other related ligands. 
 
Figure 2-10: Selected structures of dinucleating phenolate ligands used for the synthesis 
of copper-sulfur complexes. The top row contains amine linkages coming off the phenol 
spacer while the bottom row has imine linkages. 
Dicopper(II) phenolate complexes are well established in the literature, and 
typically produce symmetric di-bridged structures with the phenoxide serving as one 
bridge, and either a counter ion or a solvent molecule as the other bridging 
group.
184,191,190,185,189,205,206,199,207
 When halides are used, however, asymmetric binding 
geometries have been obtained, as there is a low energetic barrier between four and five 
coordinate copper(II) complexes (Figure 2-11).
185
 Despite the use of a symmetric ligand, 
Robson and coworkers reported an X-ray crystal structure where the copper ions are 
bound in an asymmetric fashion with each copper nuclei having a unique 5-coordinate 
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binding environment: one with a N2OBr2 ligand set in a square pyramidal geometry, and 
the other with a N2O2Br ligand set with a geometry between square pyramidal and 
trigonal bipyramidal.  
 
Figure 2-11: Symmetric (left) and asymmetric (right) binding modes of dicopper(II) 
phenolate complexes, where Sol = solvent molecule. 
The different binding modes are easily distinguishable by examining their electronic 
spectra: symmetric or nearly symmetric binding modes are characterized by a sharp d → 
d transition band (λmax ~ 590 nm), while asymmetric binding modes exhibit a broadened, 
lower energy (λmax ~ 650 nm) d → d band.
185
 The distorted binding mode exhibits the 
flexibility of this ligand to accommodate different metal binding geometries. The ability 
of these ligands to support different geometries when small molecules are exchanged 
(solvent molecules and counter anions) was encouraging to us, because it suggested there 
is potential for subsequent reactions to incorporate a sulfur ligand (S
-2
 or S2
-2
) to create a 
[Cu2Sy]
n
 core.  
2.2.1.1 Attempts to Synthesize Dicopper(I)-Sulfur Complexes 
The synthesis of unique copper(I) phenolate complexes was surveyed in addition 
to the synthesis of known dicopper(II) complexes due to the potential for reacting further 
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with reducible sulfur sources (e.g. elemental sulfur). Metallation reactions were 
attempted by using both the free ligand (L
1
-phen) and the lithium salt (LiL
1
-phen) with 
various copper(I) sources in a one ligand to two copper ratio. Both strongly (Cl−, OAc-) 
and weakly (OTf
-
) coordinating anions were used in the reactions, although none were 
successful is stabilizing a dicopper(I) species. The reactions underwent rapid 
disproportionation (<1 min) in both dichloromethane and tetrahydrofuran as confirmed 
by the plating of metallic copper(0) in the bottom of the reaction vessel. This led to the 
use of other copper(I) sources [Cu(CH3CN)4]
+
X
-
 (X = BF4
-
, OTf
-
, PF6
-
, SbF6
-
) with 
acetonitrile as the solvent, which has previously been shown to aid in the stabilization of 
copper(I) complexes.
208
 These reactions also resulted in rapid disproportionation.  
Due to the difficulty in isolating a dicopper(I) species with all amine donors, we 
turned to using softer imine and pyridyl donors on the same phenolate backbone. The 
isolation of (Cu2(L
3
-ipah)(μ-Cl)) was accomplished by the reaction of Na(L3-ipah) with 2 
equivalents of CuCl and provided a useful dicopper(I) starting material. We explored the 
reactivity of (Cu2(L
3
-ipah)(μ-Cl)) with (TMS)2S, as the formation of TMSCl is 
thermodynamically favorable due to the strength of the S-Cl bond. In addition, TMSCl is 
a liquid, which can be readily separated from the desired solid product. Similarly, we 
investigated the reaction of (Cu2(L
3
-ipah)(μ-Cl))with Ph3SbS as it has been previously 
shown to react with copper(I) complexes to form isolable copper(I)-SSbPh3 adducts.
180
 
Several reaction conditions were attempted to obtain copper sulfur clusters from the 
(Cu(L
1
-phen)(μ-OH))(X)2 (X = OAc
-
,
 
CF3SO3
-
) starting material, but all conditions led to 
the formation of insoluble copper-sulfur products and recovery of the ligand (Scheme 
2-7). 
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Scheme 2-7: Reaction of a (Cu2(L
3
-ipah)(μ-Cl)) with (TMS)S and Ph3SbS to give 
undesired products. 
The insoluble copper-sulfur products are believed to be copper sulfide products, 
[CuxSy]
n+
, where the ligand is no longer coordinated to the copper nuclei. We were 
unable to synthesize any discrete copper-sulfur complex using dinucleating phenolate 
ligands. We considered that the bridging phenolate moiety maybe too strongly donating, 
preventing the formation of our dicopper(I) complexes, and therefore turned to using a 
neutral dinucleating ligand without a bridging moiety. 
2.2.2 Use of Neutral Dinucleating Ligands to Create 2Cu:1S Complexes 
In addition to the phenolate ligand scaffold, a xylene based ligand set was also 
used to compare how a neutral dinucleating ligand without a bridging moiety would 
affect the formation of dicopper species (Figure 2-12).  
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Figure 2-12: Selected xylene based dinucleating ligands prepared for the synthesis for 
dicopper species and copper-sulfur complexes 
The synthesis of a dicopper(I) complex was achieved and produced an extremely air-
sensitive product (Scheme 2-8). Further reaction of this dicopper(I) species with one or 
two equivalents of a sulfur source (Na2S2, S2Cl2, Ph3SbS) led to the formation of 
intractable products. No reaction was observed in the presence of elemental sulfur. 
 
Scheme 2-8: Synthesis of (Cu2(L
3
-xyl)(Sol)2)(X)2 where Sol = solvent molecule. 
2.2.2.1 Macrocyclic Dinucleating Ligands 
The previously used neutral ligands contained many degrees of freedom in solution, 
which we believed may have contributed to the difficulty in isolating a copper-sulfur 
complex. We turned to using a neutral macrocyclic ligand in order to reduce the number 
of possible configurations in solution and to minimize the risk of creating coordination 
oligomers. The dicopper(I) species supported by a (xyl)2(DETA)2 ligand (Scheme 2-9) 
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with perchlorate counterions has been previously shown to perform oxygen insertion into 
the aryl spacer of the macrocycle.
209,210
 We chose to explore if this ligand would be 
suitable for obtaining copper-sulfur complexes. The synthesis of (xyl)2(DETA)2 was 
carried out according to the literature procedure and confirmed by comparison of 
1
H-
NMR data to the literature compound.
211
 Attempts to react [Cu(I)2(xyl)2(DETA)2]X2 ( X 
= SbF6
-
, PF6
-
)complexes with sulfur sources (Na2S2 and Ph3SbS) were unsuccessful, as 
only starting material was recovered from these reactions.  
 
Scheme 2-9: Route for the synthesis of [Cu(I)2(xyl)2(DETA)2]
+2
 complexes.  
The formation of these intractable products, in the case of the dinucleating phenolate 
and xylene based ligands, led us to investigate the effects of using a stronger electron-
donating ligand with non-mineral sources of sulfur with the aim of obtaining discrete 
copper-sulfur complexes. By using a ligand with more electron-donating capabilities, we 
aimed to stabilize a copper-sulfur complex while minimizing the thermodynamically 
favorable formation of copper sulfide products (see section 2.3 ). 
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2.3 Strategy 2: Creating 1Cu:1S complexes 
The majority of previous work in the literature has focused on modeling the CuA 
and CuZ site through reactions of copper(I) or copper(II) complexes with inorganic sulfur 
sources (Na2S, Li2S), elemental sulfur (S8), or thiolates. We chose to explore the use of 
alternative sulfur sources, hydrosulfide (SH
-
) and triphenylsilanethiol (SSiPh3
-
). There are 
many difficulties in preparing copper(II)-sulfur complexes, including: the propensity for 
thiolates to serve as bridging ligands and the tendency of thiolates to act as reducing 
agents to form disulfide (S2
2-
) and copper(I).
212
 We sought a ligand and sulfur source that 
might eliminate these issues and not lead to the thermodynamic products, such as 
previously examined dicopper(II)-disulfide complexes. This led us to pursue the 
synthesis of copper(II) complexes using non-mineral sulfur sources (-SSiPh3
-
 and -SH
-
) 
in conjunction with a tridentate, square planar geometry enforcing ligand. We selected 
the dianionic N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide (LiPr) as our 
ligand,
120
 because it is tridentate and enforces a square planar geometry, which should 
strongly bind copper(II) on the basis of ligand field theory. With only one open 
coordination site on the copper, we aimed to reduce the likelihood of forming 
multinuclear copper-sulfur clusters.  
Our interest in obtaining a copper(II)-hydrosulfide was spurred by the report of a 
nickel(II)-hydrosulfide complex.
120
 In order to stabilize a copper(II)hydrosulfide 
complex, we utilized N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide, which 
has been demonstrated to stabilize M(II)-hydroxide
120,123,213,124
, and M(II)-
bicarbonate
120,121
 complexes (M = Cu or Ni), copper(II)-superoxo
122
, and nickel(II)-μ-
CN-iron(II)(Me6--TREN)
120
 complexes (Figure 2-13). 
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Figure 2-13: Isolated nickel and copper complexes supported by bis(2,6-disubstituted 
phenyl)-pyridine-2,6-dicarboxamide ligands with cations omitted for clarity. 
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Characterizing a copper(II)-hydrosulfide would be a novel contribution to the 
literature, as the only reported complex of this type was obtained by an unknown 
synthetic process that the authors admitted was not reproducible.
214
 In addition, a 
copper(II)-hydrosulfide is an interesting synthetic target because it may allow for the 
building of higher nuclearity complexes with either a sulfide or hydrosulfide bridges 
(Scheme 2-10).  
 
Scheme 2-10: Synthetic strategy for the synthesis of sulfur bridged homoletpetic or 
heteroleptic dicopper complexes using a copper(II)hydrosulfide starting complex. 
By using a ligand that strongly favors the formation of square planar copper complexes, 
we aimed to enter a different regime of reactivity than previously observed by neutral and 
monoanionic complexes that favored trigonal and tetrahedral complexes (i.e. TACN, 
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TMCHD, β-diketiminate and anilido-imine ligands). In addition, the characterization of 
the nickel(II)-(μ-CN)-iron(II) complex suggested it may be possible to create bimetallic 
complexes with copper. The copper(II)-hydrosulfide could potential act as a synthon to 
create dicopper or bimetallic species in a step-wise fashion, with the goal of creating Cu-
(μ-SH)-M ( M= Cu, Fe, Zn) complexes (Scheme 2-11).  
 
Scheme 2-11: Proposed route for the preparation of a copper(II)-hydrosulfide and further 
homo- or hetero-bimetallic complexes.  
Hydrosulfide salts are synthesized by passing hydrogen sulfide (H2S) through a solution 
of the desired hydroxide salt and must be stored under inert atmosphere to avoid rapid 
decomposition .
215
 Due to the highly toxic nature of hydrogen sulfide, we initially chose 
to follow an alternative route for obtaining a copper-hydrosulfide in-situ. In this route, we 
would prepare a copper(II)-SSiPh3 complex, which upon addition of a fluoride source 
and proton source should result in cleavage of the sulfur-silicon bond to give us the 
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desired product (Scheme 2-12). The silicon-fluorine bond is much stronger (142 
kcal/mol) than the silicon-sulfur bond (54 kcal/mol) and should provide significant 
driving force for this desilylation reaction.
216
 In essence, the -SSiPh3 group is acting as a 
silyl-protected hydrosulfide and offers a less toxic synthetic route.  
 
Scheme 2-12: (Route A): Proposed synthetic route for the desilylation of a copper(II)-
SSiPh3 complex to give the desired copper(II)-hydrosulfide complex. (Route B): 
Synthetic route for the direct preparation of a copper(II)-hydrosulfide. Both routes 
converge on the reaction of the copper(II)-hydrosulfide with another copper species. L = 
utilized N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide, L' = ligand, [F−] = 
fluoride source. 
Previous work in our laboratory reported a (copper(II)-CH3CN) complex (1), 
which has been characterized by a variety of spectroscopic techniques, including X-ray 
crystallography (Figure 2-14).
123
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Figure 2-14: The X-ray crystal structure of the asymmetric unit of L
iPr
Cu(CH3CN), 1, 
with atoms drawn at 50% thermal ellipsoids. Only one molecule of 1 is shown for clarity. 
A molecule of toluene and hydrogen atoms of the ligand are omitted for clarity. Space 
group: P2/n, R1 = 0.0734, wR2 = 0.2043. 
 The structure of 1 revealed a square planar copper(II) center coordinated by the 
tridentate ligand and an exogenous acetonitrile molecule (selected bond distances and 
angles are presented in Table 2-1). The copper(II)-amide bonds (1.967(3) and 1.945(3) 
Å) are slightly lower than the range of reported distances in the International Tables for 
Crystallography (2.026 Å (σ = 0.056)), but this is to be expected for a dianionic ligand 
that forms an overall neutral complex.
217
 In addition, the observed asymmetry in the bond 
distances for Cu1-N2 (1.967 Å) and Cu1-N3 (1.945 Å) are attributed to an artifact of 
crystallization; the acetonitrile moiety is coordinated in a bent fashion (Cu1-N4-C32∠ = 
162.9°) to the copper, while the acetonitrile ligand itself remains relatively linear (N4-
C32-C33∠ = 178.5°). The Cu1-N1 distance of 1.912(3) Å is significantly shorter than 
other reported four coordinate copper-pyridine complexes (2.023Å (σ = 0.019)).217 
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Table 2-1: Selected bond distances (Å) and bond angles (°) from the X-ray crystal 
structure of 1. 
 
2.3.1 Route A: Isolation and Characterization of [Copper(II)-SSiPh3]
1-
 
The neutral copper(II)-CH3CN complex, 1, provided a convenient starting 
material for the synthesis of copper(II)-thiolate complexes. The use of silanethiols and 
their salts has previously been used for the preparation of Ru(II), Fe(II), Mn(II), Co(II), 
Ni(II), Cu(I), Au(I), and lanthanide complexes, although two silanethiol moieties are 
typically bound to the metal center to form bridged complexes.
218–232
 We utilized the 
sterically hindered sodium triphenylsilanethiol with the sterically encumbered 1 and were 
able to isolate a discrete copper(II)-triphenylsilanethiol complex, (Na)4 (Scheme 2-13). 
 
 
Scheme 2-13: Synthesis of (Na)4 by the addition of NaSSiPh3 to 1 in THF.  
 Bond Distance  Bond Angle 
Cu1-N1 1.912(3) N3-Cu1-N1 80.9(1) 
Cu1-N2 1.967(3) N1-Cu1-N2 80.8(1) 
Cu1-N3 1.945(3) N2-Cu1-N4 96.6(1) 
Cu1-N4 1.974(3) N3-Cu1-N4 101.7(1) 
  N1-Cu1-N4 177.0(1) 
  Cu1-N4-C32 162.9(1) 
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The complex (Na)4 is the first copper(II)-silanethiol complex reported in the literature, 
and was characterized by UV-Vis spectroscopy, EPR spectroscopy and single crystal X-
ray crystallography (Figure 2-15).  
 
Figure 2-15: X-ray crystal structure of the dimeric Na(L
Me
CuSSiPh3), (Na)4, with 
thermal ellipsoids drawn at 50% and hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity. Space group: 
P21/n, R1 = 0.0395, wR2 = 0.1109. 
The structure of (Na)4 in the solid state is dimeric, with sodium atoms bridging the 
oxygen atom of the carboxamide of two ligands and three molecules of tetrahydrofuran 
filling out the sodium coordination sphere. For clarity, the structure of the asymmetric 
unit with the cation and solvent molecules omitted is presented in Figure 2-16. 
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Figure 2-16: X-ray structure of a single molecule of the anionic portion of 
Na(L
Me
CuSSiPh3), 4
-
, with thermal ellipsoids drawn at 50%. Hydrogen and sodium atoms 
are omitted for clarity. 
The long copper-sulfur bond, 2.245 Å, in (Na)4 is consistent with a copper(II)-thiolate 
interaction and is similar to the bond distance observed for the previously reported (tris-
pyrazolyhydroborate)Cu(II)-thiolate complexes.
166
 The S-Si bond distance (2.0886(7) Å) 
is similar to that reported distance in a (Au(Ph3)(SSiPh3) complex (2.105(3)Å).
233
 In 
addition, the copper-nitrogen bonds are all slightly elongated (~0.1 Å) when compared to 
1, which is to be expected when comparing a neutral species to a more electronic-rich 
monoanionic species.  
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Table 2-2: Selected bond distances (Å) and bond angles (°) from the X-ray crystal 
structure of (Na)4. 
 
The UV-Vis spectrum of (Na)4 in tetrahydrofuran exhibits features with λmax at 
378 nm (ε ~ 4800 M-1cm-1) and 480 nm (ε ~1200 M-1cm-1) at room temperature. When 
solutions of (Na)4 in tetrahydrofuran are cooled below room temperature, a shift in the 
UV-Vis spectrum is observed that is reversible upon warming to room temperature 
(Figure 2-17). This thermochromic behavior has not been observed for any of the other 
copper(II) complexes supported by the N,N′-bis(2,6-disubstitutedpropylphenyl)-2,6-
pyridinedicarboxamide ligand. One possible explanation is that a 5-coordinate copper 
species may be obtained reversibly upon axial coordination of a tetrahydrofuran molecule 
(the solvent). Copper halides and nickel halides have been reported to undergo geometric 
changes from tetrahedral to octahedral due to interactions with solvent molecules during 
heating-cooling cycles, which corresponded to changes observed in their measured d-d 
bands.
234–237
 Another possible explanation for the thermochromic behavior could be the 
presence of a monomer-dimer equilibrium in solution, where temperature determines 
which species is more dominant. Indeed, the solid state structure of (Na)4 is dimeric, 
which indicates it is possible for such an equilibrium to occur in solution.  
 Bond Distance  Bond Angle 
Cu1-S1  2.2459(5) N2-Cu1-S1 102.08(4) 
Cu1-N1 1.944(1) N2-Cu1-N3 156.79(6) 
Cu1-N2 2.052(1) N1-Cu1-N3 79.07(6) 
Cu1-N3 2.050(2) N3-Cu1-S1 99.68(4) 
S1-Si1 2.0886(7) Cu1-S1-Si1 113.01(2) 
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Figure 2-17: Thermochromic behavior of (Na)4 in tetrahydrofuran upon (A) cooling a 25 
°C solution of (Na)4 (bold line) in 10 degree increments (intermediate spectra) until 
reaching −80 °C (dashed bold line); (B) warming a −80 °C solution of (Na)4 (dashed 
bold line) in 10 degree increments (intermediate spectra) until reaching 20 °C (bold line). 
Further details about the electronic structure of (Na)4 were obtained by using EPR 
spectroscopy . The EPR spectrum of (Na)4 is very broad (gx =2.005, gy= 2.055, gz = 
2.25), with a small copper hyperfine coupling constant (A = 80 x 10
-4
 cm
-1
) and no 
observable nitrogen superhyperfine coupling (Figure 2-18). The broadened spectrum is 
in contrast to the EPR spectra of the related copper(II) complexes 1, (Bu4N)2, (Ph4P)3, 
and (Bu4N)5) that exhibit hyperfine coupling with the nitrogen atoms of the ligand. EPR 
measurements were collected under a variety of conditions, with different solvent 
mixtures and samples prepared at different concentrations, although no improvements in 
the sharpness of the spectra were observed. In addition, EPR collection was performed 
under a variety of temperatures and power settings without any improvements in the 
spectra. If a dimer-monomer equilibrium is occurring in solution, it may be contributing 
to the broadness observed in the EPR spectrum of (Na)4, as multiple species would lead 
to a more complex spectrum. 
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Figure 2-18: X-band EPR spectrum of (Na)4 measured at 10K in 
1:1::toluene:tetrahydrofuran. 
Electrochemical oxidation of (Na)4 by cyclic voltammetry indicates multiple 
redox events (Figure 2-19). Identification of the redox events is unclear, although the 
features are well separated (Epc = -0.26, 0.22, 0.83 V vs Fc/Fc
+
). The reversible redox 
event at 0.83 V is likely due to ligand oxidation, as it is observed in other 
voltammograms of (Bu4N)5 (see Figure 2-26).  
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Figure 2-19: Cyclic voltammogram of (Na)4 in 0.2 M Bu4NPF6 in acetonitrile at room 
temperature. 
Attempts to cleave the sulfur-silicon bond of (Na)4 with tetrabutylammonium 
fluoride (Bu4NF) were unsuccessful. Addition of tetrabutylammonium fluoride (Bu4NF) 
to (Na)4, led to the formation of pale green solution, which bared a strong resemblance 
the spectrum obtained when Bu4NF was added to 1 (Figure 2-20). Although fluoride is a 
poor ligand for copper(II), the possibility that it may be coordinating to our copper center 
led us to purse the alternative route (Route B) to prepare a copper(II)-hydrosulfide 
directly (see section 2.3.2 ).  
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Figure 2-20: UV-Vis spectra of the reaction of the product formed after the reaction of 
(Na)4 with Bu4NF (solid) and the addition of Bu4NF to 1 (dashed) in tetrahydrofuran. 
Although (Na)4 was not found to be useful as a synthon for creating a 
hydrosulfido complex, it has interesting spectroscopic properties similar to other 
monocopper-sulfur species in proteins, such as the type I blue copper sites and the type II 
red copper centers. As members of the cupredoxin family,
3,11,238
 red type II copper 
proteins are in a special class of catalytic proteins
7,239,240
 related to a larger family of 
electron transfer proteins.
4,6,9,241–246
 The red type II copper proteins (i.e. nitrosocyanin) 
have weak absorbance features in the visible region (ε ~ 40 M-1 cm-1), low reduction 
potentials (+85 mV vs NHE), and large hyperfine coupling constants (A(Cu) ~ 150 x 10
-4
 
cm
-1
).
247,248
 Whereas the type I blue copper sites, are typically in a trigonal or tetrahedral 
array and exhibit intense visible absorption around 600 nm (ε ~ 5000 M-1 cm-1), high 
reduction potentials (150-800 mV vs NHE), and small hyperfine coupling constant 
(A(Cu) ~ 100 x 10
-4
 cm
-1
) with rhombic or axial EPR spectra.
9,242,249,250
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Previous efforts to model cupredoxins has primarily focused on obtaining 
structural models of the blue (type I) copper proteins, namely plastocyanin. This has led 
to the isolation of several monocopper-monothiolate structures supported by 
monoanionic or neutral nitrogen donor ligands (Figure 2-21). 
 
Figure 2-21: Representations of model complexes for blue copper proteins featuring 
copper(II)-thiolate moieties. Complex L is in brackets to indicate this structure is 
proposed, and not structurally characterized. References for H,
251
 I and J,
168
 K,
164–167
 and 
L.
252
 
 Complexes supported by a tris(pyrazolyl)hydroborate ligand (K) and R3TACN 
(L) are four coordinate, whereas the copper center in plastocyanin is three coordinate. 
The use of bidentate ligands to make a three coordinate copper center led to the isolation 
of complexes H, and I, and J. As copper proteins are typically grouped by their 
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spectroscopic properties, selected spectral data and redox properties of these synthetic 
compounds are compared to blue and red copper proteins in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-3: Spectral and redox properties of selected type 1 and type 2 copper active sites 
and model complexes. Figure adapted from Yang et al., ref.252.  
Complex
a
 or Protein UV-Vis [λmax, nm 
(ε, M-1 cm-1)] 
g‖ A (Cu) (x 
10
-4
 cm
-1
) 
Reduction Potential 
(mV vs NHE)
b
 
Azurin
c
 619 (5,100) 
780 (sh) 
2.255 60 +276 
Stellacyanin
d
 604 (4,000)  
845(sh, 700) 
NA
m
 NA
m
 +260
l
 
Nitrosocyanin
e
 390 (4,400) 2.22
f
 201
f
 +85
e
 
K (R = CPh3)
g
 625 (6,340) 2.23 66 -343 
K (R = C6F5)
h
  670(5,960) 2.32 56 +243 
H
 i
 749(5,800) 2.17 111 -180 
J
j
 691 (2,300) 2.15 98 -203 
L (R = iPr, X =OTf)
k
 630 (1,500)  
780 (sh) 
2.2 84 +317 
L (R = Me, X =OTf)
k
 609 (1,600)  
740 (sh) 
2.24 94 +299
n
 
(Na)4 378( 4800)  
480 (1200) 
2.25 - +294
n
 
a 
See Figure 2-21 for strucures of the model complexes 
b
 NHE (normal hydrogen electrode) and conversions were made using ref.253 
c
 From A.denitrificans ref.254 
d
 From R. vernicifera ref.255 
e
 From N. europaea ref.7 
f
 ref.240 
g
 ref.256 and ref.252 
h
 ref.169 
i
 ref.251 
j
 ref.168 
k
 ref.252 
l
 For cucumber stellacyanin ref.257 
m
 Not available due to a rhombic EPR signal 
n
 Estimated due to irreversible wave 
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The deep red color of (Na)4 was a primary indicator that it may have similar spectral 
features to the red type II copper proteins. The high energy UV-Vis feature of (Na)4 at 
378 nm (ε ~ 4800 M-1 cm-1) resembles the high energy feature observed for nitrosocyanin 
at 390 nm (ε ~ 4,400 M-1 cm-1). In addition, similar g values (~2.2) are observed for 
(Na)4 and nitrosocyanin, although the broadness of the (Na)4 EPR spectrum prohibits a 
reliable comparison of their copper hyperfine coupling values. The multiple irreversible 
redox events observed for (Na)4 complicate a direct comparison of its reduction potential 
to other complexes, although its lowest reduction potential (+294 mV vs NHE) is more 
similar to azurin (+274 mV vs NHE), stellacyanin (+260 mV vs NHE), and the synthetic 
complex L (+299 mV vs NHE) ,than nitrosocyanin (+85 mV vs NHE).  
2.3.2 Route B: Synthesis and Characterization of [Copper(II)-SH]
1-
 
Due to the complications that arose from trying to generatre a copper(II)-SH from 
a copper(II)-SSiPh3 complex (Route A), we attempted a more direct synthetic approach 
(Route B). The nickel(II)-SH reported by Holm and coworkers was synthesized by the 
addition of a hydrosulfide salt (Et4NSH) to a nickel(II)-OH complex.
120
 Inspired by this 
approach, the synthesis of (Bu4N)5 was achieved by the addition of freshly prepared 
Bu4NSH to 1 in tetrahydrofuran at room temperature (Scheme 2-14).  
 
Scheme 2-14: Addition of Bu4NSH to 1 to give (Bu4N)5 in tetrahydrofuran. 
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The structure of (Bu4N)5 is a novel addition to the literature, as there is only one 
report of a copper(II)-hydrosulfide that was obtained in an irreproducible manner.
214
 The 
complex was fully characterized by elemental analysis, ESI-MS, EPR spectroscopy, and 
X-ray crystallography. 
 
Figure 2-22: X-ray structure of the anionic portion (Bu4N)(L
iPr
CuSH), 5
-
, with thermal 
ellipsoids drawn at 50%. Hydrogen atom of the supporting ligand are omitted for clarity. 
Space group: P21/n, R1 = 0.0472, wR2 = 0.1303. 
Unlike (Na)4, the solid state structure of (Bu4N)5 is monomeric, and indicates a single 
hydrosulfide moiety bound to the square planar copper center. This binding mode is 
unusual, as typically, hydrosulfide ligands form bridged or clustered complexes.
258
 The 
hydrogen atom on the hydrosulfide was located by using the difference Fourier map. The 
copper-nitrogen bond distances and angles are similar to the values obtained for Na(4) 
(Table 2-4). The copper-sulfur bond (2.2208(7)Å) is slightly shorter than the bond 
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distance observed for (Na)4 (2.2459(5) Å ) but remains within the range characteristic of 
copper(II)-thiolate interactions.  
Table 2-4: Selected bond distances (Å) and bond angles (°) from the X-ray crystal 
structure of (Bu4N)5. 
 
To gather information about the electronic structure of (Bu4N)5, it was 
characterized by UV-Vis and EPR spectroscopy. The UV-Vis spectrum is unremarkable 
for copper(II) complexes with a charge transfer band at 378 nm (ε ~ 4800 M-1 cm-1) and a 
d-d band at 480 nm (ε ~ 1200 M-1 cm-1) (Figure 2-23).  
 Bond Distance  Bond Angle 
Cu1-S1 2.2208(7) N2-Cu1-N3 158.39(7) 
Cu1-N1 1.948(2) N1-Cu1-N2 79.51(7) 
Cu1-N2 2.021(2) N1-Cu1-N3 79.18(7) 
Cu1-N3 2.022(2) N1-Cu1-S1 175.62(5) 
S1-HS1 0.99(4) 1 N3-Cu1-S1 98.35(5) 
  N2-Cu1-S1 103.15(5) 
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Figure 2-23: UV-Vis spectrum of (Bu4N)5, 0.375 mM in tetrahydrofuran. 
The EPR spectrum of (Bu4N)5 gave a spectrum with rich nitrogen and copper 
hyperfine coupling (Figure 2-24). The simulated spectrum overlays well with the 
experimental spectrum and indicates a large copper hyperfine coupling constant that is 
often seen in type II copper centers.
10
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.  
Figure 2-24: EPR spectrum of (Bu4N)5 (black) and simulated spectrum (grey). Sample 
was measured at 10 K in a 1:1::toluene:tetrahydrofuran solvent mixture. 
The EPR spectral values of (Bu4N)5 are close to the related copper(II)-hydroxide 
complex (Bu4N)2 (Figure 2-25). Both have large copper hyperfine coupling values (A), 
186 and 193 x 10
-4
 cm
-1
 respectively, as well as similar nitrogen coupling constants, 15 
and 16.7 x 10
-4
 cm
-1
 respectively. The positioning of the g values of (Bu4N)5 are placed 
more closely together (gx =2.012, gy= 2.03, gz = 2.15) and further upfield than the g 
values observed in (Bu4N)2 (gx =2.033, gy= 2.055, gz = 2.19). 
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Figure 2-25: Overlay of the EPR spectra of (Bu4N)5 (black) and (Bu4N)2 (grey). 
Electrochemical studies of (Bu4N)5 provides a rich cyclic voltammogram with 
multiple redox events (Figure 2-26). The redox events are difficult to identify due to the 
number of events observed and the covalent nature of the copper-sulfur bond, however, 
three distinct features are observed that are separated by approximately 0.4 V (Epa = 
0.047, 0.447, 0.872 V vs. Fc), and are at a higher potential than (Na)4 measured in 
tetrahydrofuran (Epc = -0.26, 0.22, 0.83 V vs Fc/Fc). Both complexes exhibit three redox 
events, although a direct comparison of the redox potentials cannot be made as the 
measurements were collected in different solvents. Attempts to measure the redox 
behavior of (Bu4N)5 in tetrahydrofuran and acetonitrile gave completely irreversible 
waves.  
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Figure 2-26: Cyclic voltammogram at multiple scan rates for (Bu4N)5 in 0.2 M 
(Bu4N)(PF6) in acetone at room temperature. 
2.3.3 Attempts to Synthesize (Cu(μ-SH)M) Bimetallic Complexes 
Isolation of a discrete copper(II)-hydrosulfide complex, (Bu4N)5, led us to pursue 
the formation of homo- and heterobimetallic complex that would have a hydrosulfide 
bridge with biologically relevant 3
rd
 row transition metals. The intended (Cu(μ-SH)M)n 
complexes (M = Cu(I), Cu(II), Fe(II), Zn(II)) would be expected to have interesting 
spectroscopic and electronic properties. For instance, a (Cu(μ-SH)Zn)n complex would 
contain a hydrosulfide moeity bridging a redox-active and redox-inactive metal, which 
may modulate the redox activity of the copper center. Whereas a (Cu(μ-SH)Fe)n complex 
has two redox-active metals that could be either ferromagnetically or anti-
ferromagnetically coupled. It would be interesting to compare the electronic 
configurations of these singly bridged complexes to their stability and reactivity.  
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Reactions of (Bu4N)5 with various metal complexes were monitored by UV-Vis 
spectroscopy (Scheme 2-15). No new spectral features were observed upon the addition 
of metal complexes to (Bu4N)5 by UV-Vis spectroscopy. Additionally, reactions setup 
for crystallization did not produce any new complexes. To date, attempts to isolate 
dimetallic species by utilizing (Bu4N)5 as a synthon for a singly bridged hydrosulfide 
complex, have been unsuccessful. It is possible that the sterically hindered (Bu4N)5 is 
preventing the formation of dinuclear complexes. Attempts to utilize the less sterically 
hindered ligand derivative are currently being pursued.  
 
Scheme 2-15: Selected first row transition metal complexes that were added to (Bu4N)5 
in attempt to make bimetallic complexes. 
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2.4 Perspectives and Future work 
In order to model the CuZ site of nitrous oxide reductase, two strategies were 
employed to synthesize low coordinate and low nuclearity copper-sulfur complexes. The 
first strategy involved the use of dinucleating phenolate and xylene based ligands but was 
unsuccessful at isolating copper-sulfur complexes. The second strategy utilized an NNN-
pincer ligand to successfully isolate two novel copper(II)-sulfur complexes: a copper(II)-
SSiPh3 complex ((Na)4) and a copper(II)-SH complex ((Bu4N)5). The (Na)4 complex has 
interesting spectroscopic properties similar to the blue and red copper proteins. The 
synthesis of (Bu4N)5 marks the first report of a copper(II)-hydrosulfide in the literature 
that has been fully characterized. It should be noted that initial attempts to obtain 
stretching frequencies for the copper-sulfur bond by resonance Raman spectroscopy did 
not give definitive results for either (Na)4 or (Bu4N)5; further studies should be 
performed. 
Preliminary attempts to synthesize homo- and heterodinucelar complexes using 
(Bu4N)5 as a synthon with copper(I), copper(II), iron(II), and zinc(II) complexes were 
unsuccessful. Further studies should be pursued to form hetero-dinculear complex with 
(Bu4N)5 with other coordination complexes. In particular, the reaction of a molybdenum 
complex with (Bu4N)5 would be of interest, as this metal pair may provide a structural 
model of the CuM site of carbon monoxide dehydrogenase.
25
 In addition, the use of 
NaSSiPh3 and Bu4NSH as sulfur transfer reagents to copper(II) and copper(I) complexes 
should be explored further, as these are convenient sulfur sources that lack a sulfur-sulfur 
bond. 
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2.5 Experimental 
General Considerations. All solvents and reagents were obtained from commercial 
sources and used as received unless otherwise noted. The solvents diethyl ether and 
pentane were passed through solvent purification columns (Glass Contour, Laguna, 
California). Acetonitrile was passed through solvent purification columns and dried over 
CaH2, degassed and distilled under vacuum. Tetrahydrofuran was dried over 
sodium/benzophenone, degassed and distilled under vacuum. L
iPr
Cu(CH3CN) (1) was 
prepared according to the literature procedure.
122
 NaSSiPh3 and Bu4NSH were prepared 
according to literature procedures.
259,260
 The preparation of 4-methyl-2,6-diformylphenol 
(IPAH) was achieved by following a publish procedure.
261
 All reactions metallation and 
sulfur reactions of phenol and xylene based ligands were performed in a glovebox. 
Reactions of L
iPr
Cu(CH3CN) with Bu4NSH and NaSSiPh3 were performed in glovebox 
under a dry N2 atmosphere. UV-Vis spectra were recorded on an HP8453 (190-1100 nm) 
diode-array spectrophotometer equipped with a Unisoky low-temperature crysostat. 
Electrospray ionization mass spectra (ESI-MS) were recorded on a Bruker BioTOF II 
instrument. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra were recorded a Bruker 
Continuous Wave EleXsys E500 spectrometer at 10 K. Elemental analyses were 
performed by Robertson Microlit Laboratory (Ledgewood, New Jersey). Graphical 
representations of protein structures were performed in Pymol. Graphical representations 
of single molecule X-ray crystal structures were performed in Crystal Maker. Data 
analysis and graphical representations were performed using the program Origin. 
L
1
-phen (2,6-bis(((2-dimethylamino)ethyl)(methyl)amino)methyl)-4-methylphenol): The 
ligand was prepared according to literature procedure
32b
 to yield a pale yellow oil (10g, 
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93% yield).
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ ppm: 2.21 (s, 3H), 2.27 (s, 12H), 2.29 (s, 6H), 
2.47 (m, 4H), 2.51 (m, 4H), 3.54 (s, 4H), 6.85 (s, 2H).
 13
C NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 
ppm 20.3, 42.1, 45.6, 54.9, 57.0, 58.2, 123.0, 127.0, 129.0, 153.6. ESI-MS: m/z 359 
[M+Na+H]
+
 (100%), 337 [M+H]
+
 (50%). Deprotonation of L
1
-phen (0.700 g, 2.03 mmol) 
was performed under inert conditions with a 1.1 molar excess of n-butyl lithium in THF 
to produce (Li)L
1
-phen (0.522g, 74.3% yield).  
(Cu2(L
1
-phen)(OH))(CF3SO3
-
)2 : To a 25 mL round bottom flask, (Li)L
1
-phen (263.9 
mg, 0.7710 mmol) was dissolved in ~15 mL THF to give a clear yellow solution. 
Copper(II) trifluoromethanesulfonate (545.8 mg, 1.509 mmol) was dissolved in ~10 mL 
THF to give a dark blue solution. The copper(II) triflate solution was added drop-wise to 
the L
1
 solution and immediately a dark green solution was observed. The solution was 
allowed to stir for ~ 30 minutes and was then filtered. To the filtrate, ~ 10 mL of diethyl 
ether was added and the product was stored at −20 ºC overnight. Dark green crystals were 
collected by filtration (221.2 mg, yield: 28.51 %). ESI-MS: m/z 627 [Cu(II)2(L
1
-phen) 
(OH)(CF3SO3
-
)]
+
. Anal. Calc. for C21H36Cu2F6N4O8S2: %C, 32.24; %H, 4.48; %N, 6.96. 
Found: %C, 32.39; %H, 4.79; %H, 7.19.  
 (Na)(L
iPr
CuSSiPh3) ((Na)4). A dark green solution of L
iPr
Cu(CH3CN) (1) (41.9 mg, 
0.0712 mmol) in THF (4 mL) was added drop-wise to a colorless solution of NaSSiPh3 
(26.2 mg, 0.0711 mmol) in THF (5mL) and a deep red solution formed within 1 min. The 
solution was stirred for ~ 5 minutes and volume reduced in vacuo to obtain a red oil. The 
oil was washed with ether (2 X 2 mL) to yield a red-brown powder (55.4 mg, 90.5 %). 
UV-Vis [λmax, nm (ε, M
-1
 cm
-1
) in THF]: 378 (4800), 480 (1200). Repeated attempts to 
obtain satisfactory elemental analysis were unsuccessful. X-ray quality crystals were 
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obtained by vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into a solution of 1 in THF at −20 °C after 
several days to yield deep red plates. 
(Bu4N)(L
iPr
CuSH) ((Bu4N)5). L
iPr
Cu(CH3CN) (1) (109.0 mg, 0.185 mmol) was 
dissolved in THF (~ 6 mL) to give a green solution. Bu4NSH (56.9 mg, 0.206 mmol) was 
added to THF (~2mL) to give a yellow-green suspension. The slurry of Bu4NSH was 
added drop-wise to the L
iPr
Cu(CH3CN) solution to produce an inky purple solution. The 
reaction stirred for 30 minutes, was filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The 
solid was washed with Et2O (2 X 3 mL) to yield a purple-reddish solid (128.7 mg, 84.6 
%). ESI-MS: 579 m/z. UV-Vis [λmax, nm (ε, M
-1
 cm
-1
) in THF]: 322 (5400), 400 (1100), 
562 (500). Anal. Cald. for C47H74CuN4O2S ∙ 1 THF: C, 68.45; H, 9.24; N, 6.26; S, 3.58. 
Found: C, 66.94; H, 8.84; N, 6.48; S, 3.44. X-ray quality crystals were grown by vapor 
diffusion of diethyl ether into a solution of 5 in THF at −20 °C overnight to afford deep 
purple, block crystals. 
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Chapter 3: Exploring the Reactivity of a Copper(III)-OH Complex 
This chapter presents an investigation of the influence of steric effects of a ligand 
on the reactivity of a copper(III)-hydroxide moiety towards weak C-H bonds. A N,N′-
bis(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide ligand was used to support a 
copper(III)-hydroxide complex (7'), which was compared to a previously described 
copper(III)-hydroxide complex (2'), supported by a more sterically encumbered ligand 
variant (N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide). In the following, 
we compare the stability of the copper(III)-hydroxide complexes in solution as well as 
rates of C-H bond activation. In addition, preliminary studies aimed at assessing the bond 
dissociation free energy (BDFE) of the reactive copper(III)-hydroxide core are presented. 
Portions of this work have been published.
124
  
3.1 Properties of Oxygen-Activating Monocopper Catalytic Sites 
Copper containing proteins perform a variety of oxygen-activating reactions in 
biological systems (see section 1.1.1 for more details).
4,6,8
 In particular, we are interested 
in modeling the active sites of mononuclear copper proteins and to assess their ability to 
use molecular oxygen to selectively activate C-H bonds. Key examples are 
peptidylglycine α-hydroxylating monoxygenase (PHM) and dopamine β-monooxygenase 
(DβM), monocopper containing proteins found in higher eukaryotes.47 Both enzymes 
perform stereoselective hydroxylation of their respective substrates (Figure 3-1). DβM 
catalyzes the transformation of dopamine to norepinephrine, both of which are 
neurotransmitters that regulate blood pressure.
50,51
 PHM, on the other hand, creates α-
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hydroxylated products of C-terminal glycine-extended peptides, which are precursors for 
the synthesis of various hormones (oxytocin, vasopressin, calcitonin).
46
 
 
Figure 3-1: Stereoselective hydroxylation reactions catalyzed by PHM (top) and DβM 
(bottom). 
While DβM and PHM are considered monocopper proteins, they actually contain 
two copper centers: a monocopper CuA (also referred to as CuH) site (for electron 
transfer) and a mononuclear CuB site (catalytic active site). DβM shows a 40% sequence 
homology to PHM, 
49,262,263
 and solutions state studies have indicated that they have 
indistinguishable mechanisms.
42,264
 Due to difficulties in obtaining high expression levels 
of DβM, PHM has been studied more extensively. Numerous kinetic,42–45,49 
spectroscopic,
49,265–267
 and X-ray crystallographic
268
 studies have aimed to gain 
mechanistic information about the catalytic mechanism of PHM. The report of a high 
resolution crystal structure (1.85 Å) of PHM with molecular oxygen in the crystalline 
lattice revealed some interesting details about the reaction mechanism of both substrate 
and oxygen binding (Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3). 
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Figure 3-2: Cartoon representation of the crystal structure of the substrate bound PHM 
with the CuA and CuB sites drawn as ball and stick models. Resolution: 1.85 Å, PDB ID: 
ISDW. 
By using a slow-reaction technique, a pre-catalytic complex was isolated in the 
crystal structure that revealed the CuB site in a tetrahedral environment: ligated by two 
histidine residues, a methionine residue and an end-on dioxygen species (Figure 3-3).  
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Figure 3-3: Representation of the X-ray crystal structure of PHM with a dioxygen 
species bound to the CuB site in an end-on fashion. PDB ID: ISDW. 
The CuB site has Cu-O-O angle of 110° with the oxygen-oxygen bond distance 
refined to 1.23 Å. This bond length is consistent with a formulation of the moiety as 
either a dioxygen (O2) or a superoxide (O2
1-
) species bound to the copper center. The 
formulation of the O2 species as a peroxo species was discounted due to the longer 
oxygen-oxygen bond lengths (~1.4 Å) and a sharper Cu-O-O angle (~90°) typically 
observed for such species .
48,269
 The CuB-η
1
-O2 structure is provocative, and provided a 
starting point for developing mechanistic hypotheses to explain the reactivity of PHM. 
Klinman and coworkers suggest that the mechanism for PHM begins with O2 
binding to the CuB site in the fully reduced form of the enzyme (both CuA and CuB are in 
the +1 oxidation state), and with the substrate in close proximity (Figure 3-4).
47
 The 
binding of O2 to the Cu(I)B site causes electron transfer to O2 to form a CuB(II)-superoxo 
species. The CuB(II)-superoxo species is thought to abstract a hydrogen atom from the 
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substrate in a step that includes a tunneling contribution as suggested by kinetic isotope 
studies.
47
 The hydrogen atom abstraction step produces a Cu(II)B-peroxo species and a 
substrate radical. Subsequently, electron transfer from the CuA site to the CuB site triggers 
a reductive cleavage event that releases water and creates a Cu(II)B-oxyl species. A rapid 
radical recombination of the Cu(II)B-oxyl species with the substrate-derived radical then 
gives the deprotonated hydroxylated product. Two reducing equivalents and a proton are 
needed to release product and return the enzyme to the resting form. 
 
Figure 3-4: Proposed mechanism for the reaction of PHM with molecular oxygen to give 
the stereoselectively hydroxylated product. Figure adapted from ref.47. 
Recent calculations by Yoshizawa and coworkers on the reaction pathway of 
DβM studied by the quantum mechanical/molecular modeling (QM/MM) method came 
to a different conclusion about the reactive copper-oxygen species.
52
 Calculations using a 
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whole enzyme model based on the crystal structure reported for PHM suggests a 
copper(III)-oxo/copper(II)-oxyl species performs C-H bond activation in DβM. A 
significantly lower activation barrier for the copper(III)-oxo/copper(II)-oxyl species (5.4 
kcal/mol) versus the copper(II)-superoxo species (23.1 kcal/mol) was calculated. The 
same trend was observed for the small-model calculations, where the copper(III)-
oxo/copper(II)-oxyl pathway is energetically preferred over the copper(II)-superoxo 
pathway (Figure 3-5). 
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Figure 3-5: Proposed mechanism for DβM using a copper(II)-superoxo (top) or 
copper(III)-oxo/copper(II)-oxyl moiety as the active species. Energies are given in 
kcal/mol. R = reactants, TS = transition state, P = products. Figure adapted from ref.52. 
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These calculations suggest that a copper(III)-oxo/copper(II)-oxyl species is the 
reactive species that performs the selective C-H bond activation at the benzylic position 
of dopamine, which is in direct conflict with the proposal of an end-on copper(II)-
superoxo species that is postulated as the C-H activating species in PHM.
47
 As these two 
enzymes are believed, on the basis of kinetic data, to have identical mechanistic 
pathways, they should have the same reactive intermediate. The uncertainty about the 
identity of the copper-oxygen species that performs C-H bond activation makes obtaining 
a copper(III)-oxo/copper(II)-oxyl species an attractive synthetic target for synthetic 
model studies.  
3.2 Review of Copper-Oxygen Modeling Efforts 
To mimic the prevalence of histidine ligation of copper in the active sites of 
enzymes, a multitude of nitrogen-donor ligands have been used to support copper-oxygen 
complexes. Studies aimed at modeling the active sites of oxygen activating copper 
complexes have led to the characterization of several copper-oxygen motifs (Figure 
3-6).
63,66,122,123,270–280
 The vast majority of these complexes were created by the reaction 
of a copper(I) complex with molecular oxygen or an oxo-transfer reagent. The exception 
is the Cu(II)-OOH core, which is typically formed by the reaction of a copper(II) 
complex with a peroxide source.
281–287,287–289
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Figure 3-6: Representations of the various well-characterized synthetic copper-oxygen 
species. The copper-oxo/copper-oxyl species in brackets has only been observed in the 
gas phase. 
These species exhibit very different reactivity profiles. For instance, a trigonal 
bipyramidal copper(II)-η1-superoxo complex is able to attack phenols to form oxidized 
products,
274
 while a tetrahedral copper(II)-η1-superoxo complex undergoes 
intramolecular C-H bond activation.
276
 The Cu(II)2-trans-μ-1,2-peroxo species are 
nucleophilic in nature and have low levels of reactivity in oxidative processes.
270,273
 The 
Cu(II)2-μ-η
2: η2-peroxo undergoes isomerization to the Cu(III)2-bis-μ-oxo species and 
becomes more active at C-H bond activation (often via intramolecular attack on the 
supporting ligand).
40,63,66,271,272,275
 Depending on the denticity and steric environment of 
the ligand, some of the copper-oxygen cores can convert to other copper-oxygen species 
(Figure 3-7). 
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Figure 3-7: Summary of the well-characterized copper-oxygen complexes supported by 
bidentate, tridentate, and tetradentate ligands. Figure adapted from ref.8.  
Several conclusions can be drawn from the wealth of complexes that have been 
synthesized, with respect to designing a good ligand for further studies to model copper-
oxygen active sites. First, nitrogen donors are typically used in either neutral or mono-
anionic ligands. Mono-anionic ligands tend to form more reducing copper(I) complexes 
that are more reactive towards O2. Furthermore, sulfur and phosphorous donors should be 
avoided due to their propensity to form stable copper(I) complexes that are inert to O2 
reactivity. In addition, the ligand should have a coordination number between two and 
four, which allows an open coordination site for the substrate to interact with the copper 
center to form up to a 5-cooridinate species. Another vital aspect of ligand design is to 
strive for a 5-membered chelate ring, as 6-membered chelate rings show decreased 
reactivity due to their thermodynamic stability. In addition, it is prudent to work in 
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aprotic solvents and monitor reactions at low temperature in order to gain spectroscopic 
data on reactive intermediates. 
Theoretical calculations also suggest that a mono-copper(III)-oxo [CuO]
+
 (or 
copper(II)-oxyl species) is competent at C-H bond activation of methane.
290,291
 The 
[CuO]
+
 species has been implicated as a possible oxidant for several enzyme active 
sites
291–294
 and synthetic copper complexes.
159,277,295,296
 Studies performed on [CuO]
+ 
species generated in the gas phase, with a 1,10-phenanthroline supporting ligand, showed 
the oxidation of small alkanes, although methane was not oxidized.
297
 When the bare 
[CuO]
+ 
species was generated in the gas phase by Dietl and coworkers, however, it was 
observed to activate methane.
298
 Dietl and coworkers calculated that the [CuO]
+
 species 
was in a high-spin triplet ground state that had significant radical density on the oxygen 
atom, which is believed to be critical to the H-atom abstraction ability of the [CuO]
+
 
moiety. The bonding picture of [CuO]
+
 species has degenerate singly occupied π* anti-
bonding orbitals with significant 2pπ character from the oxygen orbitals, which creates a 
much larger spin density on the oxygen atom (1.68) versus the copper atom (0.32). 
Although the triplet ground state has lower energy than the singlet, the overall pathway 
for the triplet reaction is endothermic, making the triplet pathway energetically 
disfavored. The calculations suggest that when the [CuO]
+
 species interacts with 
methane, σ-bonding interactions become more energetically favorable. This causes an 
intersystem crossing event to occur at the first transition state, where the triplet state 
crosses over to the singlet state, and the reaction continues along the singlet pathway 
(Figure 3-8).  
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Figure 3-8: Potential-energy surface for the reaction of [CuO]
+
 with methane for the 
triplet and singlet pathways with intermediates and transition state structures. Bond 
lengths are given in Å. Figure adapted from ref.298. 
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The work presented in this thesis aimed to use some of the ideas for ligand design 
from previous bioinorganic studies and gathered inspiration about reactive copper-
oxygen species to take a new approach to making copper-oxygen complexes. We have 
begun to look at modeling copper proteins from a new perspective: instead of 
synthesizing a copper(I) complex and monitoring its reaction with molecular oxygen, we 
aim to create high-valent copper(III)-hydroxide complexes from copper(II) complexes. 
The copper(III)-hydroxide complexes can be synthesized by oxidation of a copper(II)-
hydroxide complex, which would be created by the addition of a hydroxide source to a 
neutral copper(II) precursor. We feel this approach is akin to the strategy used for the 
synthesis of copper(II)-hydroperoxo complexes from copper(II) and peroxide sources
281–
289
 and may provide valuable insight into potential reactive intermediates relevant to 
enzyme active sites. With the goal of obtaining a synthetically accessible copper(III)-
oxo/copper(II)-oxyl species, we developed an idealized synthetic scheme that could 
produce our desired complex in a stepwise fashion (Scheme 3-1). This strategy hinges on 
the isolation of a mononuclear copper(II)-hydroxide complex, which could then undergo 
further oxidation and ultimately, deprotonation in order to obtain the desired copper(III)-
oxo or copper(II)-oxyl complex. 
 
Scheme 3-1: Idealized synthetic route to obtain a copper-oxyl or copper-oxo species. 
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We were inspired by a recent report of a square planar nickel(II)-hydroxide 
complex supported by a N,N′-bis(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide ligand 
from the Holm laboratory.
120
 Both the square planar environment and the dianionic 
nature of the ligand are desirable attributes for stabilizing a copper(III) complex, which is 
critical for our idealized synthetic scheme. In seminal copper(III)-hydroxide work, from 
the Tolman laboratory, a sterically encumbered ligand, N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-
2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide ligand was used to stabilize a copper(III)-hydroxide complex. 
Specifically, a copper(II)-hydroxide complex, (Bu4N)2, was synthesized from a 
copper(II)-acetonitrile starting material, 1 (Scheme 3-2).
122,123
 
 
Scheme 3-2: Preparation of a copper(II)-hydroxide, (Bu4N)2, that upon oxidation to 2', is 
competent at H-atom abstraction from 9,10-dihydroanthracene. In addition, the 
preparation of the copper(II)-Cl species, (Ph4P)3, is displayed. 
For crystallization purposes, the tetrabutylammonium cation of (Bu4N)2 was 
exchanged in a metathesis reaction with PPNCl. While this did aide in obtaining 
crystalline samples suitable for single crystal X-ray diffraction, it also led to various 
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levels of chloride ions displacing the hydroxide ligands throughout the crystalline lattice. 
This compositional disorder led to a longer than expected copper-hydroxide distance 
(1.947(2) Å) than predicted by DFT calculations (1.863 Å) (see Appendix A for more 
details).  
Upon oxidation of (Bu4N)2 with Fc
+
PF6
-
, an intense chromophore corresponding 
to the formation of a copper(III)-hydroxide, 2', was observed by UV-Vis spectroscopy. 
The formulation of 2' as a copper(III) species was supported by TD-DFT calculations, 
which identified the transition as predominately based from a ligand orbital with π 
character to an orbital with predominately Cu dx2-y2 character. In addition, copper K-edge 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) supported the formulation of the reactive species 
as a copper(III) complex, as indicated by contraction of the copper-ligand bonds and a 
1.7eV shift in the pre-edge feature relative to the starting complex, (Bu4N)2.
123
 Rapid C-
H bond activation of 9,10-dihydroanthracene by 2' was observed ( second-order k ~ 1.1 
M
-1
s
-1
 ) at −80 °C in acetone (Scheme 3-2). Currently, this complex is among the most 
active synthetic complexes towards C-H bond activation, placing it on-par with high-
valent iron and manganese complexes (Figure 3-9).  
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Figure 3-9: Comparison of the rate of H-atom abstraction from 9,10-dihydroanthracene 
by various transition metal complexes. References for the complexes are as follows: 
[Fe
III
(OH)(L')-(μ-O)-FeIV(O)(L')]2+,[299]LiPrCuIIIOH,[123] FeIV(OH)(L')-(μ-O)-
Fe
IV
(O)(L')]
3+
,[
299
] Mn
IV
(H3buea)(O)]
1-
,[300] [Fe
IV
(L')-(μ-O)-FeIV(L')]4+,[299] [FeIII(L')-(μ-
O)-Fe
IV
(L')]
3+
,[
299
] Mn
III
(PY5)OH]
2+
,[
301
] [Mn
VI
O4]
1-
,[
302
] [Mn
III
(H3buea)(O)]
2-
,[
300
]
 
[Fe
III
(PY5)OH]
2+
,[
303
] [Fe
III
(Hbim)(H2bim)2]
2+
,[
304
] [Cu
III
(Pre)]
1+
.
[65] Where, L' = tris((4-
methoxy-3,5-dimethylpyridin-2-yl)methyl)amine), H3buea = tris[(N′-tert-butylureayl)-N-
ethyl)]amine, PY5 = (2,6-bis(bis(2-pyridyl)methoxymethane)pyridine), H2bim = 2,2'-bi-
imidazoline, and Pre = 3,9-dimethyl-4,8-diazaundecane-2,10-dionedioximate. See Figure 
3-10 illustrations of the structures. Figure adapted from ref.123. 
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Figure 3-10: Representations of the metal complexes and ligands previously studied for 
H-atom abstraction from DHA.  
The rapid C-H bond activation by a copper(III)-hydroxide complex, 2', was a 
surprising result that suggested this moiety may be considered as a strong C-H bond 
activating species in its own right, and not only as an intermediate species on the route to 
obtaining a copper(III)-oxo/copper(II)-oxyl complex.
123
 This work has led us to pursue 
the synthesis of other copper(III)-hydroxide complexes in order to gain a deeper 
understanding of their spectroscopic properties and to perform reactivity studies in order 
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to garner mechanistic details about the C-H bond activating reactivity of these 
complexes. The following work presents results obtained when we reduced the steric 
protection around the copper center, which we suspected might allow for more facile 
attack on weak C-H bonds, and possibly lead to more rapid attack of substrates with more 
difficult C-H bonds.  
3.3 Synthesis and Characterization of a Family of Copper(II) Complexes 
Our previous work with a copper(II)-hydroxide complex, (Bu4N)2, focused on the 
characterization of reactive copper(III)-hydroxide species, 2', capable of attacking weak 
C-H bonds.
122,123
 We extended this work by reducing the steric bulk around the copper 
complex by using N,N′-bis(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide, which is less 
bulky than the supporting ligand for (Bu4N)2. We aimed to probe the impact of the steric 
environment around the copper center on the reactivity and stability of the corresponding 
copper(III)-hydroxide complex, 7'. We found that this seemingly small change to the 
steric environment around the copper center had a profound impact on the stability of the 
corresponding copper(III)-hydroxide complex, 7'. 
3.3.1 Synthesis and Characterization of a Copper(II)-CH3OH Complex
 
In order to synthesize our desired copper(II)-hydroxide, the ligand was prepared 
according to literature procedures,
120
 and used to prepare the neutral copper(II)-CH3OH 
(6) complex (Scheme 3-3). The product was obtained as a light green powder and was 
characterized by elemental analysis, ESI-MS, UV-Vis spectroscopy, and EPR 
spectroscopy. Repeated attempts to grow X-ray quality crystals were unsuccessful. 
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Scheme 3-3: Synthetic route for the preparation of 6.  
The positive ESI-MS spectrum of 6 contains multiple features, including the parent ion 
peak [Na+6]
+
 (Figure 3-11). 
  
Figure 3-11: Positive mode ESI-MS spectrum of 6 collected in acetone/methanol. The 
inset indicates the parent peak, [Na+ 6]
+
, experimental spectrum (solid) and simulated 
spectrum (dashed).  
Acetone was used as a weakly coordinating solvent to avoid displacement of the 
coordinated methanol in the experiment. The higher mass peaks correspond to various 
numbers of solvent molecules (methanol and acetone) associating with the parent ion, 
[Na+ 6]
+
 (Table 3-1). 
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Table 3-1: Description of the major peaks observed in the positive mode ESI-MS 
spectrum of 6. 
 
The UV-Vis spectrum of 6 was measured in acetonitrile at room temperature and 
exhibited a charge transfer band at 397 nm (ε ~ 1,400 M-1 cm-1) and a d-d band at 545 nm 
(ε ~ 720 M-1 cm-1) (Figure 3-12). These bands are similar to the features observed for the 
neutral copper(II)-acetonitrile complex of the related isopropyl ligand, 1, (Scheme 3-2) 
that was measured in acetonitrile 398 nm (3,000 M
-1
 cm
-1) and 550 nm (ε ~ 800 M-1 cm-
1
). 
m/z Description 
457.20 L
2-
 + Cu
2+
 + Na
+
 
489.23 L
2-
 + Cu
2+
 + Na
+
+ CH3OH 
515.25 L
2-
 + Cu
2+
 + Na
+
+ acetone 
547.28 L
2-
 + Cu
2+
 + Na
+
+ acetone + CH3OH 
573.30 L
2-
 + Cu
2+
 + Na
+
+ 2(acetone) 
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Figure 3-12: UV-Vis spectrum of 0.5mM 6 measured in acetonitrile at room 
temperature. 
In addition to measurement of the electronic absorption spectra, the electronic 
environment of 6 was probed by EPR spectroscopy. The simulated EPR spectra of 6 is in 
good agreement with the measured spectrum (Figure 3-13). The spectrum is 
approximately axial (gx = 2.028, gy = 2.055, gz = 2.189) with a large copper hyperfine 
coupling value (A(Cu) = 193 x10
-4
 cm
-1
) and distinct nitrogen super-hyperfine coupling 
(A(Nav) = 15 x 10
-4
 cm
-1
). The EPR spectrum of 6 was simulated with an average 
nitrogen environment that included the pyridine nitrogen and the two amide nitrogen 
atoms. Simulations that split the nitrogen superhyperfine values into pyridine nitrogen 
(Npy) and amide nitrogen (Nam) did not improve the simulation. These values are similar 
to the values measures for 1 under identical conditions: gx = 2.027, gy = 2.064, gz = 2.190, 
A(Cu) = 199 x10
-4
 cm
-1
, A(Nam) = 18.8 x10
-4
 cm
-1
, A(Npy) = 14 x10
-4
 cm
-1
. For reference, 
the average nitrogen superhyperfine value for 1, A(Nav), was calculated to be 15.6 x10
-4
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cm
-1
. The slight variations in g values and copper A values may be attributed to the 
identity of the solvent labile ligand for each complex, acetonitrile for 1 and methanol for 
6. The sharp nitrogen superhyperfine coupling observed in the EPR spectrum of 6 is 
consistent with the EPR spectra measured for other pyridine-dicarboxamide complexes, 
which do not possess hydrogen atoms in close proximity to the copper nucleus.
123,124
 The 
lack of nearby hydrogen atoms to the spin center (copper) is thought to prevent spectral 
broadening that is often observed in other copper(II) complexes that have hydrogen 
atoms of the ligand near the copper nucleus. 
 
Figure 3-13: X-band EPR spectrum of 6 (black) and the simulated spectrum (grey). The 
sample was collected in 1:3::acetone:toluene at 10 K. 
 
3.3.2 Synthesis and Characterization of a [Copper(II)-OH]
1-
 Complex 
The synthesis of our desired copper(II)-hydroxide, (Bu4N)7, was achieved by 
using a procedure similar to the published procedure for the synthesis of (Bu4N)2 
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(Scheme 3-4).
123
 Briefly, a slurry of 6 was prepared in diethylether and one equivalent of 
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (Bu4NOH) was added, causing the instantaneous 
formation of an intense blue oil. The oil was triturated with diethyl ether and evaporated 
under vacuum to yield a dark blue powder. 
 
Scheme 3-4: Synthetic route for the preparation of (Bu4N)7 from 6. 
The dark blue powder obtained for (Bu4N)7 was fully characterized by elemental 
analysis, UV-Vis spectroscopy, ESI-MS, FT-IR spectroscopy, and EPR spectroscopy. 
Repeated attempts to grow X-ray quality crystals were unsuccessful, although a report of 
the (Et4N)7 appeared in the literature as this work was nearing completion and indicated a 
mononuclear copper complex.
213
 The EPR spectrum of (Bu4N)7 displays rich nitrogen 
and copper hyperfine interactions (Figure 3-14). 
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Figure 3-14: X-band EPR spectrum of the overlay of the experimental spectrum of 
(Bu4N)7 (black) and the simulated spectrum (grey) in 3:1::toluene:acetone at 10 K. 
The simulated spectra for (Bu4N)7 is in good agreement with the measured spectrum (gx 
= 2.033, gy = 2.055, gz = 2.19) with a large copper hyperfine coupling value (A(Cu) = 193 
x10
-4
 cm
-1
) and an average nitrogen superhyperfine coupling constant (A(Nav) = 16.7 x 
10
-4
 cm
-1
). The EPR spectrum of (Bu4N)7 was simulated with an average nitrogen 
environment that included the pyridine nitrogen and the two amide nitrogen atoms. 
Simulations that split the nitrogen superhyperfine values into pyridine nitrogen (Npy) and 
amide nitrogen (Nam) did not improve the simulation. These values are very similar to the 
values measured for (Bu4N)2: gx = 2.032, gy = 2.055, gz = 2.185, A(Cu) = 196 x10
-4
 cm
-1
, 
A(Nam) = 17.7 x10
-4
 cm
-1
, A(Npy) = 13.4 x10
-4
 cm
-1
. For reference, A(Nav), was calculated 
to be 14.8 x10
-4
 cm
-1
. It should be noted that the samples were measured in different 
solvents, which may account for some of the small changes in hyperfine coupling 
constants. The EPR spectrum of (Bu4N)7 is essentially superimposable on the EPR 
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spectrum measured for (Bu4N)2 (Figure 3-15). The observation that these spectra are 
essentially identical lends credence to our hypothesis that any difference observed in 
reactivity between (Bu4N)7 and (Bu4N)2 are due to steric effects, not electronic effects. 
 
Figure 3-15: Overlay of the X-band EPR spectra of (Bu4N)7 (black) and (Bu4N)2 (grey). 
The UV-Vis spectrum of (Bu4N)7 was measured in acetone at room temperature 
and exhibits a charge transfer band at 378 nm (ε ~1800 M-1 cm-1) and a d-d band at 550 
nm (ε ~ 230 M-1 cm-1) (Figure 3-16). These values are slightly less intense than the UV-
Vis features measured for (Bu4N)2, which appeared at 378 nm (ε ~ 2400 M
-1
 cm
-1
) and 
550 nm (ε ~ 310 M-1 cm-1). 
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Figure 3-16: UV-Vis spectrum of 0.46 mM (Bu4N)7 in acetone measured at room 
temperature. 
The FT-IR spectrum of (Bu4N)7 was measured in a Nujol mull in order to identify 
the hydroxide O-H stretching frequency (Figure 3-17). The spectrum exhibits a weak, yet 
sharp peak in the hydroxide stretching region at 3614 cm
-1
, which is similar to the 
reported value for (Bu4N)2 (υ = 3628 cm
-1
).
123
 The sharpness of the O-H peak suggests 
that the hydroxide moiety is not engaged in hydrogen-bonding. 
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Figure 3-17: Enlarged high energy region of the FT-IR spectrum of (Bu4N)7 measured in 
a Nujol mull, where a sharp hydroxide peak (υ = 3614 cm-1) is observed.  
When electrochemical measurements (cyclic voltammetry) were performed on 
(Bu4N)7 in acetone, the voltammogram indicated the reduction was not completely 
reversible as evidenced by the reduced amplitude of the return wave (Figure 3-18). 
Neither altering the scan rate nor utilizing 1,2-difluorobenzene as a solvent improved the 
observed voltammograms. In contrast, (Bu4N)2 exhibits a reversible redox event when 
measured in acetone (E1/2 = −0.076 V vs Fc
+
/Fc).
123
  
 
Figure 3-18: Cyclic voltammogram of (A) (Bu4N)7 in 0.2 M Bu4NPF6 in acetone, scan 
rate 200 mV/s and (B) (Bu4N)2 in 0.2 M Bu4NPF6 in acetone, scan rate 100 mV/s. 
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The Epa values for (Bu4N)7 (Epa ~ 0.037 V Vs Fc
+
/Fc) and (Bu4N)2 (Epa ~ 0.030 V Vs 
Fc
+
/Fc) are similar, which is in agreement with the UV-Vis and EPR measurements that 
suggest that (Bu4N)2 and (Bu4N)7 are electronically similar. The reduced amplitude of 
the return wave for (Bu4N)7 suggests that the oxidized species (7') is chemically reactive 
on the CV time scale. The observation of the less intense reduction wave of 7' is 
consistent with less sterically protected copper center being more chemically reactive 
compared to the more sterically hindered 2'. 
3.3.3 Synthesis and Characterization of a [Copper(II)-Cl]
1-
 Complex 
Due to diminished steric protection around the copper center, there were concerns 
that dimerization may occur that may lead to the formation of bridged dicopper species. 
Owing to the difficulty in obtaining a crystal structure of 6 or (Bu4N)7, the synthesis of 
(Ph4P)8 was carried out in order to obtain a solid state structure (Scheme 3-5). In 
addition, characterization of the chloride complex was prudent due to previous studies 
that indicated the metathesis of (Bu4N)2 with PPNCl led to chloride contamination in the 
crystalline lattice (see Appendix A for more details).
123
 
 
Scheme 3-5: Synthetic route for the preparation of (Ph4P)8 from 6. 
The resulting copper(II)-chloride complex (Ph4P)8 was isolated as a dark green powder 
and characterized by elemental analysis, ESI-MS, EPR spectroscopy, UV-Vis 
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spectroscopy, and single crystal X-ray spectroscopy. The crystal structure of (Ph4P)8 
revealed a monocopper(II)-chloride complex with the copper atom in a square planar 
environment (Figure 3-19).  
 
Figure 3-19: Representation of the cationic portion of the X-ray crystal structures of (A) 
(Ph4P)8 and (B) (Ph4P)3 with thermal ellipsoids drawn at 50% and hydrogen atoms 
omitted for clarity. For (Ph4P)8: Space group: P-1, R1 = 0.0460, wR2 = 0.1147. For 
(Ph4P)3: Space group: P21/n, R1 = 0.0626, wR2 = 0.2012. 
The square planar structure of (Ph4P)8 and (Ph4P)3 are very similar: both structures 
exhibit a monocopper species in a square planar environment. Further evidence for their 
similarity is exhibited by the similar bond lengths and angles (Table 3-2). The (Ph4P)8 
and (Ph4P)3 structures have copper(II)-amide bond distances (2.002(3) – 2.013(3) Å) that 
are within the range reported in the International Tables for Crystallography for bonds of 
this type (2.026 Å (σ = 0.056)) .217 In addition, both structures have copper(II)-pyridine 
bonds (1.930(3) and 1.924(2) Å) that are much shorter than the range reported for four 
coordinate copper−pyridine complexes (2.023Å (σ = 0.019)), 217 although they are longer 
than the copper-pyridine distance reported for the neutral copper(II)-CH3CN complex, 
(1), ( 1.912(3)Å). The lengthening of the copper-pyridine bond for (Ph4P)8 and (Ph4P)3 is 
expected relative to 1 due to the increase in negative charge of the copper-chloride 
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complexes. The copper-chloride bond distances (2.202(1) and 2.2035(9) Å) are only 
slightly shorter than the reported range for four-coordinated copper(II)-chloride bond 
distance (2.246Å (σ = 0.032)).217  
Table 3-2: Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (°) for (Ph4P)8 and (Ph4P)3 
 
The ESI-MS of (Ph4P)8 is in agreement with the formulation of a 
monocopper(II)-chloride complex and the simulated isotope pattern is in good agreement 
with the experimental spectrum (Figure 3-20).  
 (Ph4P)8 (Ph4P)3 
Cu1-Cl1 2.202(1) 2.2035(9) 
Cu1-N1 1.930(3) 1.924(2) 
Cu1-N2 2.013(3) 2.002(3) 
Cu1-N3 2.013(3) 2.006(3) 
N1-Cu1-Cl1 179.64(8) 178.39(8) 
N1-Cu1-N2 79.6(1) 80.3(1) 
N1-Cu1-N3 80.6(1) 80.1(1) 
N2-Cu1-N3 160.2(1) 160.4(1) 
N2-Cu1-Cl1 100.57(8) 99.82(8) 
N3-Cu1-Cl1 99.23(8) 99.81(8) 
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Figure 3-20: ESI-MS spectrum of (Ph4P)8 with the experimental spectrum of the parent 
ion (bold) and the simulated spectrum (dashed). 
In addition, the EPR spectrum of (Ph4P)8 displays rich copper and nitrogen 
superhyperfine coupling and was satisfactorily simulated (Figure 3-21).  
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Figure 3-21: EPR spectrum of (Ph4P)8 in 3:1::toluene:acetone with the experimental 
spectrum (black) and simulated spectrum (grey). 
The simulated spectrum for (Ph4P)3 is in good agreement with the measured spectrum (gx 
= 2.026, gy = 2.062, gz = 2.182) with a large copper hyperfine coupling value (A(Cu) = 
195 x10
-4
 cm
-1
), and an average nitrogen superhyperfine coupling constant (A(N-Clav) = 
15.3 x 10
-4
 cm
-1
). The nitrogen superhyperfine was modeled as an average value an 
included the chloride as they have the same nuclear spin (I =1). Attempts to simulate with 
separated amide nitrogen, pyridine nitrogen, and chloride superhyperfine did not improve 
the simulation. These values are similar to the values measured for (Bu4N)3: gx = 2.016, gy 
= 2.054, gz = 2.177, A(Cu) = 195 x10
-4
 cm
-1
, A(Nam) = 18.2 x10
-4
 cm
-1
, A(Npy) = 15.3 
x10
-4
 cm
-1
, A(Cl) = 15.3 x10
-4
 cm
-1
.
123
 The average hyperfine coupling value for the 
nitrogen and chloride environments is 16.0 x10
-4
 cm
-1
. It should be noted that the sample 
has different cations which may influence the spectra. The similarity of the two spectra is 
more obvious when the two spectra are overlaid (Figure 3-22). The nearly identical 
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features for (Ph4P)8 and (Bu4N)3 provides further evidence that the ligand modification 
has not significantly perturbed the electronic properties of the copper center. 
 
Figure 3-22: Overlay of the X-band EPR spectra of (Ph4P)8 (black) and (Bu4N)3 (grey). 
Both spectra were measure in 3:1::toluene:acetone at 10 K. 
The UV-Vis spectrum of (Ph4P)8 was measured in acetonitrile and has a charge 
transfer band at 390 nm (ε ~ 2,600 M-1cm-1) and a d-d band at 620 nm (ε ~ 340 M-1cm-1) 
(Figure 3-23). This spectrum and the extinction coefficients are closely related the 
spectrum reported for (Bu4N)3, with a band at 400 nm (ε ~ 3,330 M
-1
 cm
-1
) and 625 nm 
(ε ~ 432 M-1cm-1) that was collected in acetone at −80 °C.123 
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Figure 3-23: UV-Vis spectrum of 0.36 mM (Ph4P)8 in acetone measured at room 
temperature.  
Reversible electrochemical oxidation of (Ph4P)8 was observed in cyclic 
voltammetry experiments (Figure 3-24). The oxidation potential (E1/2 = 0.32 V vs Fc) of 
(Ph4P)8 is at a much higher than the corresponding hydroxide complex, which can be 
oxidized by Fc
+
PF6
-
. The potential is essentially identical to the previously reported 
copper(II)-chloride complex, (Bu4N)3 ((E1/2 = 0.30 V vs Fc).  
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Figure 3-24: Cyclic voltammograms of 1mM (Ph4P)8 in 0.2 M Bu4NPF6 in acetone with 
varying scan rates. (A) 50 mV/s, (B) 75 mV/s, (C) 125 mV/s, (D) 150 mV/s. 
 
3.3.4 Formation of a Copper(III)-OH Complex (7') 
As the seminal copper(III)-hydroxide work with (Bu4N)2 was performed in 
acetone, (Bu4N)7 was oxidized by Fc
+
PF6
-
 at −80 °C in acetone in an attempt to prepare 
the analogous copper(III)-hydroxide, 7'. When the reaction was monitored by UV-Vis, 
the formation of an intense chromophore was observed (λmax 560 nm, ε ~6,000 M
-1
cm
-1
), 
although with a lower extinction coefficient than the feature observed upon oxidation of 
(Bu4N)2 (λmax 560 nm, ε ~10,000 M
-1
cm
-1
) (Figure 3-25). 
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.  
Figure 3-25: UV-Vis spectrum upon the addition of Fc
+
PF6
-
 to 0.1 mM (Bu4N)7 (solid) 
and (Bu4N)2 (dashed) in acetone at −80 °C. 
While the positions of the UV-Vis features of the oxidized species of (Bu4N)7 and 
(Bu4N)2, 7' and 2' respectively, are similar, the marked decrease in intensity of 7' 
compared to 2' was unexpected. Due to the reduced steric protection of 7', we considered 
the possibility that the complex could be reacting with solvent (acetone). To investigate if 
the accessible C-H bonds in acetone were being attacked, the oxidations of (Bu4N)7 and 
(Bu4N)2 were carried out in acetone and d
6
-acetone (Figure 3-26). The use of deuterated 
solvent did not significantly affect the formation of 2', yet a drastic increase in intensity 
was observed for the formation of 7'. In addition, the observed yield for 7' decreased with 
respect to the length of time since the distillation of the acetone, whereas no effect 
observed for the formation of 2'. This suggests that 2' is much more sensitive to solvent 
impurities, such as water formation due to the self-condensation reaction of acetone, than 
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7'. This sensitivity may be attributed to lack of steric protection around the copper center 
of 7', which increases the access of small molecules to the copper nucleus.  
 
Figure 3-26: UV-Vis spectrum upon the addition of Fc
+
PF6
-
 to 0.1 mM (A) (Bu4N)7 in 
acetone (solid) and d
6
-acetone (dashed) at −80 °C; (B) (A) (Bu4N)2 in acetone (solid) and 
d
6
-acetone (dashed) at −80 °C. 
 
3.3.4.1 Self-decay of a Copper(III)-OH Complex 
While the formation of 7' was stunted by what appeared to be an interaction with 
acetone or impurities in the solvent, we investigated how the overall decay rate of 7' 
compared with 2'. All self-decay reactions were performed at −80 °C in acetone and were 
analyzed by following the loss of the chromophore at 560 nm, which corresponds to the 
copper(III)-hydroxide complex. Both reactions fit best to a first order decay process, 
although assessing the rate of self-decay for 7' in acetone was difficult due to the rapid 
reaction rate (< 20 seconds) and difficulty obtaining reproducible rates of decay. It is 
unclear if 7' is reacting with acetone, as acetone has a high bond dissociation enthalpy 
(BDE) of 98.3 kcal/mol (C-H bond at 298 K)
305,306
 and a pKa of ~19 (in water).
307
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The rapid self-decay of 7' in acetone led us to seek a different polar solvent 
without any readily extractable C-H bonds. We chose to use 1,2-difluorobenzene due to 
its high polarity, lack of aliphatic C-H bonds, and a freezing point of −34 °C that allowed 
us to work at lower temperatures so that we could observe reactive intermediates. The 
oxidation of (Bu4N)2 and (Bu4N)7 by Fc
+
PF6
-
 was achieved in 1,2-difluorobenzene, as 
formation of an intense chromophore (λmax ~ 560 nm) was observed for both complexes 
(Figure 3-27). The two spectra are similar, although the spectrum of 2' is more intense (ε 
~ 12,000 M
-1
cm
-1
) than the spectrum of 7' (ε ~ 7800 M-1cm-1). 
 
Figure 3-27: UV-Vis spectral overlay of the products arising from the oxidation of 
(Bu4N)2 (solid) and of (Bu4N)7 (dashed) with Fc
+
PF6
-
 at −25 °C in 1,2-difluorobenzene. 
The self-decay rates of 7' and 2' were assessed in 1,2-difluorobenzene at −25 °C. 
The self-decay of 7' was rapid (< 2 min) in 1,2-difluorobenzene as evidenced by the 
complete decay of the intense chromophore at 540 nm (Figure 3-28). Although the self-
decay of 7' is rapid in 1,2-difluorobenzene, it is an order of magnitude less than the self-
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decay rates measured in acetone at −80 °C. More importantly, the rates measured 
reproducible, unlike the measurements obtained in acetone. 
 
Figure 3-28: UV-Vis spectra of the formation of 7' (bold dashed) upon addition of 
Fc
+
PF6
-
 to (Bu4N)7 (bold solid) and subsequent decay to the product (bold dash-dot) at 
−25 °C. Intermediate spectra taken every second. 
Due to the overlapping features of 7' and the product, multi-wavelength analysis was 
used to deconvolute the spectra and extract kinetic information. The Olis GlobalWorks 
Software package was used to fit the data to multiple kinetic models, and the best fit was 
obtained for a first order process, k = 3.6(2) x 10
-2
 s
-1
. The first order model was selected 
based upon the similarity of calculated spectra to the experimentally obtained spectra and 
small residual error (Figure 3-29). 
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Figure 3-29: (Left) Calculated spectrum of the oxidized species, 7' (dashed) and the 
product spectrum (dash-dot); (Right) Calculated reaction progress of the calculated 
spectra throughout the time course of the reaction, where the spectrum for 7' is decaying 
(dashed) and the product spectrum in increasing (dash-dot). 
To compare the stability of 7' to the more sterically encumbered 2', the oxidation of 
(Bu4N)2 was performed under identical conditions (−25 °C in 1,2-difluorobenzene). The 
formation of intense chromophore at 540 nm was observed upon formation of 2', 
although the chromophore decayed significantly more slowly than 7'(Figure 3-30).  
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Figure 3-30: UV-Vis spectra of the formation of 2' (bold dashed) upon addition of 
Fc
+
PF6
-
 to (Bu4N)2 (bold solid) and subsequent decay to the product (bold dash-dot) at 
−25 °C. Intermediate spectra were taken in 30 seconds intervals. 
The decay rate of 2' in 1,2-difluorobenzene was prohibitively slow to measure the 
full decay of the species (~ 10% decay in 75 minutes) so the half-life was extrapolated 
from the initial decay measurement over the time span of 1.5 hours. The half-life (~ 2.1 
x10
6
 seconds) was then used to calculate the rate constant using the half-life equation for 
first order reactions (t1/2 = ln(2) / k) to give, k = 3.3 x10
-7
 s
-1
. The self-decay rate constant 
for 2' is five orders of magnitude less than the self-decay rate constant of 7' in 1,2-
difluorobenzene.  
The self-decay pathway for 2' leads to the formation of the corresponding copper(II)-
aquo complex, as determined by the similar spectral features of the decay product of 2' 
with the independently synthesized copper(II)-aquo complex, 12.
123
 The decay product of 
7' bears similar spectral features to that of 12, suggesting 7' and 2' create the same decay 
product (12). In the absence of substrate, our current hypothesis is that the oxidized 
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species (2' or 7') attacks the tetrabutylammonium counterion, which has susceptible 
aliphatic C-H bonds. Precedence for this type of attack on tetrabutylammonium ion has 
recently been observed in aluminum-oxo chemistry.
308
 The large difference in stability of 
2' and 7' suggests that 7' may be more readily accessible to substrate than 2', which led 
us to assess if this decreased stability might lead to enhanced reactivity with substrates 
containing weak C-H bonds. 
3.3.4.2 Reactivity towards Weak C-H Bonds 
Previously, 2' has demonstrated the ability to perform rapid H-atom abstraction from 
9,10-dihydroanthracene (DHA) at low temperatures in acetone.
123
 We aimed to 
investigate if the decreased steric protection of 7' would influence the rate of C-H bond 
activation from DHA. We elected to use 1,2-difluorobenzene as our solvent because the 
self-decay rate of 7' is slower and more reproducible than reactions performed in acetone. 
By selecting 1,2-difluorobenzene as the solvent for these reactions, we extended the life-
time of 7' in order to give it an opportunity to react with the substrate (DHA) more 
rapidly than its self-decay pathway.  
In order to compare the C-H bond activation rates of 2' and 7’, their reactions must 
be measured in the same solvent. As acetone was not suitable for measurements with 7', 
the rates of reactions of 2' and 7' with DHA were monitored by UV-Vis in 1,2-
difluorobenzene. The reaction of 2' with DHA was monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy 
under pseudo-first order conditions. In the experiment, (Bu4N)2 and 17 equivalents DHA 
were added to a cuvette and cooled to −25° C. Subsequent addition of one molar 
equivalent of Fc
+
PF6
- 
resulted in the immediate formation of an intense chromophore, 
associated with the formation of 2', which began to decay rapidly while peaks 
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corresponding to the formation of anthracene (358 and 378 nm, marked with asterisks) 
began to increase in intensity (Figure 3-31). The reaction was monitored until no further 
spectral changes were observed (~100 seconds). 
 
Figure 3-31: UV-Vis spectra of the formation of 2' (bold dashed) upon addition of 
Fc
+
PF6
-
 to (Bu4N)2 (bold solid) and subsequent decay to the product (bold dash-dot) at 
−25 °C. Intermediate spectra were taken every second. Note: asterisked peaks indicated 
the formation of anthracene. 
Spectral deconvolution software was employed due to the overlapping features 
observed for 2' and the product spectrum. The data were fit to many reaction types, 
although only a first order fit produced calculated UV-Vis spectra that were in good 
agreement with independently measured spectra (Figure 3-34). The reaction was rapid 
(kDHA = 1.5 x10
2
 M
-1
 s
-1
) with a rate that was on-par with the rate of reaction of 2' with 
DHA reported in acetone at the similar temperature of −30 °C (kDHA = 2.4 x10
2
 M
-1
 s
-1
). 
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Figure 3-32: (Left) Calculated spectrum of the oxidized species, 2' (dashed) and the 
product spectrum (dash-dot); (Right) Calculated reaction progress of the calculated 
spectra throughout the time course of the reaction, where the spectrum for 2' is decaying 
(dashed) and the product spectrum in increasing (dash-dot). 
The reaction of 7' with DHA under pseudo-first order conditions was then monitored 
by UV-Vis spectroscopy under the same conditions as 2' (17 equivalents of DHA, −25° 
C, 1,2-difluorobenzene). The chromophore associated with 7' began to rapidly decay 
while two peaks (358 and 378 nm) corresponding to the formation of anthracene began to 
grow in intensity (Figure 3-33). The reaction was monitored in 0.5 second increments 
until no further spectral changes were observed (~100 seconds). 
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Figure 3-33: UV-Vis spectra of the formation of 7' (bold dashed) upon addition of 
Fc
+
PF6
-
 to (Bu4N)7 (bold solid) and subsequent decay to the product (bold dash-dot) at 
−20 °C. Intermediate spectra were taken every 0.5 seconds. Note: the asterisked peaks 
indicated the formation of anthracene. 
In order to extract kinetic information from the reaction, the data was analyzed 
using a multi-wavelength spectral analysis. In this case, the data were fit to several 
kinetic models and it was determined that the observed rate was a composite of two first 
order processes: a self-decay reaction (kSD) and a reaction with DHA (kDHA). The rate 
constants for this reaction indicate that reaction of 7' with DHA is more rapid (kDHA = 1.3 
x10
2
 M
-1
s
-1
) than the self-decay of 7' (kSD = 0.039 s
-1
), which is expected otherwise 
product (anthracene) formation would not be observed (Figure 3-34). In addition, the kSD 
value matches the independently measured kSD, 0.036 s
-1
, which provides further support 
for this kinetic model. In addition, the calculated spectra components are in good 
agreement with the independently measured spectral components.  
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Figure 3-34: (Left) Calculated spectrum of the oxidized species, 7' that reacts with DHA 
(dashed), spectrum of 7' that performs the self-decay reaction (dotted), and the product 
spectrum (dash-dot); (Right) Calculated reaction progress of the calculated spectra 
throughout the time course of the reaction. The spectrum for the reaction of 7' with DHA 
is decaying (dashed), the spectrum for the self-decay reaction of 7' is decaying (dotted), 
and the product spectrum in increasing (dash-dot). 
While the self-decay rates of 2' and 7' varied by five orders of magnitude, their 
rates of reactivity towards DHA are essentially identical (1.5 x10
2
 M
-1
s
-1
 for 2' and 1.3 
x10
2
 M
-1
s
-1
 for 7'). This finding was surprising, as we initially believed the less sterically 
encumbered 7' might react with DHA more rapidly than 2'. What we discovered, 
however, is that the self-decay rate of 7' is rapid enough to compete with rate of reaction 
with DHA. In order to investigate the C-H bond activating potential of 7' towards 
substrates with stronger C-H bonds, it is critical to select a cation and solvent system 
combination that lacks accessible C-H bonds. If the self-decay pathway for 7' can be shut 
down or significantly slowed, further studies can assess the reactivity of 7' towards 
substrates with stronger C-H bonds. 
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3.3.5 Investigation of Cation Effects on the Stability of [Copper(III)-OH] Complexes 
The self-decay reactions suggested that the reactive copper(III)-hydroxide may be 
attacking the tetrabutylammonium counterion. In order to investigate if attack on the 
counterion was occurring, we synthesized copper(II)-hydroxide complexes with a 
tetramethyl counterion (Me4N), which does not contain any extractable methylene (-CH2) 
bonds. Both (Me4N)7 and (Me4N)2 were synthesized in an analogous fashion to their 
tetrabutylammonium counterparts. Replacing the tetrabutylammonium with 
tetramethylammonium significantly decreased the solubility of the complexes in organic 
solvents, which limited our solvent choice to dimethylformamide (DMF). The oxidation 
of (Me4N)7 and (Bu4N)7 was monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy and carried out under 
identical conditions (1 mM, −40 °C in DMF) (Figure 3-35). Unfortunately, there was no 
formation of an intermediate detected when the reaction was monitored for several 
minutes. 
 
Figure 3-35: (Left): UV-Vis spectrum of (Bu4N)7 (solid) at −40 °C and the spectrum 
after addition of 1 equivalent of Fc
+
PF6
-
 (dashed) in DMF. (Right): UV-Vis spectrum of 
(Me4N)7 (solid) at −40 °C and the spectrum after addition of 1 equivalent of Fc
+
PF6
-
 
(dashed) in DMF. 
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When the more sterically hindered (Bu4N)2 was assessed under identical 
conditions, a short-lived intermediate was observed ( λmax ~ 545 nm) (Figure 3-36). The 
species decayed rapidly ( < 200 s) , which may be why no intermediate was observed 
with the less sterically hindered (Me4N)7 and (Bu4N)7. 
 
Figure 3-36: UV-Vis spectrum of (Bu4N)2 (solid) at −40 °C, the spectrum after addition 
of 1 equivalent of Fc
+
PF6
-
 (dashed) and the resulting spectrum after decay of the 
intermediate (dotted) in DMF. 
As no intermediate was observable for (Bu4N)7 in DMF, further studies should focus on 
the synthesis of cations that lack easily extractable C-H bonds, and will increase the 
solubility in non-coordinating polar organic solvents.  
3.3.6 Determination of the pKa of the Copper(II)-OH2 Species 
The rapid reaction of 2' and 7' with C-H bonds in DHA led us to investigate the 
thermodynamics of this reaction. Formally, this reaction is a hydrogen atom transfer 
(HAT) reaction, which can be viewed as occurring via a concerted or stepwise process 
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(Scheme 3-6). The large kinetic isotope effect (kH/kD ~29 at 25 °C) measured for the H-
atom abstraction of DHA by 2' suggests there is a tunneling contribution for this reaction, 
as this is beyond the semiclassical limit (kH/kD < 7). 
123
 
 
Scheme 3-6: Pathways for H-atom transfer (HAT) than include stepwise electron transfer 
and proton transfer pathways as well as the concerted proton/electron transfer (CPET) 
pathway. PT = proton transfer, ET = electron transfer. 
We aimed to find the bond dissociation free energy (BDFE) for the reaction of the 
copper(II)-hydroxide to form the copper(II)-aquo species (Figure 3-37). Obtaining 
information about the BDFE of our complex would enable a more direct comparison to 
other complexes in the literature, without the compounding entropic effects associated 
with measuring BDEs (bond dissociation enthalpies).
309,310
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Figure 3-37: (A): General scheme for routes to determine the bond dissociation free 
energy (BDFE) of a reaction involving the dissociation of a C-H bond; (B): Specific route 
for the determination of the BDFE for the reaction of 2' to form 12 (L
iPr
Cu-OH2). Figure 
adapted from [
310
]. 
We chose to focus on the determination of the pKa of 12 because both 12 and 
(Bu4N)2 are synthetically accessible and have been well characterized. The BDFE can 
then be calculated according the formula presented in Figure 3-37, where the pKa and E
0
 
(typically E1/2 is used from CV) are experimentally determined for the desired compound 
and CG,sol is a solvent correction value that is equivalent to the H
+
/H
∙
 standard reduction 
potential in a given solvent.
310
 As this correction value is solvent dependent, it is 
important that the electrochemical and pKa measurements are carried out in the same 
solvent. Unfortunately, only a handful of organic solvents have measured CG values. The 
limited availability of CG values limited our choice of solvent to either acetonitrile or 
tetrahydrofuran.  
The next important step for establishing the conditions to use for pKa 
determination was selecting a suitable strong base/weak acid pair that is non-coordinating 
and non-nucleophilic. Two routes can be envisioned for determining the pKa of 12: Route 
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A, deprotonating 12 with a strong base, or Route B, protonating (Bu4N)2 with a weak 
acid (Scheme 3-7). 
 
Scheme 3-7: (Top): Route A: Strategy for determining the pKa by adding a base to 
deprotonate 12 and generate 2
-
 and the conjugate base. (Bottom): Route B: Protonation of 
(Bu4N)2 with a weak acid ([Base-H]
+
) to generate 12 and the free base. 
Either route should allow us to establish an equilibrium between all of the species in 
solution, which would enable us to calculate the pKa of 12 using the equation presented 
in Figure 3-38. In order to calculate the pKa of 12, the pKa(Reaction) is measured 
experimentally by determining the ratios of each species in solution, using the known pKa 
(Base) in the given solvent. After consulting tables of established pKa values in 
acetonitrile and tetrahydrofuran, we selected triethylamine (Et3N) and proton sponge (PS 
= 1,8-Bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene). Both have similar values in acetonitrile, 18.82 for 
Et3N and 18.62 for PS, but are significantly different in tetrahydrofuran, 14.1 for Et3N 
and 11.7 for PS.
311,312
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Figure 3-38: Example of the equilibrium expression for Route B, and the resulting 
algebra that leads to the equation relating the pKa values.  
Due to the paramagnetic nature of copper(II), we could not monitor these 
reactions by NMR spectroscopy. Instead, we elected to monitor these reactions by UV-
Vis spectroscopy. We first began investigating the pKa of 12 in acetonitrile, by following 
Route B and protonating (Bu4N)2 with a weak acid, protonated proton sponge 
(PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
. This was achieved by adding 0.2 molar equivalents of (PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
to a 
solution of 0.22 mM (Bu4N)2 in acetonitrile at 20 °C and allowing one minute to 
transpire for the system to equilibrate before each measurement. Each addition up to ~ 
1.4 molar equivalents caused a shift in the d-d band region of the UV-spectrum (Figure 
3-39). 
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.  
Figure 3-39: UV-Vis spectrum of (Bu4N)2 (bold solid) and the spectrum after addition of 
1.4 equivalents of (PSH)
+
(OTf)
- 
(bold dashed). Intermediate spectra represent additions 
of 0.2 molar equivalence aliquots of (PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
 . 
While this result was initially encouraging, the final spectrum did not correlate with the 
intended product, 12, but rather was identical to the spectrum of 1. We interpret this 
finding to indicate that (Bu4N)2 is protonated by (PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
, but that the water ligand 
of 12 is readily displaced by the more strongly coordinating solvent, acetonitrile, to form 
1 (Scheme 3-8). 
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Scheme 3-8: Reaction scheme indicating the equilibrium between 2
-
 and 12 and the 
equilibrium between 12 and 1. 
Although an equilibrium arrow is drawn for the reaction of 12 with acetonitrile to form 1, 
the reaction is essentially irreversible due to the concentration of acetonitrile being 
several orders of magnitude higher than water. This indicates we are no longer observing 
an equilibrium reaction and therefore cannot use this method to determine the pKa of 12. 
This experiment does provide us with a lower limit for the pKa value of 12 in acetonitrile, 
as (Bu4N)2 was able to be protonated by (PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
.This indicates the pKa value of 12 
in acetonitrile must be less than the pKa value of (PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
 in acetonitrile (18.62).  
Due to the competing coordination of acetonitrile with our aquo ligand, we chose 
to use tetrahydrofuran as our solvent. Tetrahydrofuran is a much more weakly 
coordinating solvent when compared to acetonitrile and might not as readily displace our 
aquo ligand. We attempted the deprotonation of (Bu4N)2 in THF by adding sub-
stoichiometric amounts of (PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
 and did not see the formation of any new 
species; only dilution of the (Bu4N)2 features was observed (Figure 3-40).  
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Figure 3-40: UV-Vis spectrum of 0.20 mM (Bu4N)2 (bold solid) and the spectrum upon 
2.2 molar equivalents of (PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
 (bold dashed line). Intermediate spectra are 0.2 
equivalents of (PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
.  
As no new species were observed, this indicates that (PSH)
+
(OTf)
-
 is not a strong enough 
acid to protonate (Bu4N)2 in THF, so we cannot calculate a pKa value for 12 based on 
these measurements. This experiment, however, does provide us with a lower limit for 
our pKa of 12, which must be greater than pKa of PS in tetrahydrofuran (11.7). Further 
studies with stronger weak acids (protonated phosphazine-based compounds) are 
underway. 
In order to calculate the BDFE for 12 we also need to identify the E
0
 of (Bu4N)2 
in the desired solvent. The E
°
 value is often determined by the E1/2 value obtained by 
cyclic voltammetry.
310
 The cyclic voltammogram of (Bu4N)2 in tetrahydrofuran indicates 
irreversible redox events, although a reversible wave was obtained in 1,2-difluorobenzene 
(Figure 3-41).  
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Figure 3-41: (A): Cyclic voltammogram of (Bu4N)2 in 0.3 M Bu4NPF6/ tetrahydrofuran 
with a scan rate of 100 mV/s, referenced to decamethylferrocene (Fc*). (B) Cyclic 
voltammogram of (Bu4N)2 in 0.3 M Bu4NPF6/ 1,2-difluorobenzene with a scan rate of 
100 mV/s, referenced to decamethylferrocene (Fc*). 
In tetrahydrofuran, the irreversible reduction of (Bu4N)2 led to estimation of the E1/2 ~ 
0.30 V vs Fc*
+
/Fc (-0.145 V vs Fc
+
/Fc). The E1/2 was estimated by taking the mean of the 
anodic and catholic peaks. In contrast, when the cyclic voltammogram of (Bu4N)2 was 
measured in 1,2-difluorobenzene, a reversible wave was obtained E1/2 ~ 0.42 Fc
*+
/Fc (-
0.025 V vs Fc
+
/Fc). The E1/2 value of (Bu4N)2 measured in acetone (-0.076 V vs Fc
+
/Fc) 
is less than the potential measured in 1,2-difluorobenzene (-0.025 V vs Fc
+
/Fc), which 
suggests that 1,2-difluorobenzene is more stabilizing of the copper(III) complex. While 
the E1/2 of (Bu4N)2 measured in tetrahydrofuran (-0.145 V vs Fc
+
/Fc) is also less than the 
potential measured in acetone, the irreversible wave obtained indicates that the 
copper(III) complex is less stable in tetrahydrofuran than in acetone.  
3.4 Summary and Future Directions 
The work described in this chapter has shown that small changes to the steric 
environment around a reactive copper(III)-hydroxide center can lead to differences in 
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stability. In particular, the self-decay rate of less sterically hindered (Bu4N)7 was found 
to be five orders of magnitude faster than the self-decay rate of (Bu4N)2. On the other 
hand, the two complexes had nearly identical rates of reaction with 9,10-
dihydroanthracene. Currently, the self-decay pathway is believed to involve attack of the 
copper(III)-hydroxide on the tetrabutylammonium counterion and is thought to be 
enhanced for (Bu4N)7 due to differences in steric protection. In order to extend the 
lifetime of the copper(III)-hydroxide in solution so that it may be able to attack more 
difficult C-H bonds, it would be prudent to select a different cation devoid of easily 
extractable C-H bonds and that has moderately soluble in common organic solvents. One 
can imagine bis(triphenylphosphoranylidene)ammonium hydroxide (PPNOH) could be a 
good candidate and could potentially be synthesized via a metathesis reaction with the 
corresponding chloride complex (PPNCl). 
In addition, we have begun to explore the thermodynamics of the H-atom transfer 
to our copper(III)-hydroxide complex to form a copper(II)-aquo complex. With the goal 
of obtaining the bond dissociation free energy (BDFE) for this reaction, initial efforts 
focused on selecting the appropriate solvent system for these measurements. In order to 
calculate the BDFE, two experimental values must be determine: the pKa of the 
copper(II)-aquo and copper(II)-hydroxide reaction, and the E
°
 of the copper(II)-
hydroxide/copper(III)-hydroxide redox event. The results from these efforts suggest 
tetrahydrofuran is the best candidate for measuring the pKa value, although the use of 
stronger weak acid than the protonated-proton sponge is needed. The use of phosphazine 
bases may be fruitful for this endeavor as they are strong, non-nucleophilic bases.
311,313
 
The cyclic voltammetry measurements in tetrahydrofuran did not exhibit reversible 
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behavior, although the E1/2 was estimated to be ~ -0.025 V vs Fc
+
/Fc. These preliminary 
results suggest that the determination of the pKa of the copper(II)-aquo complex is 
contingent on finding the appropriate base. Once this issue is resolved, calculation of the 
BDFE can be accomplished.  
3.5 Experimental 
General Considerations. All solvents and reagents were obtained from commercial 
sources and used as received unless otherwise noted. L
Me
H2 was prepared according to 
the literature procedure.
120
 The solvents Et2O and pentane were passed through 
purification columns (Glass Contour, Laguna, California) before use. Acetonitrile was 
dried over CaH2, degassed, distilled under vacuum and stored over CaH2 in a glovebox. 
Acetone was dried over 3Å molecular sieves, degassed, vacuum transferred and stored 
over 3Å molecular sieves in a glovebox. 1,2-Difluorobenzene was dried over CaH2, 
degassed, distilled under vacuum and stored over 3Å molecular sieves in a glovebox. 
Anydrous DMF was stored over 3Å molecular sieves in a glovebox for 2 days and dried 
over a section portion of 3Å molecular sieves for an additional 2 days before use. All 
reactions of LCu(CH3OH) (6) were performed in glovebox under a dry N2 atmosphere.  
Physical Methods. NMR spectra were recorded on a 300 MHz Varian Inova 
spectrometer and cation resonances are omitted for clarity. UV-Vis spectra were recorded 
on an HP8453 (190-1100 nm) diode-array spectrophotometer equipped with a Unisoku 
low-temperature cryostat. Electrospray ionization mass spectra (ESI-MS) were recorded 
in negative ion mode on a Bruker BioTOF II instrument. Electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR) spectra were recorded a Bruker Continuous Wave EleXsys E500 
spectrometer at 10 K. EPR simulations were achieved by using Bruker Simfonia 
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software. Infrared spectra were collected on a Nicolet Avatar 370FT-IR Elemental 
analyses were performed by Robertson Microlit Laboratory (Ledgewood, New Jersey) 
and Compete Analysis Laboratories Inc (Parsippany, New Jersey). X-ray crystallography 
data collection and structure solution were conducted using a SMART Apex II instrument 
and the current SHELXTL suite of programs. All graphical representations utilized the 
Origin software program. Representations of single molecule crystals were obtained 
using CrystalMaker software. Graphical representations of protein molecules were made 
using PyMOL. 
L
Me
Cu(MeOH) (6). L
Me
H2 (1.015 g, 2.72 mmol), anhydrous CuCl2 (0.367 g, 2.73 mmol) 
and MeOH (100 mL) were added to a 250 mL round bottom flask to give a light green 
solution. Addition of a solution of NaOMe in MeOH (0.5 M, 9.2 mL, 4.6 mmol) yielded 
a deep forest green solution, which was stirred for 30 min. The solvent was removed in 
vacuo to give a green oil. This oil was dissolved in CH3CN (~ 20 mL) and toluene (100 
mL) was added, after which a precipitate formed and the solution became mahogany in 
color. The mixture was filtered through a fine porosity frit and solvent was removed from 
the filtrate in vacuo to produce a bright green powder. Subsequent washings with 
acetonitrile (3 x 5 mL) and hexanes (3 x 5 mL) afforded the product as a bright green 
solid, which was dried in the vacuum oven at 40 °C overnight (0.75 g, 69%). ESI-MS 
(CH3OH, m/z): calcd 465.11 [M+Na]
1-
, found 457.20. UV-Vis [λmax, nm (ε, M
-1
 cm
-1
) in 
CH3CN]: 397 (1400), 545 (720). Anal. Calcd. for C24H25CuN3O3: C, 61.72; H, 5.40; N, 
9.00. Found: C, 61.83; H, 5.29; N, 8.93.  
(Bu4N)(L
Me
CuOH) ((Bu4N)7). To 6 (147 mg, 0.314 mmol) was added Et2O (~ 10mL) to 
give a green reaction mixture. Upon the addition of Bu4NOH in MeOH (1.0 M, 0.31 mL, 
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0.31 mmol) a blue sticky precipitate formed. The reaction was stirred for ~5 min and the 
solvent was removed in vacuo to give a dark blue oil. The oil was washed with Et2O (3 x 
5 mL) to yield the product as a bright blue-purple solid (129 mg, 85%). UV-Vis [λmax, nm 
(ε, M-1 cm-1) in acetone]: 378 (1800), 550 (230). Anal. Calcd. for C39H58CuN4O3: C, 
67.45 H, 8.42; N, 8.07. Found: C, 66.86; H, 8.15; N, 8.02. EPR (10 K): gx = 2.02, gy = 
2.06, gz = 2.19; A values (x 10
-4
 cm
-1
): A(Cu) =192, A(Npy) =18.2, A (Nam) =13.5. 
(Ph4P)(LCuCl) ((Ph4P)8). A suspension of Ph4PCl (54.6 mg, 0.146 mmol) in acetone (4 
mL) was added drop-wise to a mahogony solution of compound 5 (68.0 mg, 0.146 mmol) 
in acetone (10 mL). The resulting deep emerald green solution was stirred for ~10 
minutes. The solvent was removed in vacuo to yield a dark green residue. The residue 
was triturated with Et2O (4 x 5 mL) until a fine green precipitate was observed. Residual 
solvent was removed in vacuo to give a bright green powder (87.6 mg, 75.8%). ESI-MS 
(CH3OH, m/z): calcd 469.06 [M-Ph4P]
1-
, found 469.09. UV-Vis [λmax, nm (ε, M
-1
cm
-1
) 
in CH3CN]: 390 (2600), 620 (340). EPR(1:3-acetone:toluene, 10 K): gx = 2.026, gy = 
2.062, gz = 2.182; A values (x10
-4
 cm
-1
): A (Cu) =195, A(N) =15.3. Anal. Cald. for 
C47H41ClCuN3O2P: C, 69.71; H, 5.10; N, 5.19; Cl, 4.38. Found: C, 68.88; H, 4.96; N, 
5.11; Cl, 4.29. 
 General procedure for obtaining kinetic data by low temperature UV-Vis 
spectroscopy. All reactions were prepared in a nitrogen filled glovebox and cuvettes 
were sealed under inert atmosphere with a septum. Reactions were monitored by UV-Vis 
and performed following the general procedure described herein. To a cuvette, 0.10 mL 
of 3mM 2 or 7 in 1,2-difluorobenzene was added to 2.70 mL of 1,2-difluorobenzene. In 
reactions with DHA, 0.07 mL of a 3mM solution of 2 or 7 in 1,2-difluorobenzene and 
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0.14 mL of 30 mM DHA in 1,2-difluorobenze was added to 2.64 mL 1,2-difluorobenzene 
were added to the cuvette. The cuvette was cooled to −25 °C and 1.5 mM FcPF6 (0.10 
mL) was added to give rise to an intense chromophore ( λmax ~560) which was sampled at 
an appropriate rate for the reaction. The decay of the chromophore was monitored until 
no further spectral changes were observed. The data was then analyzed using the Olis 
Global Fitting software package using the single value decomposition (SVD) fitting 
protocol. The data was fit to several reaction order types using the SVD protocol until a 
suitable fit was achieved where the error was reduced and the spectral contributions 
calculated by the Olis software were in good agreement with experimentally observed 
spectra.  
Procedure for self-decay rate constant of 2' (kSD). The rate of the self-decay of 2' was 
obtained in 1,2-difluorobenzne at −25 °C in duplicate at 1 mM. The decay of the 
chromophore ( λmax ~560 nm, ε ~ 10400 M
-1
cm
-1
 ) was monitored by taking spectra in 0.5 
seconds. The slow decay of 2' ( 10% decay in 75 min) was amenable to single 
wavelength analysis. The t ½ was estimated by monitoring the decay of the feature at 560 
nm and scaled to give an approximate t ½ (where 50% decay would be observed). The t ½ 
was used in the half-life equation for first order reaction to give kSD.  
Procedure for obtaining self-decay rate constant of 7'(kSD). The rate of the self-decay 
of 7' was obtained as described above at 1.25 mM . The decay of the chromophore (λmax 
~560 nm, ε ~ 4200 M-1cm-1) was monitored by taking spectra in 0.5 second intervals until 
spectral changes were no longer observed. The data was analyzed as described above to 
give kSD  
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Procedure for obtaining rate constant for the reaction of 2' with DHA (kDHA). The 
rate of reaction of 2' with DHA was obtained as described above at 1.25 mM. . The decay 
of the chromophore ( λmax ~560 nm, ε ~ 4200 M
-1
cm
-1
 ) was monitored by taking spectra 
in 1 second intervals. The data was analyzed by using the Olis Global Fitting software 
and fit to two first order decay processes on a subset of data (300-850 nm). Spectral 
contributions of each component were calculated and are in good agreement with 
[LCuOH]
1-
 and anthracene spectra. The observed rate constant (kobs) was obtained and the 
reaction was determined to be first order in LCuOH. The rate constant for the reaction 
with DHA, kDHA, was obtained using the equation kDHA = kobs/[LCuOH]0. 
Procedure for obtaining rate constant for the reaction of 7' with DHA. The rate of 
reaction of 7' with DHA was obtained in 1,2-difluorobenzne at −25 °C in duplicate at a 
concentration of 1.25 mM. The decay of the chromophore ( λmax ~560 nm) was monitored 
by collecting spectra in 0.5 second intervals until no further spectral changes were 
observed. Due to the large kSD the observed rate was determined to be a composite of the 
self-decay rate and the rate of the reaction with DHA (kDHA). Using the Olis Global 
Fitting software, the data was fit to two first order decay processes applied to a subset of 
data (300-850 nm): 1
st
 order self-decay process (kSD) and the reaction with DHA under 
pseudo first order conditions (kobs). The rate constant for the reaction with DHA, kDHA, 
was obtained using the equation kDHA = kobs/[LCuOH]0. The calculated kSD is in good 
agreement with the independently measured kSD and the spectral contributions of each 
component were calculated and are in good agreement with [LCuOH]
1-
 and anthracene 
spectra. 
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Chapter 4: Isolation and Reactivity of Novel [M(II)-CH2CN]
1-
 (M = Cu, 
Ni) Complexes 
In a serendipitous finding, dissolution of a copper(II)-hydroxide complex 
((Bu4N)7) in acetonitrile led to the isolation of a novel copper(II)-cyanomethide species 
((Bu4N)9). The same behavior was exhibited when the analogous nickel(II)-hydroxide 
((Bu4N)10) was dissolved in acetonitrile to afford the corresponding nickel(II)-
cyanomethide complex ((Bu4N)11). The novelty of these reactions of metal(II)-hydroxide 
complexes with CH3CN, in addition to the scarcity of metal cyanomethide complexes in 
the literature, led us to pursue mechanistic studies of these findings. This chapter first 
places these unusual metal-cyanomethide complexes into perspective by describing other 
known metal-cyanomethide complexes and surveying the typical pathways in which 
metal-hydroxide complexes react with nitriles. The cyanomethide complexes are placed 
in further perspective by describing the significance of species with copper(II/III)-carbon 
bonds. A description of the synthesis and characterization of (Bu4N)9 and (Bu4N)10 
follows, including a discussion of mechanistic studies aimed at understanding how the 
cyanomethide complexes are formed. Preliminary reactivity studies of these compounds 
are also presented. Aspects of this work have been published.
124
 
4.1.1 Previously Reported Metal-Cyanomethide Complexes 
Reports of metal-cyanomethide complexes are rare in the literature and most 
examples contain 4d and 5d metals (Pt,
314–318
 Pd,
319
 Ir,
320–322
 Rh,
320,323–325
 Hg,
326
 and 
Au
327
). A few 3d metal cyanomethide complexes have been reported, including: an 
unstable nickel complex,
328
 a nickel complex appearing after this work was published,
329
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and an iron complex.
330
 The following section includes a discussion of the synthetic 
strategies employed to create these metal-cyanomethide complexes, which include: 
photolysis, oxidative addition, and the use of a superbase. 
4.1.1.1 Synthesis of Metal-Cyanomethide Complexes via Photolysis 
One method that has been used to create metal-cyanomethide complexes is 
irradiation of a metal complex in acetonitrile. For example, irradiation of 
Rh(Cp*)(PMe3)H2 in neat acetonitrile yields the C-H bond activated acetonitrile product, 
Rh(Cp*)(PMe3)(CH2CN)(H) (Scheme 4-1).
324
 In order to gain further information about 
the mechanism of this reaction, photolysis experiments were also carried out at low 
temperature (−40 °C). Emphasis was placed on observing η1- or η2-nitrile species that are 
anticipated to be intermediates on the route to the C-H activated complex. However, no 
Rh(I) species were detected by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy and only peaks corresponding to 
the product and starting material were observed. Changing one of the hydride ligands to a 
phenyl ligand gave the rhodium complex Rh(Cp*)(PMe3)(Ph)(H). Subsequently 
irradiation of Rh(Cp*)(PMe3)(Ph)(H) in acetonitrile yielded the same C-H activated 
product, Rh(Cp*)(PMe3)(CH2CN)(H), however, upon further heating, a rearrangement 
occurs and the C-C bond scission product (Rh(Cp*)(PMe3)(CN)(CH3)) was observed 
(Scheme 4-1).
324
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Scheme 4-1: (Top): Photolysis of Rh(Cp*)(PMe3)H2 to give the acetonitrile C-H bond 
activated product Rh(Cp*)(PMe3)(CH2CN)(H). (Bottom): Pathway for the photolysis 
reaction of Rh(Cp*)(Ph)(H) (left) with acetonitrile to give Rh(Cp*)(CH2CN)(H) 
(middle). Additional heating gives the C-C bond scission product Rh(Cp*)(CN)(CH3) 
(right). 
The authors suggest that the Rh-(CH2CN)(H) complex is the kinetic product of the 
reaction, whereas the Rh(Cp*)(PMe3)(CN)(CH3) complex is the thermodynamic product 
because it is only observed after further heating. DFT calculations were carried out to 
support the experimental observations and it was found that the activation energy for the 
C-H activated pathway is significantly lower (0.5 kcal/mol) relative to that for the C-C 
bond activated pathway (4.8 kcal/mol) under gas-phase conditions (Figure 4-1).  
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Figure 4-1: DFT calculated energetic pathways for C-H and C-C bond activation of 
acetonitrile by Rh(Cp*)(PMe3) (free energies in kcal/mol at 298 K, gas phase). Energies 
are normalized to the Rh(Cp*)(CN)(CH3) product. 
Upon applying solvation corrections for the transition states, the C-H bond activation 
energy rose to 40.3 kcal/mol, whereas the C-C bond pathway only rose to 38.6 kcal/mol. 
These results would suggest that the C-C bond scission product is the kinetic product, 
which is not what was observed experimentally (the authors do not provide an 
explanation for this discrepancy). Interestingly, the homologous nickel complex 
(Ni(Cp*)(PMe3)(CN)(CH3)) generated the C-C activated product exclusively, although 
the C-H activated complex was observable at temperatures below −40 °C.328 Similarly, 
when the complex Rh(Tp')(CNR)(carboimide) (Tp' = hydrotris(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-
yl)borate) was irradiated in acetonitrile, the C-H bond activated product was observed 
exclusively even after heating for several days. When the related Rh(Tp')(PMe3) complex 
was heated in acetonitrile, the C-H activated product (Rh(Tp')(PMe3)(CH2CN)(H)) was 
initially observed, but, upon further heating for several days, the C-C cleavage product 
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(Rh(Tp')(PMe3)(CN)(CH3)) was obtained.
325
 The authors attributed the stabilization of 
the C-C cleaved product to the π-accepting character of the isocyanide (CNR) ligand 
rather than to the σ-donation of the trimethylphosphine (PMe3) to the rhodium center. 
4.1.1.2 Synthesis of Metal-Cyanomethide Complexes via Oxidative Addition 
Another method used for obtaining metal-cyanomethide complex is via oxidative 
addition of acetonitrile to a low valent metal center. For example, dissolution of 
[Ir(PMe3)4]Cl in acetonitrile led to the isolation of Ir(PMe3)4(H)(CH2CN), which was 
characterized by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy (Scheme 4-2).
322
  
 
Scheme 4-2: Formation of a (Ir-(H)(CH2CN)) complex via oxidative addition. 
The [Ir(PMe3)4]Cl complex had been shown previously to undergo oxidative addition 
with acetonitrile to give the cyanomethide complex, which forms carboxylated 
acetonitrile in the presence of carbon dioxide.
320
 The authors observed rapid C-H and C-
D (when using CD3CN) activation of acetonitrile while monitoring the reaction by NMR 
spectroscopy, but were unable to observe coordination of the nitrile group to the metal 
center prior to observing product formation. In an attempt to trap an intermediate, various 
substituents on the para position of para-X-benzonitrile ( X = CF3, F, Me and OMe) were 
investigated for interactions with the iridium center by NMR spectroscopy, but no metal-
acetonitrile interactions were observed. 
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A recent example of an iron(II)-cyanomethide complex, reported by the Nocera 
group, is believed to form via reaction of acetonitrile to a high valent iron(IV) center .
330
 
In this report, an iron(II) species reacts with an oxo-transfer reagent to generate a high 
spin iron(IV) intermediate, which attacks acetonitrile instantaneously at −40 °C to 
produce an iron(III)-cyanomethide and an iron(III)-hydroxide complex (Scheme 4-3). 
The authors suggest that a high spin Fe(IV)-oxo species is responsible for attacking 
acetonitrile, but spectroscopic data in support of this hypothesis was not obtained. Of 
particular interest is the observation that the iron(III)-hydroxide complex can be 
synthesized independently and is non-reactive towards acetonitrile, which is in direct 
contrast to the observed reactivity of our copper(II)-hydroxide and nickel(II)-hydroxide 
complexes (see sections 4.2 and 4.3 ). 
 
Scheme 4-3: Reaction of (K(15-C-5)2)(Fe(ditox)3) with oxidant (Me3NO or PhIO) to 
give a high valent iron species that undergoes an immediate reaction with acetonitrile at 
−40 °C to give (K(15-C-5)2)(Fe(ditox)3(CH2CN)) and (K(15-C-5)2)(Fe(ditox)3(OH)). 
4.1.1.3 Synthesis of Metal-Cyanomethide Complexes Using a Superbase 
Metal-cyanomethide complexes have also been prepared by using a superbase to 
deprotonate acetonitrile and generate a cyanomethide ion in solution that is then able to 
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coordinate to a metal center. For example, a gold-cyanomethide complex 
(Au(CH2CN)(PPh3)) was isolated via crystallization after refluxing Au(Cl)(PPh3)) in the 
presence of 1,2,4,5-tetrakis(N,N'-dimethylethyleneguanidino)benzene) (tdemgb) in 
acetonitrile (Scheme 4-4).
327
 The pKa of the tdemgb ligand was experimentally 
determined to be ~23.8 in acetonitrile, which is slightly less than the pKa of acetonitrile 
(~25). Several experiments indicated that deprotonation of acetonitrile by the superbasic 
ligand to form the cyanomethide ion, which would then ligate to the gold center, is an 
unlikely mechanism for this reaction. Attempts to identify the formation of the 
cyanomethide ion by NMR spectroscopy were unsuccessful. Furthermore, when a 
stronger guanidine-based ligand was used under the same reaction conditions, no 
formation of an Au-CH2CN complex was observed. 
 
Scheme 4-4: Reaction of (Au(Cl)(PPh3)) with acetonitrile in the presence of a super basic 
ligand (tdemgb) to give (Au(CH2CN)(PPh3)). 
The authors suggest that C-H activation of acetonitrile involves a gold(I) complex, where 
the tdmegb ligand stabilizes the transition state proposed in Figure 4-2. The authors do 
not provide any computational calculation to support this proposed transition state, but 
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note that it is similar to a transition state suggested for a gold promoted arene-H 
activation pathway.
331
  
 
Figure 4-2: Proposed transition state for the gold-mediated deprotonation of acetonitrile 
and stabilization of the cyanomethide ion.  
 An alternative method for preparing cyanomethide complexes is to use a strong 
base such as n-butyl lithium, potassium tert-butoxide, or LiN(SiMe3)2 to deprotonate 
acetonitrile in the presence of a metal or by adding the alkali metal salt to the solution of 
the desired transition metal.
329,332–335
 Addition of potassium tert-butoxide (KO
t
Bu) to a 
Ni-NCCH3 complex supported by an N-heterocylic carbene (NHC) and a 
cyclopentadienyl (Cp) ligand produced the corresponding ((Mes)2NHC)(Cp)Ni-CH2CN 
complex (Scheme 4-5).
333
 The mechanism proposed by DFT calculations favors 
deprotonation of the N-bound acetonitrile complex by KO
t
Bu , followed by 
rearrangement of the cyanomethide ligand to form the C-bound nickel(II)-cyanomethide.  
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Scheme 4-5: Reaction of [((Mes)2NHC)(Cp)Ni-CH3CN]
1-
 with potassium tert-butoxide 
to give ((Mes)2NHC)(Cp)Ni-(CH2CN). 
 
After this work was completed and published, a neutral nickel(II)-cyanomethide 
complex was reported, (POCOP)Ni(CH2CN) (POCOP = 2,6-(iPr2PO)2C6H3). Addition of 
LiCH2CN to a (POCOP)Ni-Cl complex supported by a bis(phosphinite)-based pincer 
ligand resulted in the isolation of the neutral nickel(II)-cyanomethide complex (Scheme 
4-6)
329
.  
 
Scheme 4-6: Synthetic route for the preparation of a neutral nickel(II)-cyanomethide 
complex supported by a phosphinite based pincer ligand. (POCOP)Ni(CH2CN) (POCOP 
= 2,6-(iPr2PO)2C6H3) 
The air and water stable nickel-cyanomethide complex was successfully used for the 
catalytic cyanomethylation of aldehydes with a large turnover number (up to 82,000) 
without the use of exogenous base when acetonitrile was used as the solvent. Mechanistic 
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studies led the authors to propose a catalytic cycle for the cyanomethylation of 
benzaldehyde (PhCHO), which involves a reversible insertion of the aldehyde to generate 
a nickel-alkoxide complex (Scheme 4-7). The nickel-alkoxide is proposed to deprotonate 
acetonitrile to give the cyanomethylated product and regenerate the nickel(II)-
cyanomethide. The authors indicate that the alkoxide is not basic enough to deprotonate 
acetonitrile outright, and instead attribute this reactivity of the nickel center to dπ-pπ 
repulsion between the nickel and oxygen nuclei. 
 
Scheme 4-7: Proposed catalytic cycle for the cyanomethylation of aldehydes by a 
nickel(II)-CH2CN complex. 
4.1.2 Reactivity of Metal-hydroxides with Nitriles 
The reaction we observed of metal(II)-hydroxides with acetonitrile to form a 
cyanomethide is unique in the literature. In general, metal-hydroxide complexes are 
instead proposed as intermediates in the metal promoted hydrolysis of nitriles.
336,336–347
 
The predominant mechanism for hydrolysis is believed to involve nucleophilic attack of 
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the metal bound hydroxide at the nitrile carbon. For example, copper-hydroxide 
complexes often react with nitriles to form carboxamides.
340,348
 While amides are 
typically poor ligands for transition metals, the carboxamides formed by hydrolysis of 
nitriles can undergo carboxamide-iminol tautomerization. Binding of the metal center can 
then be envisioned as a carbonyl binding if the carboxamide resonance form is 
predominate or binding of a hydroxide to the metal if the iminol resonance form is more 
favored (Figure 4-3).
340
  
 
Figure 4-3: Possible binding modes of the carboxamide ligand displaying the amide-
iminol tautomerization. [M] denotes a metal complex. Figure adapted from ref.340. 
The two primary mechanisms for the metal-mediated hydrolysis of nitriles are: (1) 
a metal-hydroxide species forms and attacks a nitrile and (2) exogenous hydroxide attack 
of the nitrile creates a negatively charged amide which is stabilized by the Lewis acid 
metal. Both mechanisms are typically found to be first order in both regents.
340
 There are 
many examples of metal-hydroxide promoted hydrolyses of nitriles in the literature, 
involving a variety of 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals.
336–339,341–347,349–354
 A representative 
study on first row transition metals containing complexes of copper, zinc, and nickel 
supported by 2-cyano-1,10-phenathroline was examined for hydrolysis of the nitrile 
group of the ligand and formed a carboxamide.
355
 Kinetic studies of the nickel-catalyzed 
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reaction were performed, as the copper catalyzed reaction was too rapid (t1/2 < 10 sec) to 
study via the available techniques. The kinetic studies indicated that the hydration of the 
nitrile was first order in hydroxide which is consistent with two possible mechanisms: 
attack of an external hydroxide to Ni-bound ligand (Pathway A), or coordination of 
hydroxide to nickel followed by intramolecular attack of the nitrile ligand (Pathway B) 
(Figure 4-4). 
 
Figure 4-4: Two possible pathways for the hydrolysis of the nitrile group of the ligand 
scaffold. (Pathway A) Exogenous attack of a hydroxide; (Pathway B) coordination of the 
hydroxide to the nickel followed by intramolecular nucleophilic attack of the nitrile 
group. 
In Pathway A, the hydrolysis of the nitrile is metal-mediated, where the metal acts as a 
Lewis acid to stabilize the negative charge, which results after nucleophilic attack by the 
hydroxide. Pathway B involves the formation of the hydroxide followed by 
intramolecular attack of the nitrile to generate the O-bound amide. Experiments carried 
out in 50% aqueous ethanol showed enhanced rates versus the rates measured using 
purely aqueous solutions, which was expected as ethanol is more basic than water and 
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should enhance the rate of a simple nucleophilic reaction.
356
 The authors suggest that the 
observed rate enhancement favors Pathway A because the coordination of ethanol to the 
nickel center would compete with water and lead to a slower observed rate.  
In contrast to the bidentate ligand case previously discussed, when a tetradentate 
macrocycle is employed, a different mechanism of metal-mediated nitrile attack is 
observed. When copper(II) complexes of N-functionalized tetraaza macrocycles with 
appended nitrile side chains were dissolved in water, a copper(II)-hydroxide formed that 
underwent intramolecular attack of the nitrile side chain of the ligand while producinga 
carboxamide product (Scheme 4-8).
357
  
 
Scheme 4-8: Proposed mechanism for the attack of a copper-hydroxide to the 
intramolecular nitrile group causing formation of an O-bound carboximide followed by 
deprotonation under slightly basic conditions to give the N-bound carboxamide.  
Mechanistic experiments were carried out under differing concentrations of aqueous 
sodium hydroxide to assess if ligand hydrolysis could be occurring due to exogenous 
hydroxide attack instead of from the copper(II)-hydroxide moiety. Previous reports have 
shown a mixture of products is observed when ligand hydrolysis occurs in the absence of 
a metal. 
358
 Addition of sodium hydroxide to the copper(II)-hydroxide complex showed 
exclusive formation of the amide product, which suggest that the copper(II)-hydroxide is 
the active species, not free hydroxide. The O-bound amide was isolated under acidic 
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conditions, and upon the addition of base, deprotonation of the amide caused 
rearrangement to give the N-coordinate amide. Further mechanistic studies using SCN- as 
an inhibitor for hydroxide binding showed that this anion shut down the pathway for 
nitrile hydrolysis. These results suggest the copper(II)-hydroxide complex is an essential 
moiety on the pathway to nitrile hydrolysis.  
Currently, the only report of a copper complex characterized to activate the C-H 
or C-C bond of acetonitrile is an air stable dinuclear copper(II) cryptate that activates 
acetonitrile to give the C-C bond cleaved product and a stable cyano-bridged dicopper(II) 
complex (Figure 4-5).
359
  
 
Figure 4-5: Proposed mechanism for the C-C bond activation of acetonitrile by a 
dicopper(II) complex to afford a cyano-bridged dicopper(II) complex. Figure adapted 
from ref.359.  
The presence of methanol was also detected as a product, and kinetic studies indicated 
the reaction was first order in water. The authors proposed a mechanism for C-C bond 
cleavage of methanol that begins with N-coordination of acetonitrile to one copper 
center. This coordination event is thought to allow the other copper(II) atom to interact 
with the π-orbital of the sp-carbon atom of acetonitrile, which is thought to increase the 
electrophilicity of the methyl carbon . The more electrophilic carbon atom enables 
cleavage of the C-C bond by a water molecule to produce methanol, the cyanide bridged 
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complex, and a proton. While details concerning the reaction mechanism are unclear, the 
driving force for this reaction is believed to be the formation of the stable 
copper(II)cyano-bridged complex.  
 The hydrolysis of nitriles by metal-hydroxide complexes is well established in the 
literature, although different mechanisms may be at play depending on the denticity of 
the ligand and the identity of the transition metal. These numerous examples place our 
observations of a copper(II)-hydroxide attacking acetonitrile to form a copper(II)-
cyanomethide complex into uncharted territory.  
4.1.3 Copper Catalyzed C-C Bond Forming Reactions 
 The reaction of a copper(II)-hydroxide complex that activates the C-H bond in 
acetonitrile to give a copper(II)-cyanomethide complex raises many interesting questions, 
including ones centered on the potential utility of the copper(II)-cyanomethide as a 
cyanomethylating reagent. The copper(II)-cyanomethide complex ((Bu4N)9) is a well 
characterized example of a copper-alkyl complex, which bares significance to the 
development of copper catalysts that are capable of forming carbon-carbon bonds. A 
copper-alkyl complex is particularly relevant for reaction mechanisms that involved a 
copper-alkyl intermediate. The area of copper-catalyzed carbon-carbon bond forming 
reactions has garnered much attention for over half of a century and continues to be an 
active area of research.
360–374
 Many copper-catalyzed organic reactions have been studied 
over the past 60 years, including: ones using the Gilman reagent,
79
 the Ullman 
reaction,
360,361
 and Castro-Stevens cross-coupling reactions. 
362,363
 Another example of a 
bimetallic carbon-carbon coupling reaction is the Sonogashira coupling reaction that 
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utilizes both palladium(0) and copper(I) to couple terminal alkylenes with aryl or vinyl 
halides (Scheme 4-9).
365,375
 
 
Scheme 4-9: Reaction scheme for the Sonogahira coupling of palladium and copper 
catalyzed coupling of sp
2
-carbon-halides with terminal acetylenes. Figure adapted from 
ref.365.  
In addition, copper-free reaction conditions may be used.
376,377
 The exact role that 
copper(I) plays in the mechanism remains unclear, although it is generally thought to 
form a copper-alkyl species that undergoes transmetallation with a palladium species, 
which is responsible for carbon-carbon coupling.
365
 Palladium is often used for carbon-
carbon formation, although the cost and low natural abundance of palladium has led 
researchers to look for less expensive and more abundant metals to replace palladium in 
catalytic reactions. Developing a copper based system capable of achieving carbon-
carbon coupling would be highly desirable as it has the potential to be a more cost 
effective catalyst. In order to develop a copper catalyst to be competent in such carbon-
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carbon bond formation reactions, it necessary to gain a fundamental understanding of the 
nature of the copper-alkyl species that are proposed as intermediates in such reactions.  
4.1.3.1 Copper-alkyls as Important Reactive Intermediates 
There are many reports of low valent, copper(I)-alkyl species in the literature that 
bear great significance in many important organometallic transformations.
81,118,378–385
 
This section includes a brief overview of some relevant copper(I) catalyzed carbon-
carbon (C-C) bond forming reactions followed by a discussion of rare copper(II)-alkyl 
complexes. 
The original Ullman reaction couples aryl halides using stoichiometric metallic 
copper to make biaryls, although it requires the use of harsh reaction conditions (> 200 
°C) and is notoriously difficult to reproduce.
360,361
 The Ullman reaction has been 
improved by using copper(I) catalysts,
366
 but despite multiple efforts to clarify the 
mechanism of the reaction, it is still unclear what oxidation state the copper adopts in the 
active species. The active species of these reactions is unclear, as some favor the 
formation of an organocopper(I) species as the acting catalyst, 
368
 while other 
mechanisms suggest the copper(I) starting complexes generate a reactive copper(III) 
species.
68,69,99
 
Other leading copper catalyzed carbon-carbon bond coupling reactions are the 
Castro-Stevens cross coupling reactions,
362,363
 where a copper(I)-acetylide and an aryl 
halide react to give an alkyne and a copper(I) halide (Scheme 4-10). These reactions are 
generally high yielding, but they are limited in scope to the production of biaryl products.  
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Scheme 4-10: Castro-Stevens cross coupling of an aryl halide with a copper(I)-acetylide 
to give an alkyne and a copper halide. 
While much progress has been made in carbon-carbon formation reactions using a 
copper catalyst, many questions about the mechanism of these reactions 
remain.
379,381,383,384,386
 Reports of an in-situ generated copper(I)-cyanomethide complex, 
created by mixing copper(I) iodide with cyanomethyllithium, show that the complex 
attacks allylic halides to generate γ,δ-unsaturated nitriles, but does not attack alkyl 
haldies or benzyl bromide.
260
 In contrast, a cyanomethylcopper(I) species generated by 
the decarboxylation of copper(I) and copper(II)-cyanoacetates was able to successfully 
cyanomethylate allyl bromide and aromatic halides.
387
  
 
Scheme 4-11: Reaction of allylbromide with in-situ generated copper(I)-cyanomethide to 
yield 4-pentenenitrile. 
Both of the previously discussed examples use a copper(I)-alkyl species to perform C-C 
coupling and are believed to go through a copper(III) intermediate (see section 1.2.2 for 
more details). Briefly, the mechanism involves transmetallation of the copper(I) salt with 
the main-group organometallic reagent (R-M), followed by nucleophilic attack on the 
copper by an electrophile (E), which generates the formally copper(III)-intermediate 
(Figure 4-6Figure 4-6).
69
 Reductive elimination yields the desired carbon-carbon 
coupled product (R-E) and regenerates the starting copper(I) complex to complete the 
catalytic cycle. 
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Figure 4-6: Proposed catalytic cycle for the reaction of copper(I)-alkyl complexes with a 
main-group organometallic reagent (M-X) and an electrophile (E) to give a copper(III) 
intermediate, followed by reductive elimination to form the desired carbon-carbon 
coupled product (R-E). Adapted from [
69
]. 
Many copper(I)-alkyl and copper(III)-alkyl species have been extensively studied 
throughout the years;
68,69,80,81,81–87,94,99–108,110,371,382,386,388–397
 however, there remains a 
dearth of copper(II)-alkyl complexes. While there are several examples of copper(II)-
C(sp
2
) complexes,
109,110,112,116,388
 few examples of copper(II)-C(sp
3
) species are reported 
in the literature.
155,398,399
 Both N-confused porphyrin and pyrrole-appended O-confused 
oxaporphyrin ligands have been used to stabilize both copper(II)- C(sp
2
) and copper(III)-
C(sp
2
) complexes.
110,114,116
 The few reported copper(II)-C(sp
3
) species in the literature are 
stabilized due to forming intramolecular bonds to carbon atoms in a macrocyclic
399,109,116
 
or tripodal
155,400,398
 ligand (Figure 4-7).  
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Figure 4-7: Selected examples of copper(II) complexes with bonds to sp
2
 (left column) 
and sp
3
 (right column) hybridized carbon atoms. 
Kinoshita et al. reported a tripodal pyridine thiolate ligand with a copper(II)-C(sp
3
) 
distance of 2.004(3) Å in 2003, although the sp
3
-hybridized carbon atom is bound 
directly to thiolates.
155
 The first report of an alkyl copper(II)-C(sp
3
) bond appeared later 
that year from Latos-Grażyński and coworkers, where a 21-diphenylphosphoryl-
carbaporpholactone ligand with a pendant arm was used to form a macrocyclic complex 
with a copper-C(sp
3
) bond that was measured to be 2.232(2) Å by X-ray crystallography. 
While neither of these complexes was reported to undergo reactions to form C-C bonds, 
they provide a useful basis for comparison to future synthesized complexes with 
copper(II)-C(sp
3
) bonds. 
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4.2 Isolation of a [Copper(II)-CH2CN]
1-
 Complex 
Our previous work with a copper(II)-hydroxide complex, (Bu4N)2,
122,123
 focused on the 
characterization of reactive copper-oxygen species capable of attacking weak C-H 
bonds.
122,123
 We extended this work by reducing the steric bulk around the copper center 
by using a N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide ligand and 
synthesizing a copper(II)-hydroxide, (Bu4N)7. This seemingly small change to the steric 
environment around the copper center had a profound impact on the stability of the 
corresponding copper(III)-hydroxide, 7' (see Chapter 3). This chapter includes a 
discussion of the rapid reaction of (Bu4N)7 with acetonitrile that was not observed with 
the corresponding sterically hindered complex, (Bu4N)2.  
Dissolution of (Bu4N)7 in acetonitrile caused an immediate color change from 
blue to red-purple. Removal of the solvent led to the isolation of a deep purple-red solid 
that was determined to be copper(II)-cyanomethide complex, (Bu4N)9 (Scheme 4-12). 
 
Scheme 4-12: Synthetic route for the preparation of (Bu4N)9 from (Bu4N)7. 
The complex (Bu4N)9 is the first reported example of a copper-cyanomethide complex. 
The formulation of (Bu4N)9 was confirmed by several techniques, including: ESI-MS, 
elemental analysis, single crystal X-ray crystallography, FT-IR spectroscopy, and EPR 
spectroscopy. The X-ray structure confirmed the copper(II)-cyanomethide formulation as 
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shown in (Figure 4-8); selected bond distance and angles of interest are presented in 
Table 4-1. 
 
Figure 4-8: X-ray crystal structure of (Bu4N)9 with all hydrogen atoms omitted for 
clarity except for the hydrogen atoms on the cyanomethide ligand. The cation, (Bu4N), 
and a molecule of acetonitrile in the unit cell are omitted for clarity. Space group: P21/c, 
R1 = 0.0510, wR2 = 0.1526. 
The structure of (Bu4N)9 reveals a single cyanomethide ligand bound to the square planar 
copper ion, where the hydrogen atoms of the cyanomethide were placed using the 
difference Fourier map. The copper-nitrogen distances (2.011-2.015 Å) are within the 
range expected for copper(II)-amide bonds (2.026 Å ( σ = 0.056)) according to the 
International Tables for Crystallography. 
217
 The copper-carbon bond distance is 1.986(3) 
Å, indicating a single bond between the two atoms. For reference, copper(II) complexes 
with a terminal isocyanide ligand have a median copper-carbon bond distance of 1.895 (σ 
= 0.009) Å and copper(II) complexes with terminal cyano ligands have a median copper-
carbon distance of 1.975(σ = 0.1).217 The methide-carbon (C24) to the nitrile-carbon 
(C25) bond distance is 1.411 Å, and is contracted relative to the bond in free acetonitrile 
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(1.46 Å). The nitrile C-N distance of 1.1696(5) Å is elongated relative to the 1.158 Å in 
free acetonitrile, indicating a weakening of the nitrile bond.
401
 Both the carbon-carbon 
bond contraction and the elongation of the nitrile bond are observed in the reported 
nickel-cyanomethide complexes (see section 4.3 for further details).
329,333
  
 
The electronic structure of (Bu4N)9 was studied by UV-Vis and EPR 
spectroscopy. The UV-Vis spectrum of (Bu4N)9 has spectral features that are typical for 
copper(II) complexes with a ligand to metal charge transfer band (LMCT) at λmax = 315 
(ε ~ 3800 M-1 cm-1) and a d → d transition at λmax = 476 (ε ~ 380 M
-1
 cm
-1
).
402
  
Table 4-1: Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (°) for (Bu4N)9. 
 Bond distance   Bond angle 
Cu1-C24 1.986(3) N2-Cu1-N3 158.96(9) 
Cu1-N1 1.945(2) N1-Cu1-C24 175.4(1) 
Cu1-N2 2.015(2) N2-Cu1-C24 101.1(1) 
Cu1-N3 2.011(2) N3-Cu1-C24 100.0(1) 
C24-C25 1.411(5) C24-C25-N4 176.7(4) 
C25-N4 1.166(5)   
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Figure 4-9: UV-Vis spectrum of (Bu4N)9 in acetonitrile. 
The EPR spectrum of (Bu4N)9 in equal parts acetonitrile and toluene displayed a 
very broad axial signal with broad copper hyperfine visible (see (A) in Figure 4-10). In 
contrast, The EPR spectra of the related copper(II)-methanol, copper(II)-hydroxide, and 
copper(II)-chloride complexes exhibit hyperfine coupling to copper as well as the 
nitrogen atoms (see Figure 4-10). 
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Figure 4-10: X-band perpendicular mode EPR spectrum at 10 K of (A) (Bu4N)9 in 
1:1::acetonitrile:toluene mixture; (B) (Ph4P)8 in 1:1::acetone:toluene; (C) (Bu4N)7 in 
1:1::acetone:toluene; and (D) 6 in 1:1::acetone:toluene. 
To further corroborate the formulation of (Bu4N)9 in solution, ESI-MS 
spectrometry was employed. The negative mode ESI-MS of (Bu4N)9 in acetonitrile 
(Figure 4-10) showed a mass envelope with an isotopic pattern that aligned well with the 
anion 9
-
. Similarly, (Bu4N)9D was examined in d3-acetonitirile and the mass envelope for 
the deuterated anion 9D
-
 was observed. There was no evidence for the protio anion(9
-
) 
under these experimental conditions. 
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Figure 4-11: (A): Overlay of ESI-MS spectrum of(Bu4N)9 in acetonitrile and methanol 
(solid) and the simulated spectrum (dashed); (B): Overlay of ESI-MS mass spectrum of 
(Bu4N)9D in d
3
-acetonitrile and methanol (solid) and the simulated spectrum (dashed). 
 When the ESI-MS spectrum of (Bu4N)9D was taken in protio solvent, however, a 
combination of the protio and deuterated anions, 9
-
 and 9D
-
, was observed (Figure 4-12). 
Satisfactory simulation of the experimental spectrum of (Bu4N)9D was achieved by 
combining the simulations of the protio and deuteron isotopic patterns. This result 
indicates ligand exchange of the cyanomethide ion occurs under these experimental 
conditions. It is unclear if this exchange is due to kinetic lability of the cyanomethide ion 
at room temperature or if this exchange occurs only under the experimental conditions 
used for ESI-MS (high temperature and ionization radiation). 
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Figure 4-12: (A): ESI-MS spectrum of (Bu4N)9D in acetonitrile and methanol; (B): 
Overlay of experimental spectrum (solid) and simulated (Bu4N)9 spectrum (dashed); (C): 
Overlay of experimental spectrum (solid) and simulated (Bu4N)9D spectrum (dotted); ); 
(D): Overlay of experimental spectrum (solid) with simulated (Bu4N)9 spectrum (dashed) 
and simulated (Bu4N)9D spectrum (dotted). 
Interestingly, the FT-IR spectrum of (Bu4N)9D displays two peaks for the nitrile 
stretch, 2162 and 2192 cm
-1
, as opposed to the single peak observed in the protio 
complex, (Bu4N)9, at 2173 cm
-1 
(Figure 4-13). The protio stretch is slightly lower than 
the range of other reported transition metal-cyanomethide complexes (range from 2176-
2201 cm
-1
), but is well removed from free acetonitrile (2204 cm
-1
).
327,329,335,403
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Figure 4-13: (Left): ESI-MS spectrum of the experimental spectrum of (Bu4N)9D (solid) 
and simulated spectrum of (Bu4N)9D (dashed). (Right): FT-IR spectra of the nitrile 
region of (Bu4N)9D (top) and (Bu4N)9 (bottom) in a nujol mull. 
The observed doublet can be attributed to a Fermi doublet arising from the 
coupling of the symmetric and anti-symmetric C-D bond stretches to the nitrile stretch. 
Fermi doublets occur when quantum mechanical mixing occurs due to coincidentally 
similar energies of the two stretching modes.
404
 These experimental observations were 
corroborated by DFT calculations (Table 4-2). While all of the DFT stretching 
frequencies are slightly higher in energy than the experimental values, they show a high 
level of agreement as the scaling factor for experimental to the calculated value is greater 
than 0.96. In addition, the experimental values all scale proportionally to the calculated 
values, indicating good agreement between experiment and theory. 
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Table 4-2: DFT calculated nitrile vibration for (Bu4N)9 and (Bu4N)9D reported in cm
-1
. 
The νExp / νDFT is a scaling factor that indicates a high level of agreement between the 
experimental measurements and DFT calculated value.  
 
 νDFT νExp νExp / νDFT 
(Bu4N)9    
 Nitrile vibration 2247 2173 0.967 
(Bu4N)9D    
 Nitrile/C-D coupled vibration 
(asymmetric) 
2216 2192 0.989 
 Nitrile/C-D coupled vibration 
(symmetric) 
2253 2162 0.960 
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4.2.1 Kinetic Investigation of the Conversion of [Copper(II)-OH]
1-
 to a 
[Copper(II)CH2CN]
1-
 Complex 
In order to gain information about possible mechanistic pathways of the 
conversion of (Bu4N)7 to (Bu4N)9 under ambient conditions, we carried out kinetic 
studies. In the kinetic experiments, a range of concentrations of (Bu4N)7 (0.13-2.89 mM ) 
was used with a large excess of CH3CN (14.9-18.3 M, 5200-16,000 equiv) in 1,2-
difluorobenzene. The conversion was monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy with 
illustrative data shown in Figure 4-14. 
 
Figure 4-14: Conversion of 15mM of (Bu4N)7 (bold solid line) to (Bu4N)9 (bold dashed 
line) over a period of 2h; intermediate spectra taken at 60 second intervals. 
The data were analyzed using a multi-wavelength decomposition software package, Olis 
Global Works, where the single-value decomposition fitting protocol was used and the 
reaction time courses were fit to first or second order reactions. Only the first order fits 
produced calculated UV-Vis spectra that were in good agreement with experimental 
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spectra of (Bu4N)7 and (Bu4N)9 (see Figure 4-15). The reaction followed pseudo-first 
order kinetics with kobs = 4(1) x 10
-4
 s
-1
 (20 °C). 
 
Figure 4-15: Overlay of the spectra of (solid) experimental (Bu4N)7 ; (dotted) calculated 
(Bu4N)7; (dashed) experimental (Bu4N)9; (dash-dot) calculated (Bu4N)9.  
We found that kobs remains relatively invariant over the concentration range of 
acetonitrile used for the kinetic measurements(14.7-18.4 M) (see Figure 4-16).  
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Figure 4-16: Plot of triplicate measurements of kobs versus the initial concentration of 
CH3CN for the reaction of (Bu4N)7 with CH3CN to give (Bu4N)9. The nearly invariant 
kobs values observed over the concentration range suggest the reaction is zeroth order 
under these conditions.  
In experiments aimed at further evaluating the order of the reaction in acetonitrile, 
reactions were formed with less of a gross excess of acetonitrile. The initial concentration 
of (Bu4N)7 was increased (15 mM in 1,2-difluorobenzene) and an aliquot of acetonitrile 
was added (100 equiv) in a short path UV cell in order to monitor the d-d band at higher 
concentrations. Under these conditions, the reaction was too slow to monitor accurately, 
as no change was observed over several days. When a slightly larger excess of 
acetonitrile was used (600 equiv) under similar conditions, a slow conversion was 
observed (Figure 4-17) over the course of 12 hours. 
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Figure 4-17: UV-Vis spectra of the conversion of 1.05 mM (Bu4N)7 in 1,2-
difluorobenzene (solid bold line) to (Bu4N)9 (dashed bold line) upon the addition of 600 
equiv. of acetonitrile at 20 °C over the course of 12 hours. Intermediate spectra taken in 1 
minute intervals. 
Spectral deconvolution of the reaction using the Olis Global Works software package led 
to similar kobs values for a first and second order fit. When the calculated spectra of the 
components identified by the global fitting software were compared to experimental 
spectra, both first and second order fits provided accurate spectra for the starting complex 
(Bu4N)7. The first order fit, however, provided a more accurate UV-Vis spectrum of the 
product, (Bu4N)9, when compared to the second order fit as seen in (Figure 4-18).  
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Figure 4-18: UV-Vis spectra of (solid): (Bu4N)9 in 1,2-difluorobenzene; (dashed): 
calculated product spectrum obtained from the second order fit; (dotted): calculated 
product spectrum obtained from the first order fit. 
In order to truly assess the order in acetonitrile, further experiments are needed in order to 
compare the observed rate of conversion to (Bu4N)9 to the initial concentration of 
acetonitrile. Future experiments should aim to use at least 600 molar equivalents of 
acetonitrile, so that the reaction time is within a reasonable range. In addition, these 
reactions should use less than 5000 equivalents of acetonitrile as saturation was observed 
at higher concentrations (Figure 4-16). 
In order to gain further information about the mechanism of this reaction, the 
kinetic isotope effect (KIE) for the reaction was measured by performing the reaction of 
(Bu4N)7 with acetonitrile and d
3
-acetonitrile under identical conditions ([(Bu4N)7]0 
=1.11mM, 20 °C) in triplicate. A large KIE (kH/kD) of 4.1(1) was observed and suggests 
some degree of C-H bond breaking occurs during the rate limiting step. The deuterium 
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incorporated product, (Bu4N)9D, was independently synthesized and its identity 
confirmed by ESI-MS spectrometry and FT-IR spectroscopy (see Figure 4-13).  
4.2.2 Proposed Mechanism for Formation of [Copper(II)-CH2CN]
1-
 Complex 
The kinetic experiments of the conversion of (Bu4N)7 to (Bu4N)9 elucidated the 
order of the reaction in (Bu4N)7; however, due to the slow rate of reaction when 
acetonitrile is not in large excess, we were unable to determine the order in acetonitrile. 
Given that the reaction is first order in (Bu4N)7, several possible mechanisms can be 
envisioned, as illustrated in Scheme 4-13. 
 
Scheme 4-13: Three proposed mechanisms for the conversion of (Bu4N)7 and (Bu4N)10 
to (Bu4N)9 and (Bu4N)11 respectively in acetonitrile at room temperature, where Ar = 
2,6-dimethylphenyl. 
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Pathway A involves an equilibrium between the four coordinate (Bu4N)7 and the 
five coordinate (Bu4N)7-CH3CN complex. From the (Bu4N)7-CH3CN, intramolecular 
attack of the hydroxide to deprotonate the axially bound acetonitrile generates a 5-
coordinate (Bu4N)(Cu(OH2)(NCCH2)
-
) complex. The dissociation of water and migration 
of the cyanomethide ligand to the equatorial position is then followed by rearrangement 
to give the C-bound cyanomethide complex, (Bu4N)9. The dissociation of water and the 
rearrangement of the cyanomethide from N-bound to C-bound can also be envisioned as 
a concerted process. Similarly, Pathway B begins with an equilibrium between the 4- and 
5-coordinate (Bu4N)7 species. From the 5-coordinate species, attack of the hydroxide 
moiety on an exogenous acetonitrile molecule generates the neutral (Cu(NCCH3)(OH2)) 
species and a free cyanomethide ion. Subsequent ligand exchange of the cyanomethide 
for the aqua ligand yields the 5-coordinate (Bu4N)9-CH3CN complex, which upon 
dissociation of the axial acetonitrile gives (Bu4N)9. For pathway C, the hydroxide ligand 
is replaced by an acetonitrile molecule to give the 4-coordinate neutral N-bound 
(Cu)(NCCH3) complex. Deprotonation of the bound acetonitrile by the exogenous 
hydroxide generates the (Bu4N)( L
Me
CuNCCH2
-
), which upon rearrangement to the C-
bound cyanomethide gives (Bu4N)9. 
Without the order of the reaction in acetonitrile, we are unable to distinguish 
between pathway A and B in the proposed mechanisms in Scheme 4-13. Pathway A is 
attractive considering the metal complex maintains a -1 charge throughout the process, 
whereas Pathway B and C both invoke neutral intermediates. Pathway C, seems less 
likely as complex (Bu4N)2 complex is obtained by the reaction of the copper(II)-
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acetonitrile complex, 1, with Bu4NOH,
123
 albeit in diethyl ether and not in excess 
acetonitrile.  
4.2.3 Oxidation of [Copper(II)-CH2CN]
1-
 to Generate a Copper(III)-CH2CN 
Complex 
Electrochemical studies (cyclic voltammetry) were performed on (Bu4N)9 to probe its 
electronic properties. When(Bu4N)9 was generated in-situ by the addition of (Bu4N)7 to 
0.1 M Bu4NPF6 in acetonitrile at room temperature under inert conditions, a pseudo-
reversible wave is observed at E1/2= -0.345 V vs Fc/Fc
+
 and ΔEp = 105 mV (scan rate 200 
mV/s) (Figure 4-19). 
 
Figure 4-19: Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM (Bu4N)9in 0.1 M [Bu4N][PF6] in 
acetonitrile referenced to Fc/Fc
+
 with varying scan rates (A) 100 mV/s; (B) 150 mV/s; 
(C) 200 mV/s; (D) 300 mV/s; (E) 400 mV/s. 
The oxidation of (Bu4N)9 was further investigated by UV-Vis spectroscopy due 
to the desire to generate a copper(III)-alkyl species that bears relevance to intermediates 
proposed in many reactions important in organic transformations (see section 4.1.2 ). 
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Chemical oxidation of (Bu4N)9 was readily achieved by oxidation with FcPF6 at −30 °C 
in acetonitrile to generate an intense orange chromophore, 9'( λmax ~ 465 nm, ε ~ 7700 M
-
1
 cm
-1
). The spectrum of 9' has markedly different spectral features from those of the 
oxidation product of (Bu4N)7 (Figure 4-20). 
 
Figure 4-20: UV-Vis spectral overlay of (solid) oxidation product of (Bu4N)9 in 
acetonitrile at −30 °C (dashed) oxidation product of (Bu4N)2 in 1,2-difluorobenzene at 
−25 °C. 
The stability of 9' at −30 °C is in stark contrast to other neutral copper(III)-species, such 
as η1-copper(III) σ-allyl complexes and η3-copper(III) π-allyl complexes, which were 
only recently observed by Rapid Injection NMR (RI-NMR) spectroscopy at −100 
°C.
82,100,101
 While the stability of the complexes varied at −100 °C depending on the 
nature of the ligands, the complexes decomposed at temperatures higher than −80 °C. It 
should be noted that in contrast, some copper(III)-aryl complexes are stable at room 
temperature.
405
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The pseudo-reversible electrochemical oxidation observed for (Bu4N)9 led us to 
investigate if the complex was chemically reversible. Upon addition of 1 molar 
equivalent of Fc
+
PF6
-
 to (Bu4N)9 at −30 °C in acetonitrile, an immediate color change 
from red-purple to intense orange solution was observed. Addition of 1 molar equivalent 
of decamethylferrocene (Cp
*
2Fc) to the solution led to an immediate color change back to 
a red-purple solution. The formation of ferrocene was also observed upon growth of the 
diagnostic feature at ~790 nm. A second course of sequential oxidation (addition of 1 
molar equivalent of Fc
+
PF6
-
 ) and reduction (addition of 1 molar equivalent of Cp
*
2Fc) 
led to the same spectral features, indicating that oxidation of (Bu4N)9 is chemically 
reversible (Figure 4-21). 
 
Figure 4-21: UV-spectra indicating the reversible oxidation of (Bu4N)9 (0.19 mM) in 
CH3CN at −30°C. (solid): (Bu4N)9; (dashed) after addition of 1 (equiv. Fc
+
PF6
- 
; (dotted) 
after addition of 1 equiv. of Cp
*
2Fc; (dash-dot) after addition of a second 1 equiv. aliquot 
of Fc
+
PF6
-
 ; (dash-dot-dot) after addition of a second 1 equiv. of Cp
*
2; RFc. Note: The 
feature at ~790 nm corresponds to the formation of ferrocene. 
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4.2.3.1 Computational Studies on Copper(III)-CH2CN 
 Time dependent density functional calculations (TD-DFT) on the electronic 
structure of 9' indicates the singlet configuration of a copper(III) complex is favored over 
the triplet configuration of acopper(II)-radical species by 22 kcal/mol. The TD-DFT 
electronic calculations indicate a strong correlation of the singlet structure with the 
experimental data as indicated in Figure 4-22. The triplet state formulation includes 
strong transitions at low energy (1171 nm, 844 nm, and 758 nm) that are not observed in 
the experimental spectrum. Additionally, the calculations suggest the singlet bond 
distances contract by 0.1 Å, whereas the triplet expands. This contraction of the bond 
distances of the singlet state was also observed for the oxidation of the (Bu4N)2 to 2'.
406 
 
 
Figure 4-22: Overlay comparing the electronic features of (black line). The experimental 
UV-Vis spectrum of (Bu4N)9 to the DFT calculated (B98) electronic transition for the 
restricted singlet (dashed bars) and triplet structures (solid bars). 
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 The singlet state spectrum has two major ligand-metal charge transfer (LMCT) bands at 
495 and 622 nm. The 495 nm transition results from an excitation that is a combination of 
three different ligand orbitals: two amide(π) based and one aryl(π) based orbitals that are 
excited into the Cu(dx
2
-y
2
) anti-bonding orbital (orbitals A, B, C, and D respectively in 
Figure 4-23 ). 
 
Figure 4-23: DFT calculated orbitals involved in the electronic transitions observed upon 
oxidation of (Bu4N)9 (A) amide(π); (B) amide(π); (C) aryl(π); (D) Cu(dx
2
-y
2
). 
The major contribution for the 495 nm feature is excitation of an amide(π) based orbital 
(A) into the Cu(dx
2
-y
2
) anti-bonding orbital (D). The 622 nm feature contains 
contributions of an amide(π) orbital (B) and an aryl(π) orbital (C) exciting into the 
Cu(dx
2
-y
2
) anti-bonding orbital with the major contribution coming from the excitation 
from (C) to (D) excitation. 
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4.2.4 Reactivity of a Copper(III)-CH2CN Complex  
Due to the nucleophilic nature of carbanions, the reactivity of 9' was investigated 
with trans-chalcone. 
 
Scheme 4-14: Reaction of 9'with trans-chalcone. 
The UV-Vis spectra of the reaction of 9'with 10 eq of trans-chalcone at −30 °C did not 
show any appreciable change in the decay rate of 9'(Figure 4-24) or the formation of any 
new species. Similarly, GC-MS analysis of the reaction mixture, after acidic work-up and 
extraction with organic solvent, displayed starting material. This indicates that 9' is not 
reactive towards activating internal alkenes, particularly α,β-unsaturated ketones.  
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Figure 4-24: UV-Vis spectra of (solid) (Bu4N)9 in the presence of 10 equiv. of trans-
chalcone; (dashed) (Bu4N)9 upon addition of 1 equiv. of FcPF6 to give 9' (dotted) 
spectrum after 80 minutes in acetonitrile at −30 °C. 
The potential for utilizing 9' as a hydrogen atom abstractor was also surveyed, as the 
corresponding hydroxide complex (7') proved very effective at hydrogen atom 
abstraction from dihydroanthracene (DHA) (see Chapter 3). The reaction of 9' with 10-
100 equivalents of DHA ranging from −20 °C to 10 °C was monitored by UV-Vis 
spectroscopy. The reactions did not show enhanced rate of decay of 9' or formation of 
anthracene, which would be expected upon reaction with DHA. Analysis of the reaction 
mixture after acidic workup and organic extraction did not indicate the formation of 
anthracene. These studies indicate 9' does not rapidly attack weak C-H bonds, unlike the 
corresponding hydroxide complex, 7'. 
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4.3 Isolation of a [Nickel(II)-CH2CN]
1-
 Complex 
The synthesis of (Bu4N)11 was carried out in an analogous fashion to the copper 
chemistry (see section 4.2 ), and it was characterized by ESI-MS spectrometry, FT-IR 
spectroscopy, NMR spectroscopy, and X-ray crystallography. The solid state structure of 
(Bu4N)11 was determined by single crystal X-ray crystallography and reveals a square 
planar nickel center coordinated by the dicarboxamide ligand and a cyanomethide ligand 
(Figure 4-25). Important bond distances and angles of (Bu4N)11 are presented in Table 
4-3.  
 
Figure 4-25: X-ray crystallographic representation of the anionic portion of (Bu4N)11
 
with thermal ellipsoids drawn a 50%. The hydrogen atoms of the ligand, the cation, and a 
solvent molecule are omitted for clarity. Space group: P21/c, R1 = 0.0398, wR2 = 0.1133. 
The solid state structures of (Bu4N)11 and (Bu4N)9 both crystalize in the same space 
group (P21/c) and are homologous, with metal to ligand bond distances differing due to 
the size of the metallic ion (Figure 4-26).  
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Figure 4-26: Overlay of the anion portions of (Bu4N)9 (black) and (Bu4N)11 (grey), 
indicating a high degree of structural similarity. RMS (root mean square) ~ 0.07. 
A nickel-carbon bond distance measure in (Bu4N)11 is 1.921(2) Å, which 
indicates a single bond between the two atoms and is the shortest nickel-cyanomethide 
distance in the literature. The recent report of Guan and coworkers’ square planar 
(POCOP)Ni(CH2CN) (POCOP = 2,6-(iPr2PO)2C6H3) complex has a nickel-CH2CN 
distance of 2.0123(9) Å , which is longer than the nickel-CH2CN distance observed in 
(Bu4N)11. 
329
 Guan and coworkers attribute the longer nickel-carbon bond to a strong 
trans influence arising from the aromatic ring of the pincer ligand. Similarly, Jones and 
coworkers report a complex (Ni(dippe)(CH2CN)Cl) (dippe= 1,2-
bis(diisopropylphosphino)ethane) with nickel-CH2CN distance of 2.0135 Å.
328
 A three-
coordinate ((Mes)2NHC)(Cp*)Ni(CH2CN) (Mes = mesityl) complex has a shorter nickel-
cyanomethide bond of 1.961(2) Å.
333
 The geometry about the nickel center is trigonal, 
unlike the square planar geometry of the other complexes, making direct comparison of 
bond distances difficult. The Guan and Jones complexes are both neutral complexes, 
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which may be a factor in why both structures exhibit longer nickel to carbon bond 
distances than (Bu4N)11. The methide-carbon (C24) to the nitrile-carbon (C25) bond is 
1.436 Å and is contracted relative to the bond in free acetonitrile (1.4521 Å), which is to 
be expected upon deprotonation of the methyl group. This contraction is observed for the 
Guan and Jones complexes, which have distances of 1.438(3) Å and 1.445(2) Å 
respectively. The nitrile bond measures 1.159(3) Å, which is within error of the nitrile 
bond distance 1.158 Å in free acetonitrile.
401
 This finding is in contrast to the copper(II)-
CH2CN complex that displayed a slight elongation of the nitrile bond. Both the Guan and 
Jones complexes display an elongation of the nitrile bond with distances of 1.149(3) Å 
and 1.153(2) Å observed.  
Table 4-3: Selected bond distances (Å) and angles (°) for (Bu4N)11. 
 
Further evidence for the solid state structure was provided by FT-IR, where a sharp 
stretch (ν = 2190 cm-1) was observed in the nitrile region and was shifted significantly 
from free acetonitrile (ν = 2204 cm-1). The formulation of (Bu4N)11 was also suggested 
to be preserved in solution , as evidence by the observation of the 11
−
 species by ESI-MS 
(Figure 4-27). Preparation of the deuterated cyanomethide complex, (Bu4N)11D, was 
 Bond Distance  Bond angle 
Ni1-C24 1.941(2) N2-Ni1-N3 164.67(6) 
Ni1-N1 1.850(2) N3-Ni1-C24 97.64(7) 
Ni1-N2 1.918(1) N2-Ni1-C24 97.69(7) 
Ni1-N3 1.913(1) N1-Ni1-C24 177.90(7) 
C24-C25 1.436(3) C24-C25-N4 178.0(2) 
C25-N4 1.159(3) Ni1-C24-C25 107.2(1) 
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also confirmed by ESI-MS spectrometry and ligand exchange was observed as described 
with related copper complex (Bu4N)9.  
 
Figure 4-27: (Left): ESI-MS spectrum of (Bu4N)11 (solid) experimental spectrum; 
(dashed) simulated spectrum. (Right): ESI-MS spectrum of (Bu4N)11D (solid) 
experimental spectrum; (dashed) simulated spectrum. 
The diamagnetic nature of (Bu4N)11 allowed for collection of 
1
H-NMR spectra, 
which indicated the two cyanomethide protons were equivalent and shifted upfield δ = -
.089 (s, 2H). This value suggests the nickel(II)-cyanomethide moiety remains intact in 
solution. In addition, UV-Vis spectroscopy of (Bu4N)11 displays similar spectral features 
and intensities to those of the related hydroxide and bicarbonate complexes
121
 (Figure 
4-28). 
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Figure 4-28: UV-Vis spectrum of (Bu4N)11 in acetonitrile at room temperature. 
 
4.4 Attempts to Use [M(II)-CH2CN]
1-
Complexex as –CH2CN Transfer Agents (M = 
Cu, Ni) 
The utility of the copper(II)-CH2CN, (Bu4N)9, and nickel(II)-CH2CN, (Bu4N)11, 
complexes as cyanomethyating reagents was tested by allowing each metal complex to 
react at room temperature for 6 hours with 100 equivalents of either allyl bromide, benzyl 
bromide, or benzaldehyde in acetonitrile. Allyl bromide and benzyl bromide were chosen 
because previous work with copper(I) systems have shown that allyl bromide is readily 
cyanomethylated under most conditions, whereas benzyl bromide is only 
cyanomethylated with particular copper catalyst systems (see section 4.1.3.1 for more 
details). Inspired by the current report of cyanomethylation of aldehydes by a nickel(II)-
CH2CN complex, we investigated the reactivity of our metal(II)-CH2CN complexes 
towards benzaldehyde.
329
 All reactions were analyzed by GC-MS and 
1
H-NMR 
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spectroscopy after acidification of the reaction mixture and extraction with organic 
solvent. Analysis of the organic reaction mixture revealed only starting material, and no 
features corresponding to product formation were observed by GC-MS or 
1
H-NMR 
spectroscopy. Future work should examine the reactivity of the metal(III)-cyanomethide 
species, 9' and 11' respectively, for their utility as cyanomethylating reagents, as they 
may be more reactive than their metal(II) counterparts.  
4.5 Perspectives and Future Work 
A novel copper(II)-cyanomethide ((Bu4N)9) and a rare nickel(II)-cyanomethide 
((Bu4N)11) complex were synthesized via reaction of their corresponding hydroxide 
complexes with acetonitrile. Both complexes were characterized using ESI-MS, X-ray 
crystallography, FT-IR and UV-Vis spectroscopy. The reactivity of these metal-
hydroxides with nitriles is unprecedented, as nitriles are typically hydrolyzed under such 
conditions. Kinetic studies on the copper(II)-hydroxide complex indicate that the reaction 
is first order with respect to copper. The order of the reaction for acetonitrile has been 
more difficult to assess due to the need to use excess acetonitrile to observe reasonable 
reaction rates.  
Initial efforts to utilize the copper(II)-cyanomethide and nickel(II)-cyanomethide 
complex as cyanomethylating reagents towards aldehydes and alkyl halides were 
unsuccessful. Further studies should aim to investigate the ability of the oxidized metal-
cyanomethide complexes to act as a cyanomethylating reagent.  
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4.6 Experimental 
General Considerations. All solvents and reagents were obtained from commercial 
sources and used as received unless otherwise noted. L
Me
H2 was prepared according to 
the literature procedure.
120
 The solvents Et2O and pentane were passed through 
purification columns (Glass Contour, Laguna, California) before use. Acetonitrile was 
dried over CaH2, degassed, distilled under vacuum and stored over CaH2 in a glovebox. 
Acetone was dried over 3Å molecular sieves, degassed, vacuum transferred and stored 
over 3Å molecular sieves in a glovebox. 1,2-Difluorobenzene was dried over CaH2, 
degassed, distilled under vacuum and stored over 3 Å molecular sieves in a glovebox. 
Anydrous DMF was stored over 3Å molecular sieves in a glovebox for 2 days and dried 
over a section portion of 3Å molecular sieves for an additional 2 days before use. All 
reactions of LCu(CH3OH) (6) were performed in glovebox under a dry N2 atmosphere.  
Physical Methods. NMR spectra were recorded on a 300 MHz Varian Inova 
spectrometer and cation resonances are omitted for clarity. UV-Vis spectra were recorded 
on an HP8453 (190-1100 nm) diode-array spectrophotometer equipped with a Unisoku 
low-temperature cryostat. Electrospray ionization mass spectra (ESI-MS) were recorded 
in negative ion mode on a Bruker BioTOF II instrument. Electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR) spectra were recorded a Bruker Continuous Wave EleXsys E500 
spectrometer at 10 K. EPR simulations were achieved by using Bruker Simfonia 
software. Infrared spectra were collected on a Nicolet Avatar 370FT-IR Elemental 
analyses were performed by Robertson Microlit Laboratory (Ledgewood, New Jersey) 
and Compete Analysis Laboratories Inc (Parsippany, New Jersey). X-ray crystallography  
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data collection and structure solution were conducted using a SMART Apex II instrument 
and the current SHELXTL suite of programs.
407
 
L
Me
Cu(MeOH) (6). L
Me
H2 (1.015 g, 2.72 mmol), anhydrous CuCl2 (0.367 g, 2.73 mmol) 
and MeOH (100 mL) were added to a 250 mL round bottom flask to give a light green 
solution. Addition of a solution of NaOMe in MeOH (0.5 M, 9.2 mL, 4.6 mmol) yielded 
a deep forest green solution, which was stirred for 30 min. The solvent was removed in 
vacuo to give a green oil. This oil was dissolved in CH3CN (~ 20 mL) and toluene (100 
mL) was added, after which a precipitate formed and the solution became mahogany in 
color. The mixture was filtered through a fine porosity frit and solvent was removed from 
the filtrate in vacuo to produce a bright green powder. Subsequent washings with 
acetonitrile (3 x 5 mL) and hexanes (3 x 5 mL) afforded the product as a bright green 
solid, which was dried in the vacuum oven at 40 °C overnight (0.75 g, 69%). ESI-MS 
(CH3OH, m/z): calcd 465.11 [M-H]
1-
, found 465.16. UV-Vis [λmax, nm (ε, M
-1
 cm
-1
) in 
CH3CN]: 397 (1400), 545 (720). Anal. Calcd. for C24H25CuN3O3: C, 61.72; H, 5.40; N, 
9.00. Found: C, 61.83; H, 5.29; N, 8.93.  
(Bu4N)(L
Me
CuOH) (7). To 6 (147 mg, 0.314 mmol) was added Et2O (~ 10mL) to give a 
green reaction mixture. Upon the addition of Bu4NOH in MeOH (1.0 M, 0.31 mL, 0.31 
mmol) a blue sticky precipitate formed. The reaction was stirred for ~5 min and the 
solvent was removed in vacuo to give a dark blue oil. The oil was washed with Et2O (3 x 
5 mL) to yield the product as a bright blue-purple solid (129 mg, 85%). UV-Vis [λmax, nm 
(ε, M-1 cm-1) in acetone]: 378 (1800), 550 (230). Anal. Calcd. for C39H58CuN4O3: C, 
67.45 H, 8.42; N, 8.07. Found: C, 66.86; H, 8.15; N, 8.02. EPR (10 K): gx = 2.02, gy = 
2.06, gz = 2.19; A values (x 10
-4
 cm
-1
): A(Cu) =192, A(Npy) =18.2, A (Nam) =13.5. 
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 [Bu4N][L
Me
Cu(CH2CN)] (9). Compound 7 (109 mg, 0.185 mmol) was added to CH3CN 
(~ 10 mL) to give a dark blue solution, which became red-purple (< 2min). The reaction 
was stirred for 30 min and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The resulting solid was 
washed with Et2O (2 x 3 mL) to yield the product as a deep purple solid (129 mg, 85%). 
Negative ion ESI-MS (CH3OH, m/z): calcd 474.11 [M-Bu4N]
1-
, found 473.96. UV-Vis 
[λmax, nm (ε, M
-1
 cm
-1
) in CH3CN]: 315 (3800), 476 (380). FT-IR(Nujol mull): 2173 cm
-1
. 
Anal. Cald. for C41H59CuN5O2: C,68.63; H,8.29; N,9.76. Found: C, 68.58; H, 8.22; N, 
9.66.  
(Bu4N)(L
Me
Cu(CD2CN)) (9D). This compound was prepared according to the same 
procedure used to prepare 9, except using CD3CN (99.8%) on a 52.5mg (0.0756 mmol) 
scale, to give 5 as a deep purple solid (54.4 mg, 73.2 %). ESI-MS (CH3OH, m/z): calcd 
476.12 [M-Bu4N]
1-
, found 476.09. IR (Nujol mull): 2162, 2192 cm
-1
. 
(Bu4N)(L
Me
NiOH) (10). The synthesis of 10 was carried out in an analogous fashion to 
the previously reported
120
(Et4N)(L
Me
NiOH) complex and similar UV-VIS and
 1
H-NMR 
spectroscopic features were obtained.  
(Bu4N)(L
Me
Ni(CH2CN)) (11). The synthesis of 11 was analogous to the procedure used 
for 6. Briefly, 4 ( 115 mg, 0.167 mmol) was added to CH3CN (~ 10 mL) to give a yellow 
orange solution which became red-orange upon stirring overnight. The solvent was 
removed in vacuo to give a sticky red solid to which 5 mL of Et2O was added and stirred 
for 3 hrs. ESI-MS (CH3OH, m/z): calcd 469.12 [M-Bu4N]
1-
, found 469.20. UV-Vis [λmax, 
nm (ε, M-1 cm-1) in CH3CN]: 400 (4500),478 (sh, 1500). FT-IR(Nujol mull): 2190 cm
-1
. 
1
H NMR (CD2Cl2): δ -0.89 (s, 1), 2.29 (s, 12), 6.84 (m, 6), 7.58 (d, 2), 7.88 (t, 1). 
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(Bu4N)([L
Me
Ni(CD2CN)) (11D). The synthesis of 11D was analogous to the procedure 
used for 7. Briefly, 4 (119.3 mg, 0.167 mmol) was added to CD3CN (~ 5 mL) to give an 
orange solution hich became red-orange upon stirring overnight. The solvent was 
removed in vacuo and washed with Et2O (2 X 5 mL) to give a sticky orange solid to 
which Et2O (10 mL) was added and stirred for 3 hours. The solvent was removed in 
vacuo to give a red orange powder that was filtered onto a fine porosity frit and washed 
with Et2O (5 mL). The red orange powder was dried under vacuum for 2 hours (80.8 mg, 
67.7 %). ESI-MS (CH3OH, m/z): calcd 471.13 [M-Bu4N]
1-
, found 471.20. FT-IR(Nujol 
mull): 2182 cm
-1
. 
General procedure for obtaining kinetic data by low temperature UV-Vis 
spectroscopy. All reactions were prepared in a nitrogen filled glovebox and cuvettes 
were sealed under inert atmosphere with a septum. Reactions were monitored by UV-Vis 
and performed following the general procedure described herein. The data was then 
analyzed using the Olis Global Fitting software package using the single value 
decomposition (SVD) fitting protocol. The data was fit to several reaction order types 
using the SVD protocol until a suitable fit was achieved where the error was reduced and 
the spectral contributions calculated by the Olis software were in good agreement with 
experimentally observed spectra.  
Procedure for the conversion of (Bu4N)7 to (Bu4N) 9. To a cuvette of 2.2 mL of 
CH3CN was added 0.1 mL of 15 mM of 7 in 1,2-difluorobenzene at 20 °C. UV-Vis 
spectra were taken every 30 seconds and the reaction was performed in triplicate. The 
data was fit to a first order process using the Olis Global Works Software package as 
described above on a subset of data (400-890 nm) from which the UV-Vis spectra of the 
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two components were calculated and the rate of the reaction (kobs) were given. The 
calculated spectra were in good agreement with the independently measured [LCuOH]
1-
 
and[ LCuCH2CN]
1-
 spectra. The second order rate constant, kCH2CN, was obtained using 
the equation kCH2CN = kobs/[LCuOH]0. Fitting to a second order process gave a poor error 
model and unreasonable calculated spectra with negative absorption values. 
Procedure for the oxidation of (Bu4N) 9 to 9'. To a cuvette, 0.15 mL of a 3mM solution 
of 6 in acetonitrile was added to 2.50 mL of acetonitrile. The cuvette was cooled to −30 
°C and 0.30 mL of a 1.5mM solution of FcPF6 was added to give rise to an intense 
chromophore ( λmax ~ 465 nm, ε ~ 5500 M
-1
 cm
-1
).  
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Appendix A: 
Attempts to grow X-ray quality crystal of the copper(II)-hydroxide complex, 
(Bu4N)2, supported by a N,N′-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-2,6-pyridinedicarboxamide 
ligand was synthesize by a postdoctoral associate, Dr. Patrick J. Donoghue. Repeated 
attempts to crystallized (Bu4N)2 were unsuccessful. In order to exchange the 
tetrabutylammonium cation for a more crystalline cation, a metathesis reaction of 
(Bu4N)2 was performed with bis(triphenylphosphine)iminium chloride (PPN) in 
tetrahydrofuran.
123
 X-ray quality crystals were obtained by vapor diffusion of hexanes 
into the sample at −30 °C. Determining the crystal structure of (PPN)2 was difficult due 
the contamination of chloride ions displacing hydroxide ions in the crystalline lattice 
(Figure 4-29). Three crystal structures were collected from different samples of the 
metathesis reaction, which contained various amounts of chloride contamination, as 
evidenced by their color and copper-X bond distance (X = Cl
−
 or OH
−
)(Table 4-4). In 
addition, a sample of the pure copper(II)-chloride complex, (PPN)3, was prepared by the 
reaction of the copper(II)-CH3CN complex with PPNCl in tetrahydrofuran. X-ray quality 
crystals were grown by vapor diffusion into hexanes at −30 °C. 
 
Figure 4-29: Representation of (PPN)2 (X = OH
−
) and (PPN)3 (X = Cl
−
), which are 
present in different ratios in the crystal structures of (PPN)
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Table 4-4: Crystallographic parameters for the collection of (PPN)2 and (PPN)3 and intermediate structures. 
  
 
Crystal code 10129, (PPN)2 10133 10138 10173, (PPN)3 
Crystal color blue red green green 
Cu…X (Cl or OH)(Å) 1.946(2) (OH) 2.1481(10) (Cl) 2.140(10) (Cl) 2.1843(9) (Cl) 
Cu…N1(Å) 1.920(2) 1.923(2) 1.9448(2) 1.9236(2) 
Cu…N2(Å) 1.996(2) 2.0155(2) 2.0076(2) 1.992(2) 
Cu…N3(Å) 2.010(2) 2.0174(2) 2.0130(2) 1.993(2) 
a (Å) 15.0268(3) 15.1248(13) 15.1401(2) 15.0982(16) 
b (Å) 17.8103(3) 17.8566(16) 17.8870(3) 17.8967(19) 
c (Å) 30.4807(5) 30.4402(3) 30.4340(4) 30.5305(3) 
α (°) 90.0000 90.0000 90.0000 90.0000 
β (°) 90.0000 90.0000 90.0000 90.0000 
γ (°) 90.0000 90.0000 90.0000 90.0000 
Volume (Å
3
) 8156(3) 8221.2(13) 8241.2(2) 8249.6(15) 
Temperature (°C) -100 -150 -100 -100 
Rint 0.0623 0.0556 0.0469 0.0638 
R (%) 0.0542 0.0443 0.0475 0.0483 
wR
2
(%) 0.1255 0.1167 0.1270 0.1215 
Goodness of Fit 0.956 1.049 1.023 0.966 
Completeness to theta 98.3% 100.0% 98.5% 99.7% 
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All structures crystallized in an orthorhombic setting and in the P212121 space group. The 
PPN cation created large solvent accessible channels that contained ~4 disordered THF 
molecules in all of the crystal structures, for which the program Platon SQUEEZE was 
used to remove the electron-density from the refinement of the structure. The 10129 
structure of (Bu4N)2 exhibited a longer than expected copper-hydroxide bond distance 
(1.946(2) Å) than predicted by DFT calculations (1.863 Å) and the oxygen ellipsoid of 
the hydroxide moiety was elongated in the plane perpendicular to the copper-ligand 
plane.
123
  
These factors led us to believe constitutional disorder may be occurring in the structure, 
despite its intense blue color.. It should also be noted, that due to the bulky isopropyl 
groups of the ligand, the hydroxide moiety is not bound to any hydrogen bonding 
acceptor. A search for interactions within a 5 Ǻ radius of the oxygen atom of the 
hydroxide moiety did not reveal any suitable atoms for hydrogen bonding or Van deer 
Waal interactions. The absence of these interactions does not constrain the hydroxide 
moiety to a tightly defined region and thus enables the wavering in the direction 
perpendicular the bond. The deep green (PPN)3 structure exhibited copper-chloride bond 
distance of 2.1843(9) Å, which is near the expected range for copper(II)-chloride 
complexes (2.246Å (σ = 0.032)).217 The two other samples of (Bu4N)2 (10133 and 
10138) contained intermediate levels of chloride contamination, leading to copper-X 
distances of 2.1481(10) and 2.140(10) Å. In these intermediate structures, peaks 
221 
 
corresponding to the copper-chloride and copper-hydroxide species could be observed, 
but they were not able to be refined independently. This is due to the difference in the 
bond distance between the copper-chloride and copper-hydroxide bond is quite small 
(0.32 Å), which is below the resolution limit of the instrument used to collect the 
structures. The resolution limit is determined by Bragg’s Law (d = ½(λ/sinθ)), which in 
this case where Mo Kα radiation was used (0.71073 Å), places the resolution limit at 
~0.366 Å.
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